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ON THE COVER: El Arco at Land’s End is Los Cabos’ iconic geographical feature — often
photographed and not to be missed. It’s the standard bearer for an unequaled
spot in the world where a bountiful desert gives way to the roaring sea.
It’s where the Sea of Cortés meets the Pacific Ocean, and a wealth of creatures,
natural phenomena, sumptuous flavors and unmatched experiences come together.
Photo by Ben Horton.
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Welcome Letters

MARIBEL COLLINS SÁNCHEZ

LILZI ORCÍ

Secretary of Tourism,

Executive President

Economics and Sustainability

Los Cabos Hotel

Baja California Sur

Association

Welcome to Los Cabos

Bienvenidos a Los Cabos!

Located at the southern tip of the Baja California Peninsula, Los

Los Cabos is ready to welcome you with the highest standard

Cabos is one of the world’s most diverse tourism destinations. Set

of safety and care.

against a dramatic desert backdrop and nestled between the Pacific

We are thrilled to welcome you to our beautiful destination

Ocean and Sea of Cortes, our destination is home to award-winning

and encourage you to enjoy elevated services and Taylor

resorts, culinary offerings, championship golf courses, celebrated

made experiences.

spas, world-renowned sport fishing tournaments, and state-of-the-art
convention facilities.
Los Cabos encompasses the capes of San Jose del Cabo, Cabo

Los Cabos, known as the land of enchantment and one
that encompasses sunny beaches and one of the world’s
most diverse tourism destinations. Nestled between the

San Lucas and the East Cape, each with a distinct personality for a

Pacific Ocean and Sea of Cortes, our destination is home

very select set of travelers that want to take advantage of the natural

to more than 80 award-winning resorts and hotels. Whether

beauty of Baja California Sur. Visitors will be able to experience

you’re looking for a romantic escape or an adventurous

dessert, mountain and water activities, that along with the contrast of

getaway at Land’s End, Los Cabos invites you to experience

the sea and the desert landscapes, will remain in their memories.

its hospitality through one of its countless offerings.

Getting to Los Cabos is easier than ever, with the Los Cabos

Los Cabos is experiencing remarkable growth. By 2023,

International Airport’s (SJD) more than 500 weekly flights, serving

the destination is forecasted to increase its growing inventory

more than 40 destinations. Additionally, Los Cabos has been

of hotels and resorts with the addition of 440 new rooms.

unstoppable adding several luxury properties to the already growing

Some of the newest luxury properties set to open include

inventory of resorts and hotels. With over 86 hotels and resorts, Los

Aman (2022), St. Regis (2022), Park Hyatt (2023), Soho

Cabos offers more than 18,000 rooms.

House (2023) and Four Seasons (2023).

Another big draw of the destination is its vibrant culinary offering

Los Cabos truly has something for everyone. From

attracting numerous distinguished chefs who have come to Los

cultural and natural experiences to exquisite cuisine, visitors

Cabos to share their creativity. Top ranked chefs such as Richard

will be amazed by the diversity of activities available in

Sandoval, Enrique Olvera and Jean-Georges Vongerichten among

Los Cabos. To name a few, travelers will be able to enjoy

many others, have taken our signature Mexican dishes and recreated

the Los Cabos International Film Festival, ATP Los Cabos,

them into their own by creating a culinary oasis for locals and visitors.

the annual culinary festival, Sabor a Cabo, and the newly

There is really something for everyone – no matter if you’re
traveling for business or leisure, we are extremely excited to
welcome you! We encourage you to fully maximize your time here
and visit every corner of the state of Baja California Sur.

8

unveiled gastronomic event, District 23400, among many
other signature events.
Start planning your dream vacation today by visiting
www.visitloscabos.travel or download our new Los Cabos App.
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Welcome Letters

WELCOME
We’re thrilled to see so many of you back in Los Cabos! The last two years
have had the dual effect of leaving us in need of connection and giving us the
unprecedented opportunity to ask ourselves what we value most.
One way we are addressing both concerns is through thoughtful, sustainable
and inclusive travel. We are drawn to destinations that go well beyond prepackaged, mass-market, turnstile service and toward unforgettable experiences
enjoying personalized activities, inspired meals and deep, meaningful moments
with our loved ones.
Our team has had the pleasure of creating Visit Los Cabos for more than
20 years, but this particular edition feels special. So, please take a moment to
explore — or reacquaint yourself with — the rich tapestry of sights and activities
that will delight your sense of adventure… and allow you to reconnect with what
This desert and sea may feel timeless, but there’s no time to waste.

Safe Travels!
Amaury Santiago

President & Publisher
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you value most.
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We Have the best specialists,
committed to treat patients
with kindness,
integrity and professionalism.

HOSPITAL
SERVICES

· Emergency
· Labs & CAT Scan
· Hemodialysis
· ICU
· Coronary Unit
· Trauma Center
· Ambulance
· COVID 19 Test
(PCR and Antigen)
· Rx and USG
· Doctor´s Home Visit 24/7
· Private Suite

Exceptional Care

for Exceptional People

Paseo de la Marina #4116 Col. El Médano. Cabo San Lucas, BCS.

www.amchospitals.com
CAB 2021-00-011_SSedits.indd 11

624 143 4911
Hospital
11 AMC
2/15/22 3:28 PM
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EXCITING

Sightseeing

On a

SUN
BEAM
Most visitors to Los Cabos rarely leave the city limits, but if you want to immerse
yourself in an adventure in a less frequented part of Baja California Sur, consider a
day trip into the outback, an arid country with sweeping vistas.
Just 34 miles north of Land’s End, the quaint rural town of Santiago is home to
flourishing orchards and working ranches that make the land resemble a verdant
island amid a sea of desert scrub. Santiago doubles as the gateway to the Cabo
Real Ecological Reserve, which itself skirts the Sierra de la Laguna mountain range.
Designated a UNESCO global biosphere reserve in 1994, the range is graced with
a wealth of biodiverse vegetation and magnificent rock formations.
Located within the reserve, the locally owned Rancho Ecologico Sol de Mayo is
home to some of the region’s most iconic flora and fauna, including lizards, quail,
roadrunners, rabbits and the occasional ring-tailed cat. Hit the trail early to get a
better chance of seeing the animals. They tend to come out before the sun is at
its peak, and spend the rest of the day tucked in shaded hideaways, ideal for an
extended siesta.
The drive to the ranch is relatively easy, though it is recommended that you rent
an all-wheel drive vehicle to get there, as the last several miles are unpaved and
uneven. The varied fleet at Ten Car Rental includes midsize sports utility vehicles
and Jeeps, ideally suited for this kind of adventure.

Photomexico

Once at the ranch, be prepared to pay

Sustainable
travel is
not just
a trend; it’s a
way to share
the world.

a nominal fee to park and another small
fee for access to the trail that leads to the
waterfall. The hike down to the waterfall
itself can take as little as five to 10 minutes,
but the return trip takes longer, as it is up
the steep incline. You can assist yourself on
the rustic but functional trail with railings and
ropes you’ll find along the way.

13
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GOOD TO KNOW
The fresh water for the
creeks and underground
reservoirs throughout
Baja California Sur comes
from the Sierra de la
Laguna mountains.

The ranch offers a few amenities, including restrooms, fresh meals
and beverages, and even cabins for overnight stays.
When the picturesque, 40-foot cascading fall comes into view,
it’s easy to feel like you have traveled a world away. This natural

provides the perfect pick-me-up for adults after a day of exploring,

formation invites visitors to step back in time, as huge granite rocks

while a safe sandy shallow area is best for kids and less confident

atop the Sol de Mayo waterfall funnel its crystalline, spring-fed

swimmers. The water is cool and refreshing, but at the height of

water into a pool below — a sight that has attracted locals to the

summer may be reduced to a trickle or dry up completely.

the peaceful spot while you’re there.
Visitors can easily spend the whole day cooling off in the natural
swimming hole absorbing the laid-back atmosphere. The deep pool

If you seek a little more insight and context, look for expeditions
guided by naturalists who are knowledgeable about the area and
its secrets. Various destination management companies, such
as Terramar and Mexico Planners organize hiking tours, and can

GETTING THERE: Rent a car, or contact a destination management company (DMC) like CalypsoTrip, which regularly
organizes tours through the back country.

14
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area for centuries. In fact, you may run into a few locals enjoying
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Hiking Essentials
A day in the desert can be a life-changing adventure. It
can just as easily be a lackluster experience if you are not
properly prepared. The best way to thoroughly enjoy your
day trip is to plan ahead and pack accordingly. The most
important item to remember when heading out on a hiking
trip through desert trails is a good pair of comfortable,
closed-toe walking shoes — indispensible for managing the
uneven and steep terrain.
Other items to pack include a swimsuit, sunscreen,
sunglasses, a hat, plenty of water, a small rucksack to carry
all your items and, of course, a camera or cell phone to
capture your memories. You may also want to pick up some
food and drinks at the ranch prior to trekking down the trail
to enjoy to stay hydrated and refuel before you return.

personalize your experience. Their knowledgeable guides provide
information about the land, its vegetation, where you are most likely
to see specific animals and the indigenous people who lived in the
area hundreds of years ago.
“It’s such a rush to stumble upon an oasis in the middle of the
desert,” says Sunny Irvine, owner of destination management
company Terramar. “You feel like you’re on a discovery expedition
as you come upon these remote villages, missions and waterfalls.”

RESPONSIBLE TOURISM
There are several ways you can be a responsible eco-tourist
and do your part to ensure the incredible natural wonders in
the destinations you visit remain the way you were able to
experience and enjoy them. All travelers can leave a destination
a little better than they found it, and this is certainly applicable to
a place as naturally blessed as Los Cabos.
Coral reefs are some of the most productive ecosystems on
the planet. In fact, they are home to 25 percent of all marine
life and provide much of the world’s oxygen. According to the
environmental firm Raw Elements, there has been a major decline
of coral reefs worldwide in recent years that is directly related to
sunscreen pollution. While in Los Cabos — or any other beach —
do your part by using non-nano zinc oxide sunscreen. Look for
biodegradable sunscreen that is marked “reef safe.”
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EXCITING

Sightseeing
Given the warm, sunny weather that

A number of
hotels and
resorts in
Los Cabos
invite guests
to participate
in hands-on
sea turtle
conservation
efforts.

drains into aquifers and is then treated. It’s not

makes Los Cabos such a great place to

just a good bet that filtered water is readily

stay, keeping hydrated is essential. Instead

available during your visit, it’s a better choice

of buying bottled water — an unnecessary

if you value the environment you are visiting.

expense that adds plastic to the oceans —

So fill up your reusable bottle 10 times a day if

bring your own bottle and fill it up! Drinking

you need!

tap water at your hotel or at a restaurant is
perfectly safe throughout Los Cabos.

SUPPORT CONSERVATION EFFORTS

Remember, this is a major tourist

A number of hotels and resorts throughout Los

destination, so plenty of resources go

Cabos invite guests to participate in hands-

into making sure the water is safe for

on sea turtle conservation efforts from June

consumption. Local water comes from the

through December. During this time, many

mountains, thousands of feet above. It

of the local beaches become turtle nesting
grounds where hundreds of hatchlings make
their way back to the sea, protected and
escorted by guests and conservation team
members. This is an incredible family bonding

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB (4)

and social activity.
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GOOD TO KNOW

Blue Flag certified beaches
must meet and adhere
to strict, internationally
recognized environmental,
educational, safety and
accessibility standards.

Los Cabos’ beaches are among its greatest draws.
Thanks to the worldwide Blue Flag designation, it’s
easy to identify which ones are the safest and most
environmentally sound. One of the many upsides of
being a responsible tourist is reaping the rewards of
the efforts we make together, like enjoying a Blue Flag
certified beach. Los Cabos boasts 22 Blue Flag-certified
beaches, the most of any destination in Mexico! These
include: Acapulquito, Chileno, Corsario, El Surgidero,
Hacienda, La Gaviota, La Ribera, Las Viudas, Medano
Breathless, Medano Casa Dorada, Medano Club
Cascadas de Baja, Medano ME Cabo, Medano Pueblo
Bonito Cabos, Medano Pueblo Bonito Rose, Medano
Riu Palace Los Cabos, Medano Riu Santa Fe, Medano
Villa Del Palmar, Medano Villa El Arco, Medano Villa La
Estancia, Monuments, Palmilla and Santa Maria.

17
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EXCITING

Golf

Fit

to a
tee
As an iconic, internationally recognized golf destination, Los Cabos keeps its golf
game fresh and challenging. Now offering 18 incredible tracks, if you play every
hole at every course while you’re in town, you’ll get to see and enjoy some of the
planet’s most spectacular scenery. Golf Digest listed three of the area’s courses
within its “World’s 100 Greatest Golf Courses” list and seven made it to the
magazine’s “Top 10 Golf Courses in Mexico” list.
Added amenities at most of these courses include pro shops, instruction and
some form of culinary palapa. These strategically placed mini-restaurants are usually
staffed with a bartender and chef, and serve a full-range of local staples and a vast
menu of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. When you golf at the southern tip
of the Baja California peninsula, expect to have an unparalleled experience. The
incredible display of architecture, design and carefully thought-out features at these
courses can be traced back directly to the talented designers that helped develop
the region’s golf presence, including Jack Nicklaus, Greg Norman, Tom Fazio, Davis
Love III, Tiger Woods and Fred Couples, among others.

WELL ESTABLISHED
Famous for its 27 holes, many of which feature spectacular views of the Sea of
Cortés, Palmilla Golf Club was the first major course built in Los Cabos, opening
in 1992. The Jack Nicklaus-designed
into Latin America. It’s divided into the
Arroyo Nine, the Mountain Nine and the
Ocean Nine, and it is often referred to
as the Grand Dame of Los Cabos Golf.
The impressive track gently takes players
through 800 vertical feet of the Baja
California Sur terrain.
One of the original courses in the area,
By RICK STEDMAN
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the beloved Cabo San Lucas Country Club

Courtesy of Questro Golf

Los Cabos
raises the
game on
premier
golf courses
with fresh
offerings.

course was his first signature venture
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retains its Old Mexico feel, and that’s part of its endless appeal.
Designed by Roy Dye and opened in 1994, it is one of the most
challenging and scenic golf courses on the entire peninsula. The
course was significantly remodeled in 2018 by Mexican designer
Agustin Piza, so the par-72, Dye-designed, 18-hole course now
back nine was shortened and its corridors were widened to expand
what has always been the layout’s showpiece: its spectacular views
of El Arco at Land’s End.
With these two courses, Los Cabos made an impressive entry into
the international golf scene. Querencia Golf Club opened in 2000 to

20
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measures 6,852 yards and boasts several new holes. The club’s
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THE LEADERS OF

GOLF IN LOS CABOS!

GOOD TO KNOW

During the winter months
golfers are treated to
incredible views of
breaching whales as
they make their annual
migrations.

Home to Three World Class Golf Courses,
Three Different Experiences
rave reviews. The dramatic Tom Fazio-designed course spans 300

GPS in All Golf Carts

acres, winds through deep arroyos and climbs to cool, arid plateaus
with endless vistas. This private, 18-hole championship course
measures 7,050 yards from the championship tees and overlooks
the Sea of Cortés.
In 2014 the 18-hole championship Quivira Golf Club, a Signature
Jack Nicklaus design, became the star attraction at Pueblo Bonito

The Triple Crown Pass
One round at each of the three Questro Golf courses,
the most affordable way to play golf in Los Cabos!
Call us today to purchase your Multi-Round Pass,
reserve your round, or for more information!

Resort. Several of the picturesque holes on this par-72, 7,085-

+52 (624) 173 9400

yard course are carved right into the Pacific Ocean shoreline,

Toll free USA: 1877 795 8727 | reservations@questrogolf.com
www.questrogolf.com

offering unparalled ocean views. In its first five years, Quivira
Golf Club established itself as a major presence. It was dubbed

CAB 2021-012-033_SSedits.indd 21
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Golf

There is
plenty to
see and do
where the
land ends and
possibility
begins.

the “Best New International Golf Course”

Cabo Real Golf Club features a multi-

by Golf Magazine when it first opened and

themed, target-style course reimagined

“The Development of the Year” by Golf Inc.

by Robert Trent Jones from a pre-existing

More recently, it was included in Golf Digest’s

layout. The showpiece of a 2,800-acre resort

“World’s 100 Greatest Golf Courses” list.

and residential community with 3.2 miles of
beachfront, the track measures 6,848 yards at

THE QUEST FOR PERFECTION
Questro Golf manages a trio of excellent golf

the tips.
Likewise, Club Campestre San José

course in Los Cabos, including Cabo Real

anchors a 550-acre master-planned

Golf Club, Club Campestre San José Golf,

community. Measuring 6,966 yards from the

and Puerto Los Cabos Golf Club. Each course

championship tees, the 18-hole course was

was designed by the biggest names in golf

designed by Jack Nicklaus amid the gently

architecture, including Signature Designs from

rolling foothills of the Sierra de la Laguna

Jack Nicklaus, Robert Trent Jones II and Greg

mountains and features spectacular views

Norman. Each is spectacular in its own way,

from every single hole.

and should be on everyone’s to-do list when
in Los Cabos.

Despite its sloping desert terrain and views
of the Sea of Cortés, the course’s defining

NIGHT COURSE: Cabo San Lucas Country Club’s Golf Shot program offers a unique experience in the region thanks to its
lighted driving range and extensive putting greens with 250-yard targets.

22
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EXCITING
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characteristic is its undulating, multi-tiered greens, which are widely

three separate ecosystems: across windswept dunes, up through a

considered among the most liberally contoured putting surfaces in

cactus forest and back toward the sea on the back nine designed

Los Cabos.

by legendary golfer and course designer Greg Norman.

Puerto Los Cabos Golf Club has thrilled golfers for over a
decade. It features a unique 27-hole composite design finished in

NEIGHBORING GREENS

2018 when Nicklaus returned to build his long-awaited second nine.

Guests at the Hacienda del Mar Los Cabos Resort, Villas & Golf can

The rare design — the nine-hole Mission Course by Greg Norman

enjoy the property’s plush accommodations, award-winning dining

and now 18-hole Marina Course by Nicklaus — has proven to be

and stunning views of the Sea of Cortés, including access to the

a winning combination. Bunkers and dramatic elevation changes

adjacent Tom Weiskopf-designed Desert Course.

mark the recent additions made by the latter, and eventually,

For a thoroughly breathtaking experience, a drive to Costa

Norman will be back to buld his second nine to finish the oeuvre

Palmas East Cape is in order. The links-style course at Costa

with two separate 18-hole courses.

Palmas is framed by the Sierra de la Laguna Mountains and
features broad fairways and a windswept layout that rises more

BOLD STROKES

than 130 feet above sea level. Designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr.,

Known for his “least-disturbance” design approach, the 18-hole

the layout includes greens with unguarded entrances, groves of

Rancho San Lucas Golf Club features a low-profile layout that left

mesquite trees and strategically-placed bunkers, as well as views

the site’s existing contours intact and offers sweeping ocean views

of the coves, harbors and channels that line the Costa Palmas

from every hole. The result is a 7,210-yard, par-72 course that spans

community.

23
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EXCITING

Fishing

Life on

the
LINE
Here’s how it all plays out. You’re on the deck of a 70-foot sportfishing yacht. Charging
into mounting Pacific swells, you’re strapped to the fighting chair, battling a 600-pound
blue marlin sporting monumental shoulders and a sharp sword for a nose. Waves
crash over the transom, spraying salt water in your face as the captain backs down
on the beast. After a 45 minute war of give and take, the mate reaches down into the
water, the billfish wildly slashing around. He grabs the leader at boatside, the hook is
dislodged and the marlin is released to fight another day. High fives round the house.
Sweating bullets, you unstrap the fighting harness and coolly walk into the salon
of the sportfisher, kick your feet up and dine on fresh sushi, stir a martini and catch
some rays while waiting for the next bite. That’s the real catch in the Los Cabos fishing
scene: You can be out on a rugged maritime
in state-of-the-art luxury.

OUT IN THE WATER
The waters off Los Cabos are comprised of
the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Cortés. Both
consisting of prolific marine environments and
submarine sea mounts, myriad species can be
found anywhere from right along the shoreline

By NICK HONACHEFSKY

24

out to 60 miles. Big game fishing in Los Cabos

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB

Dedicate a
day for the
40-mile run
to the fishing
grounds of
an offshore
expedition.

brawl with genuine beasts even as you indulge
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Photomexico
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Charter aBoat
Whether you’re a newbie or a

seasoned angler, Los Cabos offers
plenty of options to suit your
specific needs and budget. On my
first trip to Los Cabos in 2007, I
had no idea how to charter a boat,
so I walked the docks at Marina
Cabo San Lucas, and I managed to
negotiate a trip on a ramshackle
17-foot panga boat with a local
fisherman. Chartering a fishing boat
is an even easier process. Simply
contact Pisces Fleet, which offers
a variety of options for inshore
and offshore fishing, starting with
22-foot panga boats for half-day,
four-hour fishing jaunts of inshore
fishing. If you want to hit the water
with an all-inclusive package that
comes with bait, tackle, provisions
and top-of-the-line rods and reels,
Pisces Fleet boasts a complete
line of luxury sportfishing vessels
up to 70 feet long. The first-class
accommodations in these dream
liners include air-conditioned cabins
and all the amenities needed for
an all-day outing — as well as some
world-class service in mind. Charter

appreciate. You can even plan

striped marlin fishery, but other seafaring

boats are equipped with the latest size

an overnight excursion that will

sportfish include blue marlin, black marlin,

50 to 80 class gold conventional reels

take you farther out and take your

wahoo, yellowfin tuna and dorado.

matched with stand-up heavy duty rods

experience from a day of fishing to

spooled with 80-pound line, suitable for

an aquatic adventure. And if you’re

Los Cabos fishing experience is to

a strenous battle with a billfish. When

a solo angler, don’t fret. You can

charter a boat. Luxury charter vessels

making the one- to three-hour run 10 to

always pay for a share on a charter

from the Pisces Fleet are built with

60 miles offshore, nothing beats traveling

to join a group that’s headed your

The easiest way to have a thoroughly

way. Think of it as ridesharing, Los
GROUNDS FOR BATTLE: The waters off Los Cabos are known as legendary
billfish grounds, exemplified by the world-class striped marlin fishery.

26

Cabos style!

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB; Courtesy of Pisces Fleet

you don’t need, but you’ll certainly
is highlighted by its world-renowned
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in comfort and style, and these sportfishing yachts are decked out

a 40-pound dorado’s acrobatic jumps or a 200-pound striped

with comfortable couches, fully stocked refrigerators and even

marlin’s sword smashing the baits and lures with the adeptness

TVs to keep your party entertained.

of a swordfighter is a sight you won’t forget. Monstrous gladiators

Once at the grounds, captains and mates work hard setting

of black, blue and striped marlin, (striped marlin being Los Cabos’

a trolling spread of lures and baits to tempt marlin, tuna, wahoo

most common marlin species) run September through mid-March,

and dorado. A spread can contain up to 10 rods out as the lures

with catches averaging six to 12 marlin a day during peak season.

crashing across the water surface resemble a school of baitfish,

In February, March and April, dorado (aka mahimahi or dolphin fish)

triggering a reaction strike from the pelagic species. Trolling is a

can be caught. Yellowfin tuna hit hard September through January,

fairly easy way to get strikes, as once the spread is set, rods are

and wahoo and sailfish round out the mix of species in the warm

placed in the rod holders in the gunwales, and the boat simply

summer months.

cruises at a six- to eight-knot pace dragging the lures in its wake.
You’ll certainly know when you get a hit. The reel’s drag

CLOSER TO SHORE

system starts singing and screaming as the fish rips line off at a

While many anglers most often associate the marquee species

breakneck pace. While dorado and wahoo are generally reeled

of marlin and tuna with Los Cabos, a vibrant and exciting inshore

in within 15 to 20 minutes, marlin pushing 500 to 800 pounds

fishery exists that doesn’t require anglers to make the long run

and tuna weighing in at over 250 pounds can sometimes test the

out to the blue water grounds. When bottomfishing or trolling

willpower, spirit and stamina of even the strongest angler with

off the beach in the East Cape, the main targets include various

drag-out battles than can last hours. The excitement of watching

species of grouper, jacks, cabrilla, snapper and — the crown
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EXCITING

Fishing

GOOD TO KNOW

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB

The Bisbee’s tournaments
are legendary, making their
mark for more than 30 years
in the area and paying
out some of the biggest
jackpots in the world.
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jewel of the region — the atavistic roosterfish.
Characterized by the long-flowing coxcombed
dorsal fins that spike out of the water, these fish
resemble works of art.
Most times, inshore fishing is done while trolling
live baits or casting lures just outside the breaking
waves, but it can extend for one to five miles
off the coastline, as the spread is dragged over
submarine rock piles and underwater ledges that
attract fish. Shoreline trolling is the easiest way
to experience Los Cabos fishing as many small
boating and panga charters operate right from
the local marinas, and the inshore species, such
as jacks, grouper, roosterfish and snapper, can be
found all year round.
And remember this: The sportfishing experience
doesn’t end when you dock. Many of the
restaurants that line Marina Cabo San Lucas,
including the legendary Captain Tony’s will
cook your fresh catch for you and only charge
a nominal fee. Simply bring your prize to the
kitchen, and the culinary team will clean, filet and
cook your catch and serve it up with sides.

Fishing
Tournaments

Los Cabos hosts numerous fishing
tournaments that pit the skill and knowledge
of seasoned sea captains and anglers
competing against each other and agains
amateur fishermen, who are in it for the
adventure and the chance to make a name for
themselves.
A number of major tournaments hit the
Los Cabos shores throughout the year. Even
if you don’t participate, it’s always exciting to
watch the weigh ins at the docks. Head to
visitloscabos.travel/events to find out what
tournaments or fishing events are taking
place during your visit to the area.
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EXCITING

Beaches

Waves

of
JOY
Whether you surf, lounge about digging your toes in the sand, or snorkel amid marine
marvels, Mother Nature blessed Los Cabos with beaches ideally suited to every
inclination — from the tranquil beachcomber to the active thrill seeker.

ECO-CERTIFIED
Blue Flags fly at 22 beaches that have earned their certification from the elite global
Foundation for Environmental Education (FEE).
During the past few years, the destination has focused on its local beaches to meet
the FEE’s stringent eco-certification standards for water quality, safety, cleanliness,
accessibility and shoreline protection. The most recent additions to the admirable list
are El Surgidero, La Gaviota and Monuments Beach.

RESORT BOUND
Of the Blue Flag tally, 12 flank resorts and hotels lining the two-mile stretch of Médano
Beach, long recognized as Los Cabos’ safest swimming destination. Starting with Playa
Hacienda, the names of these beaches reflect the accommodations they front. The roster
includes Breathless, Casa Dorada, Club Cascadas de Baja, ME Cabo, Pueblo Bonito Los
Cabos, Pueblo Bonito Rosé, Riu Palace Los Cabos, Riu Santa Fe, Villa del Palmar, Villa del
Arco and Villa La Estancia. This Blue Flag stretch
kayaks and wave runners.
Bordering the entrance to Marina Cabo San
Lucas — steps from what was once the most
productive fishing cannery in Latin America
— the Cannery Beaches are a succession of
small strands frequented by locals. But don’t be
confused, as many refer to the area as Locals
By RICK STEDMAN
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With the
wildly varied
beaches, you
can plan for
everyone in
your group.

is lively with rentals of stand-up paddleboards,

Beach or Old Peoples’ Beach, or individually as
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EXCITING

Beaches

Playa Empacadora, Playa Balconcito and Playa Coral Negro. After

CROWNING THE CORRIDOR

eyeing the stellar Land’s End scenery from Médano Beach, hop

At Widow’s Beach (Playa Las Viudas) on The Corridor, dramatic

onto a water taxi for a close encounter with the iconic Arco, the

volcanic rocky coves conceal fascinating little nooks. While

dramatic end point to Baja California’s 1,000-mile long peninsula.

swimming isn’t recommended, this beach offers an absolute

Water taxis drop guests off at Lover’s Beach (Playa del Amor), a

treasure trove for photographers, beachcombers and shell hunters.

national marine park where snorkeling under calm conditions is

Other certified beaches along the route include Acapulquito, La

among the best in the area. A short stroll across an opening in the

Ribera, Chileno Bay, Playa Palmilla and Santa María Bay, with the

rock formations leads to the Pacific coast’s Divorce Beach, which

last three considered Los Cabos’ Blue Flag pioneers.

is exclusively for lounging, strolling and sunbathing due to crashing

The white sand sanctuary of Playa Palmilla nudges the left side

waves and strong currents. Be sure to pack supplies and gear as

of the ultra luxury One&Only Palmilla. The protected offshore

there are no amenities at either.

cove’s serene conditions are so reliable it serves as the swim leg
of the annual Ironman Los Cabos. Amenities include beach chair
and umbrella rentals, palapas, bathrooms, showers and lifeguards.
There are no food concessions, but the nearby resorts can certain
that, and the whale sightings in the winter add a bit of magic to an
already otherworldly scene.
Nearby Chileno Bay and Santa María Bay are busier after a few
property openings, but their calm waters, dramatic landscapes and
lively underwater scenery makes them well worth a visit.

GOOD TO KNOW

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB (2)

Lover’s Beach is a popular
destination whose serene
waters are great for
snorkeling — not so with
the adjacent and aptly
named Divorce Beach.
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Courtesy of Cabo Sails
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EXCITING

Adventures

Live

the
DREAM
A vast, prolific playground lies within these desert-born reaches. Bristling and bustling
with opportunity, the Baja California peninsula beckons intrepid adventure seekers with
its tempting azure waters and dusty landscape. Whether traveling with your significant
other, a group of friends, the extended family or simply out on a solo mission, there
are so many experiences, can’t-miss attractions,
activities and adventures to cross off while
exploring Los Cabos that you’ll find yourself
planning a return trip with a whole other crew.

MAKING MEMORIES
The waters have a strong call in Los Cabos.
Book a snorkeling tour with Mexico Planners,
whose aquatic adventures in both Chileno Bay

Nothing
beats the
thrill of
bonding
over an
exhilarating
activity.

and Santa María Bay will have the whole family
eyeing all manner of tropical aquarium fish.

By NICK HONACHEFSKY

Older kids might enjoy renting kayaks to paddle
over the crystal clear waters and observe the creatures from above. A central hub
for family fun is Médano Beach, where volleyball nets, parasailing tours and Jet Ski
rentals are widely available. Many of the beaches on this strip are Blue Flag-certified,
so you know your loved ones are in pristine, safe waters.
When you’re ready to refuel, take a few steps from your sandy resting spot to
hit up The Office and enjoy authentic, family friendly menu options that run the
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EXCITING

Adventures

Whether in
the water or
on dry land,
Los Cabos is
tailor made
for an active
lifestyle.

gamut from simple finger foods to satisfying Baja Style Shrimp

suites, and they can also participate in the KidsOnly program, where

and Cabo Burritos.

kids ages 4–11 can enjoy planned activities. Additionally, this and
several other resorts are pet friendly, extending the welcome to all
the members of your family. Yet another premier property with a

vacation. Thankfully, there’s no shortage of options for the

standout kids program is the Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort,

underage set to enjoy in Los Cabos.

where the chicos are entertained with a series of activities that

A number of hotels and resorts host well-organized kid’s clubs that

have a strong sense of place and engaging pursuits that will make

keep children fully engaged with simple activities like face painting,

the time fly. Likewise the Hard Rock Los Cabos offers a stellar kids

water balloon fights and sandcastle making, as well as more active

program that revolves around the iconic chain’s rockin’ presence,

pursuits, such as soccer, basketball and pool games. At One&Only

and other properties like Marina Fiesta and Hacienda Encantada

Palmilla, families can plan numerous activites just steps from their

feature welcoming kids' clubs along with fun areas throughout the

PLAN YOUR TIME WISELY: There’s so much to see and do in Los Cabos that it’s a good idea to rely on the experts. Your
hotel’s concierge is an invaluable resource, as are Destination Management Companies (DMC) like Mexico Planners.
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A family that plays together stays together, but an unruly bunch
of bored kids can throw a wrench into an otherwise wonderful
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properties, such as volleyball courts and dedicated
pools, among others.
With so much activity, the whole family can feel
a little spent at the end of the day. Wind down
with dinner and a show aboard Caborey’s threedeck catamaran. Families get a full view of the
rock formations at sunset as they dine and enjoy

PRIVATE TOURS

performances by Mexican mariachi singers and
Argentine tango dancers.

BETTER TOGETHER
There’s no shortage of activities for couples to bond
over in Los Cabos; after all, nothing is sweeter than
sharing a life-changing experience with your partner.
You can start your morning strolling along the
golden sands of Lover’s Beach, watching the sun rise
through El Arco at Land’s End.
Slightly farther afield, Cabo Pulmo National Marine
Park is home to a 20,000-year-old coral reef that
spans 45.75 square miles and is at the epicenter of
the region’s world-class snorkeling. You’re likely to
see green parrotfish, exquisite Moorish idols and
curious banded butterflyfish flitting about even on a
casual swim.
Additional snorkeling opportunities attract those
who love natural activities and sealife to the calm
waters of Chileno Bay and Santa María Bay, both great
destinations for a day out in the waves and an evening
enjoying the legendary nightlife in town.
On land, you and your significant other can enjoy
peaceful moments of solitude together while hiking
Fox Canyon in the Cabo Real Ecological Preserve
within Sierra de la Laguna. Follow the strenous day
of exploration with a lazy visit to the quaint towns of
Miraflores and Santiago to pick up local arts and crafts.
Seafaring types can book an outing with Cabo Sails
to glide over the soft seas on a luxurious vessel for
a three-hour excursion with the majestic Land’s End
scenery as a backdrop. The folks at Cabo Sails can
arrange daily sunset tours, as well as whale watching
trips during the winter months. It is truly an aweinspiring experience to witness majestic humpback,
Bryde’s, finback and gray whales travel with their
families, breach and spout water, throwing their
mammoth tails into the air as they dive downward.
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Adventures

For a thoroughly decadent experience, charter a fully catered and liquor-stocked 130-foot Sovereign
Luxury Yacht from Pisces Fleet.

Flying Solo

KEEP IT FRIENDLY

To have a fun solo

Planned a bro trip or a girl’s getaway? There’s more than enough activity in this region to keep the

adventure that is both

squad entertained. First, set the tone by grabbing a bite and some brews at Baja Brewing Co.

simple and rewarding, get

Stick to the water, grab your surfboard to

some wheels. Renting an

pull into some tasty waves at Monuments

outfitted Jeep or other

Beach or at Shipwrecks where chest

all-terrain vehicle can get

to head high surf is standard to getting

you started. First stop:

tubed. After an exhilarating day in

Médano Beach. This is

the waves, clean up and head to The

where you can soak in the
sights — both natural and
social — as all the party
people indulge in their fun
in the sun, whether hitting
up a game of volleyball
or sipping on refreshing
tropical drinks at Mango
Deck. There, you can
rent a kayak, stand-up
paddleboard or Jet Ski
and make your way over
to Land’s End where you
can have an up-close and
personal encounter with
El Arco, walk on Lover’s
Beach and visit the colony
of resident sea lions
permanently lounging and
sunning themselves on
the rocks. Alternatively,
catch a ride on a water
taxi and rent snorkeling
rock formations while
surrounded by tropical fish.
At the marina, stroll and
shop the myriad high-end
stores at Luxury Avenue,
and then end the day with
European dinner made
with local ingredients at
Alexander’s Restaurant.
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gear to swim around the
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GOOD TO KNOW
Several of Los Cabos’
“seasons” revolve around
natural events, such as
whale migrations, turtle
nesting, prevailing winds
and surf conditions.

Rooftop at The Cape, a Thompson Hotel, a hip hangout with a sky
garden, intoxicating views and well-made cocktails.
Rip around the Baja California Sur countryside offroading in 4x4
vehicles courtesy of Terramar Travel or zipping around your own
Baja Racer 1000 Chenowith dune buggy whacking jumps and
Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB

kicking up dust among the sand spit arroyo pits and desert scrub.
Over the top adventure can be had on ziplining tours that send
you careening on a wire over the desert. At the end of the day get
into the watersports scene at Médano Beach, where waverunners,
paddleboards, parasailing and kayaking keep visitors busy. And don’t
forget to wash it all down a drink at the always lively Mango Deck.
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Spas

Wellness

FOCUS
Whether you're looking for a holistic curandera experience, a relaxing day of selfcare, an invigorating class, a beautifying treatment or a rejuvenating procedure carried
out by medical experts, you’ll find that and more at the many award-winning spas and
treatment facilities throughout Los Cabos.
The recently rebranded Waldorf Astoria Spa takes a traditionally holistic approach
to wellness. Guests can check their stress at the door — and leave it behind — thanks
to organic treatments inspired by the lunar cycle, sea and authentic curanderismo,
or Mexican folk healing techniques. The techniques may be deep rooted, but
the facilities are diverse and inspired, including steam rooms, saunas, ice rooms,
whirlpools and a salt water meditation pool. The resort’s fitness center further
connects body and spirit through complimentary vinyasa yoga classes, sunrise hikes,
fitness programs. Level up your yoga getaway
with private classes at a beach palapa or
moonlight meditation and flow sessions that get
you in tune with the lunar cycle.
Also honoring Mexican heritage, the
treatments and services at Eforea Spa at Hilton
Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort incorporate
local ingredients and native rituals. A Living

You can enjoy
a treatment
with a
stunning
ocean view at
Currents at
The Cape.

Wall of flowers, herbs and other plants
provides guests with the opportunity to actively

40

By SOLE SASTRE

Courtesy of The Cape, a Thompson Hotel

circuit training, athletic stretching and aqua
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Spas

participate in their wellness experience by inviting them to hand-

botanical garden detoxifying, rejuvenating and energizing spa

pick ingredients for their treatments. While many spa spaces are

therapies are carried out in 12 treatment rooms. Jasha also boasts

best suited for solitary relaxation and reflection, Eforea is ideal for

an outdoor garden and patio, vitality pools, an indoor pool and

wedding parties, groups and even children, who are treated to

private Jacuzzis, as well as a modern version of a temazcal, a

the Cabo Kids experience with custom services, ice cream parties

traditional Mexican sweat lodge used by the Aztecs to promote

with manicures and pedicures, and parent-child packages.

healing, health and well-being.

Over at the JW Marriott Los Cabos’ Jasha Spa, guests can
encounter and experience a pre-Hispanic Mexican atmosphere

CURRENTS OF ENERGY

at a facility that spans more than 21,000 square feet. Taking cues

Consider a space specifically tailored to complement your time of

from the natural healing ingredients grown in the surrounding

wellness. Currents at The Cape, a Thompson Hotel, is a seven-

42

Courtesy of Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts (2)

At the
Waldorf
Astoria Spa,
Mexican
folk healing
techniques, or
curanderismo
are practiced.
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T HE M O O N , T HE SE A
& ME X I C A N F O L K

HEALING INSPIRATION

room spa that offers stunning ocean views,

and a private pool, and two ocean-view cabanas

on-property rock formations and an open-air

for al fresco treatments and stellar views.

layout. The space minimizes outside stimuli,

Among the treatment options, consider the

so guests can focus on relaxation and the

Relaxing Ritual Experience, which addresses the

sights, sounds and scents of the beautiful local

body as a whole through a therapeutic massage

landscape. Best of all, the property is literally

that optimizes energy levels, a lavender body

steps away from the crashing waves.

scrub that stimulates circulation and a long foot

Spend a day at the spa to take full advantage

soak. The ideal treatment involves spending a

of the facilities, which include hot-and-cold plunge

day surfing Monuments Beach followed by a

pools, a couples treatment room with rain showers

well-deserved pampering session at the spa.

EXPERIENCE DEEP RENEWAL AND
DECADENT PAMPERING AT THE
ULTIMATE LOS CABOS SPA.
WA L D O R FA S T O R I A L O S C A B O S P E D R EG A L .C O M
+ 5 2 6 2 4 16 3 4 3 0 0
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SUPERLATIVE SPAS

Likewise, Le Blanc Spa Resort Los Cabos is home to BlancSpa,

Merging ancient practices with progressive results-driven

one of the most expansive facilities of its kind in the region. With 25

treatments, One&Only Spa is revered as a sanctuary of renewal.

treatment suites, nine indoor couples’ suites, 15 single suites and

Beyond a fitness regime, wellness approaches at this legendary

the Le Blanc D'Or Suite, as well as an extensive menu of services

facility blend Mexico’s natural vibrancy, culture and spiritual

and treatments that include hydrotherapy and salon services,

traditions with the art of mindful living. Rev up your heart rate with

there’s no shortage of options.

tailored programs that include one-on-one boxing, group cycling,

SUBLIME MIRACLES

TRX suspension training, yoga and Pilates; and then indulge in the

From the moment you enter the exhalted space, the Milagro Spa at

freshest spa cuisine presented with customary five-star flair at the

Vista Encantada was designed to invoke a sense of tranquility and

Wellness Garden.

relaxation. Each of the spa’s enclaves has been carefully designed

Exclusive retreats organized throughout the year are designed
to restore, reconnect and rejuvenate with practical techniques that
promote well being, reduce stress and guide participants toward
living in the present.

44

for privacy and to create the kind of setting that’s perfect for guests
to get a chance to truly unwind.
Exclusive services with natural ingredients are used for
treatments tailor made to help soothe sore muscles and revitalize

Courtesy of One&Only Resorts

resistance training at the cutting-edge fitness facility; partake in
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MedSpa

and rejuvenate the mind, body and spirit. Spa
services and rituals can be booked with a skilled

Our medical spa offers non-surgical and minimally invasive treatments that
include corrective and preventive medical skincare, hair loss, procedures
for treating lines, wrinkles, sunspots, sagging skin, loss of facial volume,
and other unwanted conditions aging skin.

member of the team who is ready to pamper you and
help relieve stress and worry. After a well-deserved
session, head to The Rooftop terrace, where you will
find an incredible pool, restaurant and bar, as well

Not only are our procedures 100% performed by medical staff, but we also
have the capability to combine these already effective procedures with the
power of mesenchymal stem cells and exosomes that boosts the
regenerative properties of the skin to rejuvenate it naturally and gradually.
Other benefits of added stem cells and exosomes include the treatment of
hair loss and skin conditions like rosacea, acne, and scarring.

as comfortable cabanas and lounge chairs, and — of
course — breathtaking views.
At Marina Fiesta Resort & Spa, you can stay,
play, get married or do all of the above, and while
there, you should check out the Amura Spa, where

Using adult mesenchymal stem cells with MSC-derived exosomes assures
that we can treat many conditions faster and more effectively with a higher
level of success.

treatments include sumptuous rituals like the
Candle and Fire Massage or Seashells of the Desert
Massage. Simpler body treatments are also available
as are a roster of other services like body wraps, a
number of facials and salon services.

Stopping Time
A leader in preventative and biocellular
regenarative medicine throughout Mexico,
PRMEDICA offers clients the latest
advances in stem cell therapies for a wide
variety of orthopedic and musculoskeletal
disorders. These treatments primarily
address maladies affecting the muscles,

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

ligaments, tendons and joints. Their latest
generation of stem-cell therapies has
achieved remarkable results when treating
degenerative joint diseases, neurological
diseases, and rheumatoid arthritis, and also
enjoys stellar results for those looking for
aesthetic and anti-aging procedures. Most
recently, the PRMEDICA MediSpa is proud
to introduce what is now its signature
aesthetic treatment: the EX Advanced
Restoring Facial. As one of the most

SOME OF OUR CORE TREATMENTS ARE:
• Micro-needling and radiofrequency cutting edge technology
• Chemical peels
• Medical Facials with platelet-rich plasma
• Injectable fillers
• Botulinum toxin aesthetic and medical procedures
• IV Therapies

advanced treatments in facial rejuvenation,
it relies on cutting-edge technology,
combining Scarlet RF and Agnes RF
microneedling and radiofrequency, which
are then potentiated by the regenerative
properties of stem cells and exosomes.

Contact us for a free doctor's consultation.
(We provide at no charge transportation from your Hotel or Villa)
Tel: 52 624 688 8497 | info@prmedica-inc.com
www.prmedica-inc.com
Located on the Tourist Corridor Km 25, Highway 1,
Next to Fresko Palmilla,
Cerro Colorado, San Jose del Cabo, Los Cabos.
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Shopping

Treasure

TROVE

Visiting Los Cabos is often like playing a round of “choose your adventure.” You can
go completely upscale, with a luxury resort, fine dining and one-of-a-kind excursions
aboard a yacht. You can also lean into your beach bum aspirations and lounge by a
pool, enjoying chips and fresh guacamole before heading to a lively local bar for the
evening. Artistic, trendy, active, cultured, posh or all of the above, you can define your
trip your way. The same goes for shopping in this corner of Baja California Sur.
Decidedly off the catwalk, the gallery district in San José del Cabo lures longtime
art collectors and casual visitors with traditional and modern artwork in a charming
and authentic artist community of working studios and galleries. From November
through June, the Thursday evening San José del Cabo Art Walk draws locals and
visitors to venture beyond the main square
onto cobblestone back streets. Venues
often elevate the experience with exhibit
openings and artist in attendance events,
as neighborhood eateries offer food and
drink specials.
But what if you’re seeking a signature
statement piece for your dream living room
set up at home or your spouse’s black-

Pick up
unique finds
in the San
José del Cabo
arts district
during its
Art Walks.

tie event calls for an urgent wardrobe
upgrade? Well, you’re in the right place!

By DAWNA L. ROBERTSON

You can enjoy fashion-forward retail
establishments, too. Tony Marina Golden
Zone is a mecca for shopping emporiums right in the heart of Cabo San Lucas. The
fine dining. Guests can enjoy steaks and chops, surf and turf, locally sourced seafood
like lobster and shrimp, ceviche or sushi, and traditional Mexican or Italian dishes.
Another place to consider the amazing options — as well as the tax savings — is
Diamonds International. Established in 1988, it serves millions of customers with an
unrivaled selection of certified loose diamonds, designer jewelry and timepiece
brands, including world-renowned brands such as Breitling, Bvlgari, Cartier,

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB

Golden Zone is also home to an incredible selection of restaurants — from casual to

Chopard, Dior, Fendi, Forevermark, Gucci, Hublot, Zenith and more.
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Find

tu
CASa
Thanks to the housing boom fueled by the events of the last two years and solid
infrastructure, the Los Cabos lifestyle is accessible to everyday visitors who can carve
out their own piece of paradise. A stable, predictable climate graces the Baja California
peninsula, and the same can be said for its real estate market. For a sense of all the
options, Pisces Collection — the longest established and one of the most trusted real
estate companies in Los Cabos — is the place to go for assistance. The professional
and knowledgeable cadre of agents is capable of guiding buyers to the best finds
within exclusive communities.
Generally arid and dry, the region can admittedly get a little hot on a midsummer
afternoon. However, even at the height of summer, the options to cool off abound,
from dazzling poolside bars and shallow bay coves to plush spa facilities. The

Photomexico

countryside offers breathtaking desert views

Pisces
Collection is
the longest
established
real estate
company in
Los Cabos.

complemented by nods to Old Mexico that
combine gracefully with the bustling commerce
and five-star amenities, and dining are as
varied and plentiful as the activities that can be
enjoyed in the area, like horseback riding, offroading, hiking and more. In fact, opportunities
for adventure are plentiful whether you’re in the
outback or off at sea, where you can reel in a
big catch aboard the finest sportfishing fleets

By NICK HONACHEFSKY

out of Cabo San Lucas — think Pisces Fleet.
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Real Estate
lovers relish the bird watching and underwater options available
at the San José del Cabo Estuary, where thousands of species of
resident and migratory birds fly high as brightly colored fish supply
spectacular underwater scenery.
Residents can take their pick from incredibly well-appointed
properties within gated communities in close proximity to exquisite
shopping options. Retail destinations include Marina Puerto Los
Cabos and the shops at Club Campestre, along with all the galleries
and boutiques that line the downtown area.

NEVER A DULL MOMENT
Hustling, bustling, glimmering and shining, Cabo San Lucas is no
doubt the crown jewel in Los Cabos’ landscape. Attracting the
Hollywood elite and cosmopolitan travelers looking for world-class
dining and nightlife, the Cabo San Lucas scene beckons you to
get your groove on, indulge in spectacular dining and sample the
high-flying adventures. You can do it all in Cabo San Lucas, which
is home to both upscale properties and affordable condominiums
— around Marina Cabo San Lucas and throughout the city itself.
Stroll along eclectic Médano Beach or take a quiet walk
along Lover’s Beach under the impressive rock formations.
Feel the salt spray while plying the waters of a shallow reef system

Many options are available to all budgets to either own or

on a kayak or even scuba dive deep into one of the shipwrecks

rent, and time-shares are plentiful. Along the Pacific Coast,

just offshore. Come sundown, the party scene heats up in Cabo

master-planned communities offer residents more than just a

San Lucas. Of course, you could always opt to simply sit back at a

roof over their heads, with extraordinary amenities that go way

more serene spot in San José del Cabo or The Corridor. So where

beyond the standard gym and community pool. World-class golf,

do you set up shop? Here’s a guide.

award-winning dining and an inspired menu of activities and
programming take living arrangements to the next level.

SERENE & CULTURED

Shopping is an artform in Los Cabos, where markets showcase

With its signature artistry, San José del Cabo attracts would-be

indigenous silverware, leather goods, local crafts and decorative

home buyers to claim their space amid natural splendor and

home accents, along with high-end designer labels. Heading to

18th century charm. Golf reigns supreme in this area, where

Luxury Avenue for a day of haute shopping can easily segue into

well-manicured and challenging courses abound, but that’s not

the legendary nightlife Cabo San Lucas offers.

all there is. Just a 20-minute drive from the international airport,

An added bonus is that travelers do not have to fly into Los

San José del Cabo’s properties offer easy transfers for retirees

Cabos international airport, as the private airport in the immediate

and visitors eager to get to their vacation homes quickly. Nature

area allows for easy access to any properties within the city.

EASY ACCESS: Los Cabos is just a flight away from
many U.S. and Canadian cities, and with two airports
in the area, getting from the tarmac to your doorstep
is a breeze: Just book a transfer with a destination
management company (DMC) like Mexico Planners.

Home to some of the most decadent resorts and toniest
communities in Los Cabos, The Corridor also offers a wealth of
options for the interested real estate buyer.
Local shopping is also easy, thanks to The Shoppes at Palmilla
and the lively Koral Center, where you can find the Merkado
Centro Gastronómico food hall.
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Dining

Bursting

with
FLAVOR
So much can and has been said about Mexican flavors, ingredients, dishes and
heritage. It should come as no surprise that the options for dining out in Los Cabos
spread before you like the whole area is serving up the feast of your dreams. From
the inventive and imaginative to the comforting, you can spend each day of your
vacation at a different location and not have the same dish — or even cuisine —
more than once. Whether at a restaurant, bar, beachside truck, golf course palapa
serving light bites or street vendor, you’ll discover exactly what makes the flavors of
everything you savor so exquisite: Everything on your dish is truly the fruit of the land
and sea. Inhale deeply. The salt air intensifies flavors. Hold your breath before sipping
your tequila, and you’ll learn all about the subtle nuances inherent in the national spirit
you may have just missed the first time you took a shot in college. Try as many of the
restaurants as you can fit on your itinerary, book a cooking class at your resort or at a
local farm-to-table eatery, or attend a tasting where you can learn to pair the delicious
regional wines or fabulous tequilas with a number of unexpected bites. If taking a

Photomexico

class or attending a tasting is simply not enough

Fresh, organic
and locally
sourced
ingredients
are the
norm in
Los Cabos.

for your immersive Mexican culinary experience,
then make plans to attend a culinary festival.
There is always something to savor in Los Cabos.

NATION OF FLAVORS
There’s a lot you may already know and love
about what’s commonly labeled Mexican food,
but there’s probably just as much you don’t
know — maybe even more. For starters, it’s an

By SOLE SASTRE

incredibly large country with a rich history and
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Dining
wrapped in banana leaves from Oaxaca and the freshest seafood
from Baja California Sur. Enjoy watching the chefs work their
magic from the large mesquite grill at the center of the restaurant.
Always festive, bright and cheeful, the restaurant’s décor is
decidedly Mexican, with its veritable rainbow of colorful linens,
papel picado (elaborately cut hanging tissue paper banners) and
fabulous murals.
Arguably Pancho’s most celebrated feature is its world-famous
bar, which is stocked with hundreds of tequila labels, as well as
mezcals and other fine liquors.
If you want a thorough tequila primer, this is the place to
take part in an unassuming sampling session that will help you
discover how mezcal differs from tequila and what it takes to
make a quality tequila while offering clarity on the worm and other
myths. Along the way, you’ll also learn about tequila and mezcal
customs and traditions.
Another lively spot across town in San José del Cabo’s arts
district, La Lupita Tacos & Mezcal is unabashedly Mexican. Rustic
and festive, sugar skulls and bright colors adorn a pared down
dining hall where live music shows and other performances
are held. The restaurant proudly sources ingredients from local
growers, features a menu that’s inspired by Mexico’s culinary
traditions and carries Mexican wines. The pièce de resistance,
however, is the wide selection of mezcals on the menu.
When La Lupita opened in the heart of San José del Cabo,
it hit a nerve. Bright and lively, the no-frills restaurant proudly
celebrates the art of the taco, but this laser-like focus does not
wildly varied geography.

and beverage industry and has spent a lifetime in it, knows you

Both these elements have

have to start with a solid foundation, and Chef Pía Quintana works

inspired countless iconic

with nothing but the freshest ingredients. And because Mexicans

dishes and traditions.

are practically born eating tacos, every bite has to be spot on.

Get properly schooled

That means that while the menu may seem simple at first blush,

at Pancho’s Restaurant &

there is astounding variety, but, as Camhi says, always presented

Tequila Bar located in the

within a very Mexican context. The concept was so popular and

heart of Cabo San Lucas.

well received, it quickly grew to include a second outpost in Cabo

Named after the legendary

San Lucas.

Mexican general Pancho Villa, the popular restaurant serves

Local restaurateur Edith Jimenez can elevate your

dishes that represent each of the country’s 31 states, including

understanding of national culinary traditions with gusto at any

chicken mole from Puebla, short rib from Sonora, tamales

of her incredibly successful restaurants. The local culinary

WHERE TO GO: Visit Nick-San at its first location off Paseo de la Marina in Cabo San Lucas or at the location in The Shoppes
at Palmilla. They also have outposts in the mainland.
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Courtesy of Panchos Restaurant

Pancho’s
Restaurant &
Tequila Bar’s
been in
Los Cabos
for over
30 years.

mean a bland menu. David Camhi, who was born into the food
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powerhouse owns Edith’s Restaurante and The Office, as well as
La Pintada and the newest offering, Tres Sirenas.
Edith’s, her first venture, specializes in Baja California Sur
cuisine with just a touch of influence from her home state of
Guerrero. The Office on the Beach is a local landmark that offers
something for every palate — from fresh sea bass and octopus in
ajillo sauce to juicy, black Angus burgers.
In 2017 she opened the doors to Tres Sirenas. From the
reference to a mythical figure popular throughout Mexico —
especially by the sea — to the doors, floor tiles, tables, silverware,
paintings and blown-glass lighting, every inch of this meticulously
outfitted restaurant is a love letter to Mexico.
Start your meal with a simple salad, and you are treated to a
tableside show that ends with a dish bedecked in flowers (yes,
you can eat those, too). Savor the fresh oysters or the enormous
prawns and then tuck into a grilled snapper. Anything you order
is as fresh as the day. To close out your meal, order a Mexican

LOCAL ICON

coffee and you will once again get the kind of tableside service

Tucked into the rugged coastal cliffs of the southern tip of Baja

that started your meal. It’s warm, comforting and as unforgettable

California Sur, Waldorf Astoria Los Cabos Pedregal is a luxurious

as the view of Cabo San Lucas from the rooftop lounge.

destination and a foodie haven that juts out of a mountain. A
Forbes Five Star resort, the property’s distinctive dining program

FROM THE SEA

is guided by an exploration of the flavors and traditions of

A fixture at Marina Cabo San Lucas is Captain Tony’s. In a tradition

Mexican cuisine — sourcing the freshest ingredients from the

that pays tribute to Los Cabos’s identity as a premier fishing

Baja California peninsula to the Yucatan. The newly redesigned

destination, diners at this Marina Cabo San Lucas mainstay aren’t just

Don Manuel’s is the resort’s crowning jewel that celebrates the

ensured the freshest seafood available, they can have their catch

cuisine of Cabo San Lucas with seasonal, hacienda-style fine

fileted and prepared to their liking, too. It’s the perfect way to turn a

dining. The dinner menu changes nightly reflecting what’s fresh

lucky day at sea into a delicious
evening on the marina. The
fresh catches — whether yours
or not — are complemented by
that goes hand-in-hand with a
fisherman’s ethos and the Los
Cabos lifestyle.

Celebrate
the art of the
taco at the
festive but
unassuming
La Lupita
Tacos & Mezcal.
58
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the kind of relaxed atmosphere
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Dining

GOOD TO KNOW

While many restaurants
in Los Cabos serve Mexican
food, some specialize in
the traditions of specific
states, and others cover
almost all of them.

and available. You can expect standout dishes like soft shell
crab risotto scented with chipotle, Tarasca bean soup with green
chorizo and black truffles, and braised short rib empanadas with
panela cheese.
Also at the resort, El Farallón’s dramatic setting is the perfect
match for the otherworldly ocean-to-table cuisine. The fourcourse dinner is influenced directly by the local fishermen who
bass, yellowtail snapper, red snapper, lobster, clams and shrimp,
as well as rib eye steak. You can also enjoy family-style sides, like
poblano green rice and black truffle mac and cheese, or tuck into
starters like sea bass ceviche.
The new open-air Agave Study at Peacock Alley treats
guests to a singular cultural experience centered around the
craftsmanship of agave spirits native to Mexico. The Agave Study
fully immerses you in curated tastings paired with local delicacies
in a sleek, elevated setting.
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Courtesy of Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts (2)

supply the daily fresh catch. Delight in a mixed grill featuring sea
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In addition to the widely celebrated signature restaurants and
the eatery at the Beach Club, there’s also the poolside CRUDO,
which can be found tucked beneath thatched palapas. Taking
poolside bites to the next level, it serves everything from ceviche
to sushi and sashimi-style dishes along with refreshing cocktails
like watermelon mojitos and locally brewed craft beers.
No matter where you go in the storied resort, the dining concepts
offer food rooted in heritage and an authentic sense of place.
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Pitahayas is an American
Academy of Hospitality
Sciences Five Star Diamond
recipient, and has a AAA
Diamond Award for
Excellence .

TURN UP
THE HEAT

By DAWNA L. ROBERTSON

at the restaurant’s Champagne Terrace. More than 15 different
Champagnes — from blanc de blancs to rosés and vintage
selections — are available for you to sample as you learn more
about each bottle and the process it took to make it. Savor the
imported cheeses and artisan salts, which pair incredibly well with

With the breathtaking backdrop of Land’s End, Los Cabos

the beach and ocean views you get from the cliff.

restaurants can easily be considered among the finest, most
romantic venues for an anniversary dinner, drinks with that special

ROMANTICALLY INCLINED

someone, a lunch date or even a hearty breakfast for two. From

Pitahayas Restaurant at Hacienda del Mar rewards couples with

sunset vistas, impressive wine selections and celebrity chef menus

much more than they expect. Executive Chef Volker Romeike’s

to casual eateries and intimate spots, couples are treated to a

eclectic selections fuse Asian techniques with Pacific Rim

countless array of options that keep the romance going.

ingredients. The dishes are paired to perfection with a selection

BUBBLES & CAVIAR

beneath the restaurant, stores more than 400 different wine labels.

Tucked into cliffs overlooking the Pacific, Waldorf Astoria Pedregal’s

With its rough-hewn stone walls and wrought-iron doors, the place

El Farallón resembles a coastal seafood market where patrons

is designed to hold a momentous celebration at its wooden table

can select fresh catches displayed atop mounds of shaved ice.

for 10. It’s little wonder La Cava de Santiago has received Wine

Once weighed, the culinary team works its magic on an open grill.

Spectator’s Award of Excellence for 12 consecutive years. For a

Elevate the AAA Four Diamond affair with a tasting experience

special celebration, book a candlelit dinner there.
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of wine. La Cava de Santiago, an underground wine cellar located
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SWEPT AWAY
The Cape, a Thompson Hotel, is home to a handful of
eateries that quickly rose the ranks to be lauded among the
best in Los Cabos, including Manta and The Ledge. While
Manta is often cited because of it’s world-renowned chef,
The Ledge’s menu has proved to be just as inspired and
tantalizing. The al fresco dining with expansive views there
adds only more fuel to romantic fires. Also at the hotel is the
ever-popular Glass Box with its 360-degree-view glass wall,
ideal for intimate evening dining and private events. For a
more laid-back night of drinks with a view, The Rooftop, a
signature space with two open-air bars, sunken communal
seating, fire pits and serene water features can take the
pressure off date night without removing the sense that time
spent together is always special.
Los Cabos’ roster of eight AAA Four Diamond gems
satisfies even the most discerning epicurean couples with
lavish menus flaunting fresh catches and organic ingredients
sourced from local farmers. Among these, the ultra-luxury
One&Only Palmilla resort boasts what is arguably the
destination’s finest assembly of onsite dining concepts.
Unrivalled culinary experiences are offered within four
spectacular settings, each with a distinct ambience and
cuisine to please every palate. SEARED Steakhouse in
collaboration with Michelin-starred chef Jean-Georges
Vongerichten dazzles as an elegant steakhouse showcasing
only the finest cuts. The tony resort’s Suviche offers an
impressive selection of fresh sushi and ceviche, and Agua
specializes in a unique blend of Mediterranean cuisine with
a Mexican twist. For those staying at the property or enjoying
an activity nearby, Breeze offers all-day dining. Spend a day
at one of the most serene swimmable beaches in Los Cabos
and curb your late afternoon hankerings with light bites and
elevated Mexican classics there.
Pro tip: Dining under the stars at any of the resort's
concepts is a Los Cabos must.

SAIL AWAY
Go the traditional route of dinner and a show but with a
completely different view. Aboard Caborey’s three-deck
catamaran, guests get a front-row seat to views of the Land’s
End rock formations at sunset, including El Arco as they dine
and enjoy the open bar. After the dishes are cleared, you are
treated to Mexican and Argentine performances by mariachi
singers and Las Vegas-style tango dancers.
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FUN AT
ALL TIMES
By SOLE SASTRE

In October 2021 at Copa Cerveza, the most prestigious beer
competition in Mexico, 28 international beer judges evaluated
more than 600 beers in 42 categories in Mexico City. A total of
130 Mexican breweries participated, and Baja Brewing Co. was the
most decorated, earning five medals and being recognized as the
Best Large Brewery in Mexico.

The scene is always social and lively in Los Cabos, with something

Since it started business in 2007, Baja Brewing Co. has pushed

new always cropping up. Médano Beach is ground zero for a day

the boundaries of what Mexican beer can be. The company’s

of swimming, drinking, playing and simply hanging out watching

mission from the start was to bring a craft brewing culture to

the crowd’s antics at Mango Deck. But as the sun sets, the world-

Mexico similar to what exists in Colorado — where founder and

famous Cabo San Lucas nightlife begins to sizzle. From funky,

brewmaster Jordan Gardenhire along with his partner Rob Kelly

hole-in-the-wall joints and local hangouts to thumping dance clubs

first began brewing beer while in college at the University of

and live music venues, there is no lack of options.

Colorado at Boulder.

AWARD WORTHY

than eight different beer styles, plus seasonal beers, the company

Celebrate with Baja Brewing Co., the original craft brewery from

has not just established its locations as local hot spots, but also

the Mexican state of Baja California Sur, which is ecstatic to be

made it possible for guests at other establishments to enjoy

celebrating two important milestones: winning Best Large Brewery

the all-natural and local ingredients that go into their award-

of Mexico at Copa Cerveza and marking its 15th year in Los Cabos.

winning brews. The brewery distributes throughout Southern Baja

With two brewpubs in Los Cabos, Baja Brewing Co. and more

GOOD TO KNOW

Courtesy of Baja Brewing Co.

In 2021, Baja Brewing Co.
beat out 130 breweries to be
titled Best Large Brewery of
Mexico at Copa Cerveza, the
country’s most prestigious
beer competition.
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California Sur and farther out to other parts of Mexico; and in 2012,
Baja Brewing Co. successfully entered the U.S. market with its
flagship blonde ale: Cabotella (CAH-bo-TAY-uh), a play on words
that means “Cabo in a bottle.” Don’t miss out and stop by one of
the brewpubs to say hi, try one of the award winning brews and
enjoy a fantastic night out.
In addition to being one of the most lauded new resorts to
open its doors in Los Cabos, The Cape, A Thompson Hotel is also
one of the region’s hottest nighttime destinations. Naturally, the
vibrancy has extended to every corner of the property, particularly
its bars. The Lobby Bar celebrates Mexico’s mid-century Pacific

A UNIQUE CULINARY
CONCEPT OF PACIFIC
COAST CUISINE

Coast glamour, offering incredible ocean vistas in an open-air
setting. Its inviting sunken-lounge design, along with a pool table
and other gaming options, are perfect for pre- or post-dinner
drinks. Also at The Cape is The Rooftop, Cabo San Lucas’ most
beloved rooftop lounge, with great views of downtown Cabo San
Lucas and El Arco. Nearby Hard Rock Los Cabos is part of a group
that’s renowned for its entertainment and nightlife offerings. Enjoy
the all-inclusive dining and the ongoing roster of events

THE FINER THINGS
Step it up a notch with a little golf… at night. Restaurant ¡Viva!
at Cabo San Lucas Country Club offers a different way to blow
off some steam after hours. The recently refreshed 18-hole golf
course can be enjoyed after sunset, thanks to one of the lighted
driving range, where golfers can extend their play, practice and
spend time with friends until late. At the Club, a garden fountain
sets the tone for a charming après-golf experience that includes
an excellent menu at the in-house restaurant. While it won’t
make for a terribly late night out, it’s an excellent way to kick off
festivities or enjoy an evening out while saving your energy for
your next day of exploration.
On an artistic note, San José del Cabo’s Gallery District
Association’s weekly Art Walk — which takes place on Thursdays
between November and June — attracts art lovers and travelers
who want to stroll the streets as they pop in and out of more
than a dozen galleries and studios. The galleries often organize
special activities like having artists in attendance or launching
new exhibit openings, and the neighborhood restaurants add
to the festive vibe by holding Art Walk specials and creating
themed offerings.
Any other day, or time of year, you can always head to La
Lupita Tacos & Mezcal, where the relaxed, welcoming vibe is best
complemented by live music and killer tacos and, well, mezcal!
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Farm the Land

When in Los Cabos, you should know that farm fresh
cuisine is a lifestyle. The region was quick to embrace
organic farming with a wealth of multi-faceted
developments that boast gorgeous indoor-outdoor
restaurants, some located right on the harvested land.
Some are in the midst of sprawling modernist resorts,
while others simply feature amenities like cooking
classes, an organic grocery store or a tranquil spa
that utilizes fresh ingredients. Trailblazing Los Cabos
chefs and restaurateurs are honoring the flavors and
traditions of Mexican cuisine by harvesting their
own produce and working with local fishermen and
ranchers to create exquisite dining experiences.
Situated just a mile from the Sea of Cortés and
the San José del Cabo Estuary, Los Tamarindos is
an organic farm restaurant housed within a 19thcentury farmhouse on land where sugarcane was
once harvested. The fertile soil offers the ideal
conditions to grow heirloom tomatoes, organic
eggplant, aromatic herbs and greens. The haciendastyle farmhouse boasts an impressive outdoor
patio for dining beneath a thatched palapa by the
fields. Opt for a hands-on cooking class where you’ll
spend time harvesting vegetables on the farm and
then preparing a four-course meal of Mexican and
Mediterranean dishes that you can enjoy afterward
with your fellow classmates.
Or simply make a reservation at the restaurant and
let Los Tamarindos’ culinary team work their magic.
Start with the chilis rellenos — stuffed with pasilla
peppers, cotija cheese and farm vegetables — and
Pacific oysters from the nearby Laguna San Ignacio.
For your entree, it’s hard to beat the slow-cooked,
bone-in pork shank in green mole.
Other highlights include the grilled marinated
octopus, sesame tuna ceviche and the baked freerange chicken with cauliflower puree. They also boast
an impressive selection of local Mexican wine from
Valle de Guadalupe and Valle de Parras, as well as
craft cocktails.
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GLOBAL
AT HOME

By RICK STEDMAN

There is no single approach to dining in Los Cabos. The culinary
scene is as diverse as the types of fish in the Sea of Cortés.
Though it was the sun and sea that initially attracted travelers, the
delectable dining options can certainly be added as yet another
draw for many visitors today.
Tantalizing taste buds has become something of an international
competition, and Los Cabos punches way above its weight class
there. The well-loved and internationally recognized Mexican culinary
canon is complemented by a robust global presence developed
thanks to the international visitors and sizable expatriate community
that has grown in the region. The restaurant scene in Los Cabos now
Courtesy of Nick-San

includes European, Asian, Middle Eastern, South American and, of
course, a variety of proudly Mexican establishments.
The critically recognized Nick-San is a testament to the quality
of ingredients, level of expertise and type of clientele that come
together to create something magical in this remote corner of
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GOOD TO KNOW
The menu at Café des
Artistes fuses authentic
Mexican dishes with
clasic French
culinary traditions
and techniques.

the globe. The restaurant specializes
in Japanese dishes made with Mexican
ingredients in an upscale dining space.
A wide assortment of makis, temakis,
nigiri and more are served in a casually
sophisticated and welcoming atmosphere.
Chef and owner Ángel Carbajal, who
established the Pacific Rim fusion restaurant
along with Japanese Chef Masayuki Niikura
more than 25 years ago, never stops

Courtesy of JW Marriott Los Cabos Beach Resort & Spa

creating new menu options with his team.
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DELICIOUSLY REFINED
Chef Nobu continues to bring the latest trends in Japanesefusion cuisine to life with an extensive menu of inventive dishes
and bold cocktails at his first property in Mexico. Enjoy Nobu’s
signature dishes, such as rock shrimp tempura, miso black cod,
and yellowtail sashimi with thinly sliced jalapeño peppers. Nestled
close to the ocean’s shore in an immersive atmosphere, the brandnew restaurant’s glass interiors directly connect diners to the
enticing waves and salt air — accentuating the elegant cuisine.
It’s all about the sensory experience at Café des Artistes at the
JW Marriott Los Cabos. The inspired menu there was designed
by acclaimed French chef Thierry Blouet, who fuses authentic
Mexican dishes with his own country’s culinary traditions and
techniques. Diners at the stunningly decorated restaurant with
views of the Sea of Cortés have the enviable opportunity to take
off on a culinary adventure by booking the private chef’s table,
where fresh, sustainable products are always on the menu.

Come. Relax. Stay.
Tucked on the serene Medano beach,
Club Cascadas dazzles guests with
visually stunning villas from 1-4 bedrooms,
some with their own private pool and jacuzzi,
just a short walk from town.

Located on the Corridor at the Hacienda del Mar Los Cabos is
the ultra-swank Pitahayas Restaurant. Opened in 1995, Pitahayas’
culinary concept of Pacific Rim or Pan Asian cuisine is a fusion of
Asian ingredients and products from the Pacific Rim. Since 1999,
pitahayas has received a Five Star Diamond recognition granted by

888-846-5571 toll free from U.S.A.
624-14-31047 local resort direct
info@cascadaslegacy.com
www.clubcascadas.com

the American Academy of Hospitality Sciences.
With its panoramic views of the Sea of Cortés and imaginatively
presented dishes, Pitahayas is a destination unto itself. In fact, in
2017 it was recognized as one of the 100 Imperdibles de México
(100 Mexico Must-Sees), which showcases experiences that truly
reflect the country’s rich cultural heritage.
Celebrated the world over for its stunning location and
breathtaking views, Sunset Monalisa is a classic dining destination.
Sublime sunsets and a sense of playing a starring role within one
of the most divine setting in the world can take your dinner from
Courtesy of JW Marriott Los Cabos Beach Resort & Spa

delicious to incomparable.
Fresh seafood — caught daily in the waters just below — pairs
perfectly with the fine Italian dishes on the menu. And, in keeping
with the ambience, Taittinger Terrace serves as the restaurant’s
onsite Champagne bar and offers diners, daters and those
fortunate enough to be there the perfect excuse to raise a glass
and cheer.
Hailed as a culinary innovator with a deft hand for forwardthinking Mexican cuisine, Executive Chef Enrique Olvera helms
Manta, a signature restaurant that celebrates the coasts and
cultures that line the Pacific Ocean, taking inspiration from Mexico,
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Dining

The Rooftop
is connected
to a beer
garden
pergola six
stories above
the waves.

A throwback to a bygone era and the classic bars of Mexico’s
Pacific Coast, the Sunken Bar is ideal for a casual rendezvous.
Open all day, the lobby lounge features an indoor-meets-outdoor
design, living room style seating, a pool table and a generally
The Cape, six stories above the beach sits The Rooftop, one

committed to sourcing local and sustainable ingredients from Baja

of the best rooftop lounges in Los Cabos. This signature space

California Sur, while maintaining a casual spirit — also inspired by

features an open-air bar, sunken communal seating, lush greenery

the simplicity and elegance of the desert.

throughout, fire pits and serene water features — all emblematic

Additional food and beverage concepts featured on property

of its Baja California Sur locale. It’s an ideal destination for special

include The Ledge, which serves guests a variety of all-day

events or simply for kicking back and enjoying cocktails and light

options, from contemporary Mexican cuisine to American breakfast

bites among friends.

favorites. The light and lively atmosphere is reminiscent of a

Chefs that are celebrated worldwide, like Jean-Georges

Mexican beach house — whether you are seated indoors or

Vongerichten, have found Los Cabos to be a sensory playground

enjoying al fresco dining.

for their creativity. It’s the kind of destination that has both the

70

Courtesy of The Cape, a Thompson Hotel

casual vibe. Rounding out the dining and lounge offerings at
Peru, Japan and beyond. Chef de cuisine Abisai Sanchez is
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Located in the heart of Cabo San Lucas and operating since 1989,
Panchos Restaurant & Tequila Bar has been a landmark for tourists
and local community. Authenticity, food quality, service and the largest
Tequila selection in northen México, have kept us in business.
So if you are in Town on vacation, don´t forget to visit Panchos and
maybe try a Tequila Tasting Class with Us.
Cheers!!!
52 (624) 1430973 / 1432891 info@panchos.com www.panchos.com

abundance of resources needed and the
caliber of audience that appreciates the famed
chef’s signature French-Asian approach.
Explore the enticing collection of on-property
concepts, featuring traditional Mexican classics,
Asian fusion, ocean-fresh local seafood and
fine steaks.
The freshest sushi and sashimi go toe-to-toe
with the Mexican-style ceviches at Suviche,
while SEARED by One&Only™ showcases
the finest selection of steak cuts, creatively
prepared local seafood and an extensive
wine list. Other delightful places to take your
tastebuds on a tour include the cliffside indooroutdoor Agua and the casual, poolside Breeze.
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l’orange and the envy-inducing
flambéed tequila shrimp.
New to the Los Cabos
scene, Vibrant Cuisine is
just steps away from Chef
Brulhart’s famed Alexander’s
Restaurant and is helmed by
his daughter.

An extensive wine selection
and full bar complement
the delicious fare, and the
decadent dessert options —
like the Chocolate Volcano
— offer a perfect ending to an
unforgettable experience.

CLASSIC & VIBRANT

The recently added Vibrant Cuisine is just steps away from

With a privileged location right in Marina Cabo San Lucas,

Alexander’s Restaurant and is helmed by Chef Brulhart’s daughter,

Alexander’s Restaurant has served Swiss cuisine along with fresh,

who was also formally trained in Switzerland with 14 years at the

locally caught fish, an eclectic selection of wines and delicious

Ecole Hôtelière de Genève. Vibrant specializes in a fusion of

desserts for 33 years. Alexander’s is where you go to sample chef

Mexican and French dishes with an Asian twist.

and owner Alex Brulhart’s menu of traditional Continental and

You can expect thoughtful personalized service at both

tropical-inspired dishes. Among the standouts at this Los Cabos

establishments, each with its own identity and flavor, but where the

institution are the chateaubriand in Béarnaise sauce, duck a

focus is on attention to detail.
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Celebrate Food

_________

With a culinary scene that’s hotter
than a habanero, Los Cabos’ calendar
of foodie events and festivals is jampacked. Check visitcabo.travel/events
to see if you can attend any delectable
celebrations while you’re in town.
> FESTIVAL SABORES DE BAJA.
Held in Miraflores at the outdoor
Doña Pame restaurant, this festival
is dedicated to the region’s organic
farming and authentic flavors. It’s a
celebration of culture and food, as well
as live music, dance and craftspeople.
> SABOR A CABO INTERNATIONAL FOOD & WINE FESTIVAL. As the region’s largest
culinary event, this festival attracts more than 3,000 hungry guests to sample food and
wine prepared by more than 60 regional chefs — all while enjoying live entertainment. Held
at a different location each year, the signature gastronomic festival benefits local charity
organizations and is one of Los Cabos’ most anticipated events of the year, thanks to its
magical fusion of fabulous flavors with the finest sights and sounds around. Innovation is
on the menu, too, as culinary experts let their imaginations run wild dreaming up creative
dishes to offer festival participants. Local restaurants — more than 50 of them, in fact —
show off their signature recipes and most requested dishes, as thousands of attendees
take in the flavors and charms of Los Cabos. Past editions have hosted sunset galas held
aboard luxury yachts, beer fests and celebrity chef dinners that have all been organized
to complement the main event, which itself has featured culinary powerhouses such as
Richard Sandoval, Enrique Olvera and Dieter Koshina, among others.
> TACO FEST. Who doesn’t love a good taco? The luxurious oceanfront Casa Dorada resort
hosts Taco Fest to have regional chefs compete for the winning stuffed tortilla creation —
all with a side of live music and dancing.
> SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO RESTAURANT WEEK. For one week in October, the culinary
region of San José del Cabo celebrates Restaurant Week with participating restaurants
offering special menus at a deep discount.

Courtesy of CANIRAC

> CABO COCKTAIL FEST. The Cabo Cocktail Fest celebrates mixology and hospitality
with a variety of events and parties, highlighting industry leaders and sharing best

+52 624 1634300
Camino del Mar 1
Cabo San Lucas, México
_________
www.waldorfastorialoscabospedregal.com

practices — all while indulging in delicious libations!
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Art & Culture

Drawn

to
BEAUTY
If you include art and culture as part of your travel experience,

REEL TO REEL

you'll find that this small corner of the Baja California peninsula

The Los Cabos International Film Festival, aka Festival

provides ample oportunities for artful pleasures, live entertainment

Internacional de Cine de Los Cabos draws thousands of film

and engaging activities.

aficionados and hundreds of film industry professionals. Directors
Spike Lee, Terry Gilliam, Oliver Stone and Paul Schrader, and

charming and sophisticated Gallery District. Not only is the area

actors Nicole Kidman, Adam Driver, Monica Bellucci, Jared Leto,

home to countless galleries and artist studios, it also plays host

Jacob Tremblay and Octavia

to an incredibly popular weekly Art Walk, which takes place on

Spencer number among

Thursday evenings between November and June.

those who have presented

Here you’ll find spaces dedicated to work by some of the most
important and trailblazing local artists, including sculptor Julian

work, received awards and
taken part in events.

Garcia Forcelledo’s 22-year-old Arte Gallery and studio, and
14-year-old contemporary Galería Corsica. Keep an eye out for

WHAT A SAINT

pieces by Javier Guadarrama, Victor Mora, Eduardo Mejorada

Not far from Los Cabos,

and Spanish-born painter Enrique Bascon, who heads up his own

Todos Santos is a bastion

gallery as well.

of art. One of three magical

Gallerist Patricia Mendoza — whose namesake gallery spotlights

Come for
the seaside
and stay for
the art, live
entertainment
and festivals.
By LAWRENCE FERBER

towns in the Baja California

a diverse range of contemporary creators and work, including

peninsula, it’s a Colonial city

conceptual, avant-garde, and cheeky paintings and sculpture —

overlooking the Pacific Ocean that moves to a much slower rhythm.

started offering an Art-to-Table experience that sees collaboration

Park beside the picturesque, yellow church downtown, and set out

between Mexican artists and the area’s organic farms. For the

to explore the galleries, restaurants and shopping available there.

event, chefs craft menus inspired by the artists and incorporate

The town is a joy in itself, with its camera-worthy pastel buildings

produce and meat from the local growers. These can be booked

and historic façades. Still, the standout feature is in the city’s

for groups directly with the gallery.

galleries, most of which line the cobblestone streets surrounding

The district is also home to the San José del Cabo Jazz
Weekend Concert Series, which takes place in the winter.
Keep an eye on the calendar at visitloscabos.travel/events for

the downtown district. Some are housed in weathered, singlestory, brick buildings, while others, such as in-home galleries
where the artists live and work, offer more intimate settings. On

the latest updates on the jazz festivals, as well as concerts and

any given day, you can visit a dozen or more studios where you’re

other live events.

likely to meet the artists and hear a bit about their latest projects.
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Start in San José del Cabo where you’ll want to visit the
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Romance

Love is

love
Leaving the work to experts who are eager
to stage the perfect nuptial celebration
is entirely affordable in Los Cabos. And
doing so allows you to devote more time
and energy to pre- and post-wedding
festivities. Whether you prefer a wedding
that’s small and understated or large and
extravagant, you can rest assured that

From celebrity
nuptials to
intimate
gatherings,
Los Cabos is
the place to
celebrate love.

you’ll find exactly what you’re looking for
at any of the venues here.

By DAWNA L. ROBERTSON

WELCOMING RESORTS
There are many world-class resorts in Los Cabos that offer more traditional wedding
experiences, too. Marina Fiesta Resort & Spa houses virtually everything that can make
a wedding day special. Take advantage of their intimate spa with bridesmaids, enjoying
a Classic European Facial, a signature Marine Spa Experience or a hot stone massage
to prepare for the celebration. The resort also offers hair and make-up services, as well
as meditation sessions that can help with the stress, tension and fatigue. An in-house
wedding coordinator can help plan rehearsal dinners, wedding ceremonies, receptions
or any other event. You can simply take your pick from a variety of menu items, fine
wines and exquisite floral arrangements, leaving all the hard work to the professionals.
At sister property Vista Encantada Spa Resort and Residences your whole party can
stay at some of the most luxurious and comfortable suites in Los Cabos. The all-suite
boutique resort features incredible views of the Sea of Cortés highlighting the desert
and ocean at its best. The Rooftop terrace features an incredible pool, restaurant and
bar, that makes a phenomenal wedding venue with a view.
For an indoor affair, Mestizo Del Mar, the signature restaurant at the property, also
offers sweeping views. The venue provides excellent private tables for groups large
and small and specializes in delectable sea-to-table creations and signature cocktails
made with locally sourced ingredients.
Casa Dorada Los Cabos Resort & Spa is another luxury property that has prepared
several stunning settings specifically to host weddings. The resort organizes a
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welcome cocktail party for
your party on the pool deck,
giving travelers a much-needed
opportunity to relax and catch
up. The signature restaurant, 12
Tribes Restaurant, is a favorite for
rehearsal dinners, as it seats up
to 100. After you are officially wed,
you can dance and celebrate on
a private ocean-view terrace or
enjoy a luxurious banquet inside
the facility.
Likewise Vela at the Hilton
Los Cabos is the kind of venue
that makes the most of a fine
restaurant with all the support of
a major resort to back it. Vela is
known for its refined European
cuisine made with fresh Mexican
ingredients. Inspired by the
menus of Spain, France, and
southern Italy, tradition is king
here: pastas and flatbreads are
made in-house daily, the wine list
favors European vineyards, and
preparations follow Old World
methods. Yet while tradition may
be king, romance is certainly
queen — because this is a
comfortably chic environment, one where the mood sets the tone for
the dining and everything to follow. Treat your guests to a reception al
fresco alongside the resort’s infinity pool or indoors if that’s what your
party prefers.
A decidedly different vibe exists at the Cabo Surf Hotel & Spa. The
boutique beach hotel is located on one of the most beloved surfing
beaches in Los Cabos. Having 7 Seas Seafood Grille and Sea Spa Cabo
on the premises means you can organize a laid-back event with all the
surfing bells and whistles. And with a grand total of 36 rooms, you can
even rent out the whole place.

The variety of settings at which couples can tie the knot is astonishing.
You can recite your vows on a cliff overlooking the Sea of Cortés at or
get married with a few of your loved ones while cruising through the
Pacific Ocean aboard a luxurious Pisces Yacht. Beach weddings against
a backdrop of luminous waves are wildly popular, with resorts like Villa
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GOOD TO KNOW

Many of the properties’
event planners specialize
in weddings. They can help
you with the setting and
make arrangements with
local vendors.

Imagine a pristine
beach in the
background while
you say

“I Do”

la Estancia, Villa del Palmar and Villa del Arco offering majestic settings accentuated by a variety
of themes and decorative motifs.
Those who want an authentic experience can tie the knot at a family owned property like
Rancho Shibumi in the outskirts of Cabo San Lucas. Paulina and Athena Smith have transformed
the erstwhile ranch into one of the most exclusive, elegant and private wedding venues in Los
Cabos, and have ensured that every aspect of the nuptial experience is completely customizable
Couples can host their cocktail under a palapa before enjoying a three-course gourmet dinner
at the hacienda, a breathtaking space lined by 27 stone arches with unobstructed views of the
Pacific Ocean. Whether you are planning a grand affair with 600 guests or an intimate gathering
of 50 your closest friends and family members, the Rancho Shibumi’s central focus of love rings
true. “We love people who love the land and appreciate it for what it is,” says Athena Smith. “[It’s]
one of the only places where the desert meets the sea.”
With that guiding principle, it is an ideal venue for the environmentally minded, as they only rely
on locally sourced materials and are powered by solar panels.
The seamless and captivating convergence of two forces of nature is not just part of the

@hacienda_delmar
@haciendadelmarcabo
weddings@haciendadelmar.com.mx
www.haciendadelmar.com.mx

sustainable ethos, it is engrained in the venue’s design and its very name, Shibumi, which refers
to the aesthetic of simple, subtle and unobtrusive beauty.
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INSPIRED

Side Trips

Hit the

open
ROAD
Los Cabos refers to the connected cities of Cabo San Lucas and San José del Cabo,
but the less frequented East Cape also makes up part of the region. Famed for its
legendary fishing and its proximity to the Cabo Pulmo National Park, it’s where anglers,
nature lovers and those with an “if you know, you know” sensibility escape to when
they’re looking for something a little more serene.
A number of resorts and hotels have set up shop here, including big names like the
Four Seasons Resort Los Cabos at Costa Palmas. But some hotels have been in the
area for a while.
Established in 1976, Buena Vista Resort serves the discriminating traveler looking for
a location near Los Cabos that combines the best of today’s comfort with the colors
and romance of a bygone era. The property’s Mediterranean-style bungalows are set
in gardens that sweep upward from the Sea of Cortés. Stay on property for access to a
beautiful and swimmable 20-mile white sand beach, pristine natural mineral water hot
spring, delectable cuisine and easy access to adventure and eco-tours.

PEACEFUL ESCAPE
A visit to La Paz also offers a serene contrast to the high-energy, activity-driven Los
Cabos. Even as the biggest city in Baja California Sur, this capital feels like a cozy
community, complete with a historic town center,
on the coastline that inspired John Steinbeck’s
The Pearl, it’s a wondrous blend of Mexican
culture and natural beauty.
To get there, rent a car and enjoy the picturesque
two-hour drive marked by views of the coast, the
Sierra de la Laguna Mountains and rolling desert
landscape. Upon arrival, book a room at CostaBaja
Resort, Marina & Spa. It’s a full-service resort that
By JUSTIN P. BIEL

80

serves as an ideal hub for your exploration.

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB

Los Cabos
is a vibrant
destination
and there’s
more to
explore just a
town away.

cobblestone streets and jacaranda trees. Settled
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Accommodation Listings

Courtesy of One&Only Resorts

INSIGHTS
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INSIGHTS

Accommodations

Sweet

DREAMS
The foundation of a great vacation is often based on where you

restaurants on the property whenever the mood hits. Fancy a top-

rest your head at night — or maybe late into the morning or for a

shelf cocktail? It’s included. How about some live entertainment?

post-beach nap in the afternoon. And that can vary as much as

That’s on the menu, too. Your teens can vibe at The Cavern Club,

the kind of traveler you are, who is accompanying you on your

where they have access to air hockey, a pool table, Xbox One,

adventure, or even what your current mood is. Los Cabos has a

board games and arcade games. The littles can be introduced to the

room for anyone and everyone — a place where you can feel both

rockstar life making crafts and playing games at The Roxity Kids Club™.

safe to relax and empowered to explore.
If the last two years have reinforced anything, it’s that our time with

Hacienda Encantada Resort & Residences include everything from

our loved ones is precious and nothing beats fresh air. Fortunately,

cooking classes to horseback riding along the beach, and the

the hotels and resorts in Los Cabos were well poised to take on

concierges can arrange any kind of adventure nearby, including

this new reality with their enviable locations and stellar rosters of

sunset cruises and city tours that mix sightseeing with a little

amenities that have only become more thoughtful and nuanced.

shopping and more.

Take the spectacular The Cape, A Thompson Hotel. Set

But, family travel is not just about keeping the smallest ones

right on Monument’s Beach with a privileged view of El Arco,

entertained. Indulge in luxury with in-laws, siblings and friends

this beachfront hotel’s 157 rooms, suites and villas all boast

at Le Blanc Spa Resort Los Cabos, an adults-only all-inclusive

unobstructed views. This is the kind of place where all you have

that boasts designer suites and a 29,000-square-foot full-service

to do to get some fresh sea air is step out into your own balcony.

spa with 25 treatment rooms. Everything is included, from butler

Refined and vibrant, The Cape invites you to elevate your dining at

service, unlimited top-shelf beverages and fine dining to sublime

Manta, The Ledge and The Rooftop, and then let all your worries

spa experiences and breathtaking views of the Sea of Cortés. In

melt away with a session at Currents spa.

the mood for something extraordinary? Try the only Lebanese fine

You don’t have to lower your standards because you have the
whole family in tow. In fact, at One&Only Palmilla, you can enjoy

dining in Los Cabos.
For those seeking a low key getaway with all the creature comforts,

the pinnacle of luxury amenities and know your little ones are

Casa Dorada Resort & Spa’s inviting ambience welcomes families of

making fantastic memories. Tucked into one of the most deliciously

all shapes, sizes and breeds. Not only can families take advantage

swimmable beaches in Los Cabos, this legendary property welcomes

of services like the Casa Kidz Place program, but they can bring their

guests with spacious rooms, suites and villas, and invites everyone

furry family members along, too, as the resort is pet friendly.

to feel at ease on the delightfully manicured grounds. With thoughtful

Photomexico

Activities and experiences the whole family can enjoy at

With its recent multi-million dollar renovation, The Hilton Los

activities for families, the exciting KidsOnly program and plenty for

Cabos Beach & Golf Resort has been thoughtfully reimagined.

love birds to do, there’s truly something to keep everyone in your

Designed to provide intuitive service, the resort now features

group occupied and enchanted.

an additional 14 oceanfront suites with private plunge pools, an

If you're looking for something with a little more edge, the Hard

adults-only infinity Serenity Pool and Jacuzzi, an ocean-view fitness

Rock Hotel Los Cabos offers the ultimate all-inclusive experience.

center and lush surroundings that will promote your sense of

Make like a celebrity and drop by any of the eight world-class

harmony and well being.
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WHERE TO STAY

NUMBER OF ROOMS
86
350
169
326
37
70
141
18
61
163
114
100
308
57
145
315
525
95
247
35
306
14
28
272
270
150
95
639
375
95
11
602
692
1190
69
157
591
299
429
25
84
369
74
155
235
162
75
174

LOCATION
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
The Corridor
East Cape
The Corridor
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
Todos Santos
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
The Corridor
The Corridor
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
Todos Santos
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
The Corridor
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor

Montecristo Estates Luxury Villas by Pueblo Bonito

136

Cabo San Lucas

Nobu Hotel Los Cabos
One&Only Palmilla
Paradero Todos Santos
Paradisus Los Cabos
Playa Grande Resort & Grand Spa
Posada Real Los Cabos
Pueblo Bonito Los Cabos Beach Resort
Pueblo Bonito Pacífica Golf & Spa Resort
Pueblo Bonito Rosé Resort & Spa
Pueblo Bonito Sunset Beach Golf & Spa Resort
Quinta del Sol by Solmar
Royal Decameron Los Cabos
Royal Solaris Los Cabos
San Cristobal
Sandos Finisterra Los Cabos
Santa María Hotel & Suites
Secrets Puerto Los Cabos
Sirena del Mar Welk Resort Cabo
Solmar Resort
Sunrock Condo Hotel
Tesoro Los Cabos
The Cape, a Thompson Hotel
The Grand Mayan Los Cabos
The Residences at Hacienda Encantada
The Ridge at Playa Grande
The Westin Los Cabos Resort Villas & Spa
Viceroy Los Cabos
Villa del Arco Beach Resort & Spa
Villa del Palmar Beach Resort & Spa
Villa La Estancia Beach Resort & Spa
Viceroy Los Cabos
Vista Encantada Spa Resort & Residences
Waldorf Astoria Los Cabos Pedregal
Zadún, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve
Zoëtry Casa del Mar Los Cabos

200
173
35
350
260
148
148
202
260
745
72
153
390
32
272
48
500
106
102
80
286
161
154
27
98
147
198
217
463
304
198
35
115
115
60

Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
Todos Santos
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
Todos Santos
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
San José del Cabo
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
The Corridor
San José del Cabo
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
The Corridor
Cabo San Lucas
San José del Cabo
The Corridor

Bahía Hotel & Beach House
Barceló Gran Faro Los Cabos
Breathless Cabo San Lucas Resort & Spa
Cabo Azul Resort
Cabo Surf
Casa del Mar Los Cabos
Casa Dorada Los Cabos Resort & Spa
Casa Natalia Boutique Hotel
Chileno Bay Hotel & Residences
City Express Plus & Suites Cabo San Lucas
Club Cascadas De Baja
Corazón Cabo Resot & Spa
Dreams Los Cabos Suites Golf Resort & Spa
Esperanza, Auberge Resort Collection
Four Seasons Resort Los Cabos
Garza Blanca Resort & Spa Los Cabos
Grand Fiesta Americana Los Cabos All-Inclusive Golf & Spa
Grand Solmar at Rancho San Lucas Resort, Golf & Spa
Grand Solmar Land’s End Resort & Spa
Grand Solmar the Residences at Rancho San Lucas
Grand Velas Los Cabos
Guaycura Boutique Hotel & Spa
Hacienda Beach Club & Residences
Hacienda del Mar Los Cabos
Hacienda del Mar Los Cabos Resort Villas & Golf
Hacienda Encantada Resort & Residences
Hampton Inn & Suites by Hilton Los Cabos
Hard Rock Hotel Los Cabos
Hilton Los Cabos Beach & Golf Resort
Holiday Inn Express Cabo San Lucas
Hotel California
Hotel Riu Baja California
Hotel Riu Palace Cabo San Lucas
Hotel Riu Santa Fe
Hotel El Ganzo
Hyatt Place Los Cabos
Hyatt Ziva Los Cabos
JW Marriott Los Cabos Beach Resort & Spa
Krystal Grand Los Cabos
La Marina Inn
Las Ventanas al Paraíso, a Rosewood Resort
Le Blanc Spa Resort Los Cabos
Los Cabos Golf Resort
Marina Fiesta Resort & Spa
Marquis Los Cabos All-Inclusive Resort & Spa
ME Cabo
Médano Hotel & Suites
Montage Los Cabos
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CABO SAN LUCAS

unlimited top shelf spirits, daily refreshed

for you to fully enjoy your trip: City

infinity pools, a recently elevated and

BAHÍA HOTEL & BEACH HOUSE

mini bar, daily and nightly entertainment,

Express Suites and City Express Plus.

always-buzzing beach club, the city’s

The Bahia Hotel & Beach House has

six dining venues matched by carefully

City Express Suites offers an option of

highest rooftop bar, Los Cabos’ only

redefined the way people experience

selected wines and a variety of premium

accommodation for you to feel at home

micro-brewery, three all-new concept

Los Cabos. Located in the heart of Cabo

spirits served up at 3 bars and lounges;

with all the comfort provided by hotel

dining destinations, and access to the

San Lucas’ Médano Beach district,

all without limit, required reservations or

services. Every room has a living room,

best on-water activities in Cabo combine

the boutique hotel is a chic, modern

expected gratuities.

bedroom and a kitchenette equipped

to create the ultimate getaway. With Los

retreat that embraces a relaxed vibe

Local Phone: 624-104-9500

with a refrigerator, stove, tableware

Cabos’ only swimmable beach at your

and the town’s urban setting while also

Toll-Free: 855-65BREATHE

and microwave. City Express Plus is

feet and a mantra inspired by exploration,

providing privacy, sleek and comfortable

Web: breathlessresorts.com

a hotel that will surprise you. It offers

Corazón Cabo is your escape to

accommodations, and unparalleled

Email:

accommodation with care in every

adventure. It’s your getaway, your speed

service. The on-scene Bar Esquina

reservations.brcsl@breathlessresorts.com

detail. A hotel that goes beyond your

at Corazón where options to explore the

Restaurant is known for its robust cultural

info.brcsl@breathlessresorts.com

expectations, with a unique and dynamic

open water via jet skis, paddle boards,

personality that combines design and

and, exclusive to the resort, the electric

music and market-driven menu.

CASA DORADA LOS CABOS

technology. Both hotels have everything

hydrofoil, are up against the slower-paced

Located right on Médano Beach, SUR

RESORT & SPA

you need to make your trip comfortable

choices of lounging by one of two infinity

Beach House features a beautiful open

With an incomparable location in the

and pleasant. They have spacious rooms,

pools or strolling into town.

layout, exquisite ocean-front views, and

heart of the swimmable Médano Beach

internet, gym, pool, meeting rooms,

Local Phone: 624-143-9166

a menu that showcases Mexican flavors

in front of Cabo San Lucas’ iconic Arco.

laundry service and complimentary

Toll-Free: 866-224-0102

with Asian and Peruvian influences. SUR

Casa Dorada Los Cabos Resort & Spa

breakfast. Also, they are in a great

Web: corazoncabo.com

is ideal for private functions, wellness

offers spectacular signature dining,

location, thirty minutes from San José

Email:

retreats, weddings, and other social

amenities and personalize service for

del Cabo and the international airport,

callcenter@cabovillasbeachresort.com

events. It also houses CABO SUP, a full-

creating your Cabo memories. Just steps

twenty-five minutes from the San José

Facebook: facebook.com/CorazonCabo

service water sports activities center.

away from world-class shopping, dining,

del Cabo Boardwalk and two hours away

Instagram: @corazoncabo

Local Phone: 624-143-1890

entertainment, fishing, water sports

from the state’s desert area.

U.S. Reservations: 866-224-4234

and the Marina. Casa Dorada Los Cabos

Local Phone: 624-105-8760

CLUB CASCADAS DE BAJA

Web: bahiacabo.com

Resort & Spa distinguished with bigger

U.S. Reservation: 855-222-8285

Perfectly situated on the white sandy

Email: info@bahiacabo.com

than regular size and fully equipped

Mexico Reservations: 800-248 9397

Médano beach facing the Sea of Cortés,

@Bahiacabohotel

suites, immerses guests in the distinctive

Web: cityexpress.com

Club Cascadas de Baja features old-world

warmth and exclusivity of the Baja

Email:

architecture with the atmosphere of new-

BREATHLESS CABO SAN LUCAS

Califorina peninsula.

reservacioneshotelescity@hotelescity.com

world adventure and relaxation through

RESORT & SPA

Local Phone: 624-163-5757 / 5700

Breathless Cabo San Lucas Resort & Spa

U.S. Reservations: 866-448-0151

CORAZON CABO RESORT & SPA

114 unique villas, Club Cascadas de Baja

is stunningly situated in the heart of

Web: casadorada.com

Once a destination for pirates and

evokes a native Mexican village with an

Cabo San Lucas, only minutes from the

Email: info@casadorada.com

explorers in search of treasure, the small

exquisite, tropical, resort atmosphere.

experience, with its open kitchen, live

its many beachfront villas. Consisting of

fishing village of Cabo San Lucas lured

Experience these luxurious, one- to four-

city, on beautiful Médano Beach, the

CITY EXPRESS PLUS & CITY

traders in need of respite from their sails

bedroom villas surrounded by coco palms

safest swimmable beach in Cabo San

EXPRESS SUITES CABO SAN LUCAS

to its shores. Today, we celebrate that

and lush foliage, many with a private pool

Lucas. 169 ultra-contemporary suites

Cabo San Lucas is one of Mexico’s most

allure at Corazón Cabo Resort & Spa,

or spa. Enjoy tropical garden or ocean

with private and scenic terraces will treat

popular tourist destinations worldwide.

Los Cabos’ newest luxury resort nestled

views from your fully-equipped villa

guests to marina and ocean views. Adult

In this city, located in the Baja California

in the heart of Médano Beach. Corazón

offering a full kitchen, daily maid service

singles, couples and friends will indulge

peninsula, you will be able to enjoy

Cabo speaks to the thrill-seeker in our

and air-conditioned bedrooms.

in the Unlimited-Luxury® experience,

desert landscapes, as well as beautiful

hearts, inviting guests to experience

At Club Cascadas de Baja, flagstone-

where everything is included: 24-hour

beaches and water sports. If you want to

exhilarating adventures before returning

surfaced paths meander through the

room service, wait service at our two

live the Los Cabos experience, consider

to the comforts of the resort’s 305 luxury

sand to softly curved villas with thatched

pristine, heated pools and the beach,

two modern, high-quality lodging options

guest rooms and suites. Two oceanfront

bamboo roofs nestled amongst palm

excitement, activity and nightlife of the

85
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trees and tropical flora. Let yourself be

through secluded Cabo San Lucas desert

landscapes and private Pacific beachfront

welcomes guests like a portal framing the

pampered at this tropical paradise where

landscapes when suddenly appearing

terrain, surrounded on all sides by the

sea view beyond. The 639-room property

you can let your worries just drift away.

before you on the horizon is the vast

beauty of Baja California Sur in this

caters to the diverse needs of modern

Local Phone: 624-143-1882

expanse of the Pacific Ocean. Continuing

wonderful vacation destination.

travelers, extending diverse offerings

U.S. Reservations: 888-846-5571

your descent through a private resort

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

to guests of all ages while providing

Web: clubcascadasdebaja.com

community toward the huddle of

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

unmatched guest services, luxurious

Email: info@clubcascadas.com

buildings nestled on beachfront terrain,

Web:

all-inclusive amenities, great meeting

you encounter a peaceful disconnect from

grandsolmartheresidences.solmar.com

space, and an exotic backdrop for both

GRAND SOLMAR LAND’S END

the conundrum of the outside world,

Email: reservations@solmar.com

vacationers and business travelers. The

RESORT & SPA

and at last: you’re home. Located just

If you’ve dreamed taking of a luxury

north of Cabo San Lucas on a stretch of

HACIENDA BEACH

has quickly become, since it’s opening in

Mexican vacation, Grand Solmar Land’s

private beach, Grand Solmar at Rancho

CLUB & RESIDENCES

June of 2019, the hot destination in Los

End is the place for you. Conveniently

San Lucas is a vacation destination like

When it debuted in 1963, the Hacienda

Cabos — truly a place to see and be seen.

located on private Pacific beachfront

no other. Endless ocean views and gentle

Hotel was instantly popular with

Local Phone: 624-689-0300

within walking distance of downtown

sea breezes are just the beginning of

A-listers such as Bing Crosby, Raquel

U.S. Reservations: 817-567-7530

Cabo San Lucas, this gorgeous resort is

your stay in paradise. Offering the option

Welch and John Wayne. Today, the

Canada Reservations: 855-695-6680

designed for your enjoyment. A collection

of an All-Inclusive or European Plan, this

$230 million Hacienda Beach Club &

International Reservations: 817-567-7530

of spacious suites, penthouses, infinity

oceanfront resort features a Greg Norman

Residences, which opened in 2009, sits

Web: hrhloscabos.com

pools with swim-up bars, breathtaking

Signature golf course, luxurious full-

on the same stretch of coastline, and

views, and a deluxe oceanfront spa

service spa, flavorsome cuisine, infinity

parts of the original hotel remain on

HOTEL HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS

inspire tranquility at every turn of this

pools, and a unique lagoon with activities

the 22-acre property. The community

CABO SAN LUCAS

exquisite property. Our selection of

and water slides.

has a total of 109 residences: 16 four-

Holiday Inn Express Cabo San Lucas

signature restaurants are rooted in the

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

bedroom beachfront villas, 81 one- to

offers 95 comfortable rooms. Stay

philosophy of ecologically responsible

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

four-bedroom oceanview condominiums

connected with our high speed Internet

agriculture, working with local farms

Web:

and 12 four-bedroom penthouses with

service. Enjoy a daily full breakfast with

and fishers to bring the freshest flavors

grandsolmarranchosanlucas.solmar.com

terraces that overlook the Sea of Cortés.

a regional dish. Its unique construction

to the table. We offer a European Plan

Email: reservations@solmar.com

Homeowners and guests enjoy the

makes your stay efficient, as you will find

all-inclusive Hard Rock Hotel Los Cabos

amenities of a resort community, as

commodities on the ground floor such as

an optional All-Inclusive Plan for those

GRAND SOLMAR THE RESIDENCES

well as the property’s prime location on

banks, deli/coffee shop, convenience store

wishing to take advantage of the fabulous

AT RANCHO SAN LUCAS

Médano Beach, next to the marina and

and movie rental shop. Next door there is

on-site dining options. Everything you

Serenity is yours with this collection of

surrounded by gourmet dining venues.

a useful stationary. Hotel’s guest will have

desire to fulfill your quest for relaxation,

private villas, nestled in the 750-acre

Toll-Free: 866-300-0084

special access to the Cabo fitness gym.

you will find at Grand Solmar Land’s

resort community of Rancho San Lucas

Web: haciendacaboresort.com

The hotel has a beautiful outdoor heated

End Resort and Spa. The Resort is also

just a short distance from downtown

Email:

swimming with a wonderful view to the

included in the Preferred Residences

Cabo. Designed for vacationers seeking

reservations@cabohacienda.com.mx

famous Arco at Land’s End. Holiday Inn

Portfolio, a division of Preferred Hotels

spacious accommodations with deluxe

& Resorts.

resort amenities, our penthouse suites

HARD ROCK HOTEL LOS CABOS

from downtown Cabo San Lucas. Delight

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

deliver an exceptional experience with

Situated within the Diamante

at any of the restaurants offering variety

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

impeccable design, private terraces,

Development, Hard Rock Hotel Los Cabos

of food in town. Holiday Inn Express Cabo

Web: grandsolmarresort.solmar.com

sweeping ocean views, and an optional

has breathtaking views of the Pacifc

San Lucas is only 40 minutes from the Los

Email: reservations@solmar.com

All-Inclusive Plan. Discover gourmet

Ocean from most of its 639 luxurious

Cabos Airport. Come and meet us. We’re

cuisine at our on-site restaurants, relax

rooms and almost a mile of pristine

waiting for you.

GRAND SOLMAR AT RANCHO SAN

with custom services from the oceanside

sandy beachfront. The first glimpse of the

Local Phone: 624-1637300

LUCAS RESORT, GOLF AND SPA

spa, or tee off at our Greg Norman

property is a dramatic view coming down

Web:

Imagine traveling on a winding road

Signature golf course. Enjoy desert

the resort road where the arrival lobby

holidayinnexpress.com/cabosanlucas

with accommodations only, as well as

86
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LOS CABOS GOLF RESORT

excursions, depart from the marina.

Facebook: @MECabo

brings the best of the city right to your

This golf resort combines the charm

Local Phone: 624-145-6020

Instagram: @mecabohotel

doorstep. From breathtaking natural

of colonial Mexico with the privacy of

U.S. Reservations: 877-319-5080

your own Spanish hacienda. Follow the

Web: marinafiestaresort.com

MÉDANO HOTEL & SUITES

land, sea and air, a diverse array of things

antique brick walkway through graceful

Email:

The hotel offers unique services to

to do awaits on your Cabo San Lucas

arches and royal palms, and admire

reservations@marinafiestaresort.com

enhance each visitor’s experience —

getaway We offer a getawayto precisely

whether on short or longer stays. We

the los cabos you’ve come to discover.

the handmade wrought-iron grillwork

attractions to exhilarating adventures on

and massive beams and pillars. The

ME CABO

are committed to providing guests

The hotel features 75 spacious fully

architecture features travertine marble

ME Cabo embodies sophisticated

an enjoyable stay whether they are

furnished and appointed suites for

and long stretches of Mexican tile. These

elegance with creative flair and a hint

traveling for business or leisure with

the tourist and business traveler. All

fully furnished villas boast a full kitchen,

of local culture. Every imaginable

family or friends. Arriving at Médano

units with shaded private terrace and

satellite TV, phone and air conditioning.

comfort awaits in our 170 rooms and

Hotel & Suites, you will find yourself in

pool views, Medano Hotel & Suites

The hotel offers security, a restaurant and

suites, all recently enhanced with bold,

a luminous, modern and elegant oasis

will offer guests proximity to the area’s

deli, two pools and a Jacuzzi. The resort

contemporary design and special touches

in the heart of Cabo San Lucas. Notable

main business, shopping, restaurants

is nestled between the eighth and 16th

that bring out the very best in your

for its modern architecture, designer

and night life entertainment, outdoor

fairways of the sensational Pete Dye–

stay — and you! FUNKY GEISHA serves

cabanas and temperature-controlled

activities, adventures. Whitin walking

designed championship course, offering

up delicious fare perfectly infused with

swimming pool surrounded by tropical

distance to the Marina and Médano

stunning views of Land’s End, Cabo San

Asian nuances and flavors, right on the

garden, guests are invited to experience

Beach. Médano Hotel & Suites looks to

Lucas Bay and the Sea of Cortés.

beach. Confessions Skybar & Tapas, our

an incomparable level of comfort, service

offer you a world-class experience while

Local Phone: 624-145-7100

new rooftop bar and lounge, promises

and style. The exceptional array of food

feeling right at home.

Web: loscabosgolfresort.com

sophisticated mixology and tapas

and drink experiences at The Captain’s

Local Phone: 624-104-9660

Email:

fusion, music by top DJs and absolutely

Quarters is ideal for the whole family;

Whatsapp: 624-117-9449

amurillo@bloomhotelsandresorts.com

spectacular views. TABOO Beach Club

enjoy healthy meals and smoothies at

presents lunch, dinner and cocktails

The Fuel Bar; and listen to live music

MONTECRISTO ESTATES

MARINA FIESTA RESORT & SPA

by day and a trendy club by night. An

at Médano Terrace. Head to the locally

LUXURY VILLAS

Marina Fiesta Resort & Spa offers an

open-air restaurant, Mamazzita takes

beloved The Cabo Bakery, and then

Retreat to a private, exclusive luxury villa

outstanding location and superior

inspiration from the flavors and colors

follow that with a visit to the state-of-

at Montecristo Estates within the luxury

lodging in the heart of Cabo San

of Mexican culture, and a Mezcal &

the-art wellness center where you can

residential development Quivira Los

Lucas. The hotel offers spacious

Tequila Bar with resident DJs make this

attend complementary fitness classes

Cabos. Enjoy beautiful views of the ocean

accommodations with views of the

an especially vibrant place to be. Our

or enjoy fun and games at the pickle-

and the stunning landscape surrounding

marina and the desert. This five-star,

KORPO Wellness Experience artfully

ball courts, games room, putting area,

the all-inclusive property. Whether you

all-suite resort overlooking the Cabo

blends nature and science to capture

kids’ playground and more. Enjoy the

are on a family vacation or entertaining

San Lucas Marina boasts a full-service,

your inner beauty, as our fitness center

harmonious romance between physical,

guests, the three-bedroom villas provide

European-style health spa. It’s located

focuses on your well-being. The exclusive

mental and emotional well-being with

perfect accommodations. Located at

within walking distance of Médano

ULTIMATE ME+ Suite completes your

the elements that will captivate the

the tip of the Baja California peninsula,

Beach, bars and exclusive restaurants;

ME experience, with two separate units

senses with the exclusive experiences

Montecristo Estates Luxury Villas are

and it’s just 30 minutes from the airport.

on two levels and twin terraces offering

offered by the Wellness Center by

equipped with private infinity pools,

Experience Cabo San Lucas at its very best

staggering views and a DJ booth for

Médano. The services includes a variety

indoor and outdoor hot tubs, a stylish

and take advantage of Marina Fiesta’s

resident and visiting DJs — a truly

of massages, treatments, facials, sauna,

terrace, high-speed internet access, maid

all-inclusive plan by enjoying a unique a

different, and extraordinary experience in

steam room, hot and cold plunge

and butler service, beautiful gardens, a

la carte dining experience at a selection

Los Cabos.

pool, fitness center and full bar, all in

luxury spa, access to Quivira Golf Club,

of the fine restaurants and bars at the

Local Phone: 624-145-7800

a comfortable setting that promotes

the Jack Nicklaus Signature course, and

Marina Golden Zone. Exciting sport

Mexico Reservations: 800-906-3542

serenity and balance within the body.

access to the facilities at Pueblo Bonito

fishing expeditions in the blue Pacific and

Web: MELIA.COM

When planning what to do during your

Sunset Beach, Pueblo Bonito Los Cabos,

the Sea of Cortés, as well as scuba diving

Email: me.cabo@melia.com

stay in Los Cabos, Médano Hotel & Suites

and Pueblo Bonito Rosé.

88
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Local Phone: 624-142-9999

the Baja California peninsula where the

plan that includes the onsite bars and

PUEBLO BONITO ROSÉ RESORT & SPA

U.S. Reservations: 800-990-8250

Sea of Cortés meets the Pacific Ocean, this

restaurants, as well as those at the

Unwind and revel in life’s pleasures

Web:

beautiful resort is within walking distance

adjacent Pueblo Bonito Rosé, and the

at Rosé, which delights the senses

pueblobonito.com/resorts/montecristo-

of downtown Cabo San Lucas shopping,

nearby Pueblo Bonito Sunset Beach and

with priceless works of art that grace

estates

restaurants, nightlife, and activities.

Montecristo Estates.

the lobby and enhance the beautiful

Email:

With the option of an All-Inclusive or

Local Phone: 624-142-9797

gardens. Pueblo Bonito Rosé Resort

montecristo.reservaciones@

European Plan, you can custom-design

U.S. Reservations: 800-990-8250

& Spa offers full-service amenities,

pueblobonito.com.mx

a trip that suits your wishes. Indulge in

Web: pueblobonito.com/resorts/los-cabos

including all-suite kitchenette

delicious cuisine with our stellar on-site

Email: blanco.reservaciones@

accommodations, a European-inspired

NOBU HOTEL LOS CABOS

restaurants. Play all day with our fun

pueblobonito.com.mx

spa, meeting and wedding planning

The magical Mexican resort region of

activities schedule and exciting theme

Los Cabos is home to Nobu’s first hotel

nights, or lounge by the pool and

PUEBLO BONITO PACIFICA

seating with food and beverage service,

in Mexico. Sitting on the southernmost

take advantage of the swim-up bars.

GOLF & SPA RESORT

access to the Jack Nicklaus Signature

tip of the Baja California peninsula,

Balance your mind, body, and soul with

The award-winning, adults-only Pueblo

course, Quivira Golf Club; and a deluxe

Nobu Hotel Los Cabos has mesmerizing

contemporary services and pre-Hispanic

Bonito Pacifica Golf & Spa Resort is an

all-inclusive plan that includes the

views of sparkling sapphire waters,

rituals from our luxurious spa. With

enchanting oasis of natural beauty and

onsite bars and restaurants, as well as

stretching as far as the eye can see. The

gorgeous accommodations and excellent

relaxation, ideal for romantic getaways

those at the adjacent Pueblo Bonito Los

hotel offers 200 guest rooms and suites,

personal attention, the vacation of a

and destination weddings. Nestled

Cabos, and the nearby Pueblo Bonito

ample meeting and event spaces, a

lifetime awaits you at Playa Grande!

within Quivira los Cabos, an exclusive

Sunset Beach and Montecristo Estates.

luxurious spa, retail shopping, infinity

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

residential development in Los Cabos,

Whether you want to play on Médano

pools, private cabanas, and a variety

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

the all-inclusive retreat offers full-service

Beach, pamper yourself at the spa, or

of bars and dining, including a Nobu

Web: playagranderesort.solmar.com

amenities, including four restaurants,

explore the shopping and nightlife of

restaurant on the beach. A perfect fusion

Email: reservations@solmar.com

a wellness-inspired spa, ocean-view

nearby downtown Cabo San Lucas, Rosé

accommodations, and meeting and

has everything you’re looking for!

of architectural elegance and laid-back

services, gourmet restaurants, beach

luxury. You know you’ve arrived the

PUEBLO BONITO LOS CABOS

wedding planning services. Guests have

Local Phone: 624-142-9898

moment you step through our doors. We

BEACH RESORT

access to the Jack Nicklaus Signature

U.S. Reservations: 800-990-8250

offer a safe heaven to relax, the space to

Experience the charm of Pueblo Bonito

course, Quivira Golf Club, as well

Web: pueblobonito.com/resorts/rose

enjoy, and the freedom to be yourself.

Los Cabos with its Mediterranean

as access to the facilities at Pueblo

Email: rose.reservaciones@

From the beautiful architecture and

architecture, gracious service, and

Bonito Sunset Beach, Pueblo Bonito

pueblobonito.com.mx

sophisticated areas, to our hand picked

glorious views of El Arco. Situated on

Los Cabos, Pueblo Bonito Rosé, and

details and best practices in relaxation

the golden sands of Médano Beach,

Montecristo Estates. A recent expansion

PUEBLO BONITO SUNSET BEACH

and wellness. Nobu Hotel Los Cabos

the resort offers delightful beachside

introduced The Towers at Pacifica, a

GOLF & SPA RESORT

represents a well-earned respite of

dining and a safe-for-swimming beach

luxury resort-within-a-resort which

Pueblo Bonito Sunset Beach Golf &

relaxation, wellness and luxury with just

only footsteps from your charmingly

features enhanced amenities, a VIP

Spa Resort welcomes guests to an

the right amount of fun.

decorated suite. Lounge by the pool or

lounge, elevated culinary experiences,

oasis of lush gardens and meandering

Local Phone: 624-689 0160

on the beach, or take a short stroll to

ocean-view suites with private plunge

waterfalls set along a hillside facing the

U.S. Reservations: 305-674-5575

downtown Cabo San Lucas for shopping

pools, certified butler service and more.

sea. Named one of the Top Resorts in

Web: loscabos.nobuhotels.com

and lively entertainment. The resort’s

The expansion also included a new

Western Mexico on Condé Nast Traveler

Email: bookto@nobuhotelloscabos.com

full-service amenities include all-suite

beachfront restaurant and bar, as well as

Reader’s Choice Awards, this resort

kitchenette accommodations, meeting

an oceanfront gym.

entices guests with ocean-view, luxury

PLAYA GRANDE RESORT

and wedding planning services,

Local Phone: 624-142-9696

accommodations, personalized service,

& GRAND SPA

gourmet restaurants, beach seating with

U.S. Reservations: 800-990-8250

and a long list of full-service amenities:

Experience a marvelous Mexican vacation

food and beverage service, access to our

Web: pueblobonito.com/resorts/pacifica

an award-winning spa, six swimming

at Playa Grande Resort & Spa. Located

Jack Nicklaus Signature course, Quivira

Email: pacifica.reservaciones@

pools, meeting planning services, a

upon acres of private beach at the tip of

Golf Club; and a deluxe all-inclusive

pueblobonito.com.mx

teen’s club, gourmet restaurants and
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a modern food hall. Situated within

and Land’s End. This adults-only hotel

Wi-Fi throughout the hotel.

beach and a sparkling beachfront pool

the exclusive residential development

has 602 comfortable and elegant junior

Mexico Reservations: 800-225-5748

area, while each of the extra-spacious

Quivira los Cabos, guests enjoy access

suites and suites characterized by pale

U.S. Reservations: 888-748 4990

rooms and suites come with views of the

to the Jack Nicklaus Signature course,

hues and wood, which offer free Wi-Fi, air

Canada Reservations: 866-845-3765

Pacific Ocean or the bay. Don Diego, the

Quivira Golf Club, along with the luxury

conditioning, a complete spirits dispenser

Web: riu.com

resort’s signature restaurant, sits atop

all-inclusive plan that includes the

and a minibar. The hotel offers 24-hour

onsite bars and restaurants, as well as

All Inclusive service and a wide range

RIU SANTA FE

windows and a huge wraparound terrace

those at Pueblo Bonito Los Cabos and

of cuisines which includes the main

This 24h all-inclusive hotel is located on

overlooking jaw-dropping panoramic

Rosé. Ideal for destination weddings, the

restaurant with show cooking stations

the Médano Beach and gives you free

views of the city and the bay — the perfect

resort offers fantastic wedding planning

and five themed a la carte restaurants,

WiFi, a varied gastronomic offer and

spot for viewing a sunrise or sunset in

services and packages.

Indian, Japanese, steak house, fusion

fun entertainment programs. You’ll find

Cabo San Lucas. Inspired by the Baja

Local Phone: 624-142-9999

gourmet and Italian. There is also a

plenty of fun thanks to the RIU POOL

landscape, Spa Sandos is carved right

U.S. Reservations: 800-990-8250

lounge bar, a fabulous patisserie and the

PARTY events, theme parties held by

into the mountainside, featuring stone

Web:

ice cream parlor, Capuchino. To enjoy the

the pool for adults only with national

walls, panoramic views, a hydrotherapy

pueblobonito.com/resorts/sunset-beach

warm and sunny climate, you have the

and international DJ’s and amazing

area and a beautiful state-of-the-art gym.

Email: sunset.reservaciones@

option to cool off in one of the four hotel

shows. The hotel offers 1,190 rooms

Sandos Finisterra weddings are an event

pueblobonito.com.mx

pools, two of which have swim-up bars.

with air conditioning, a minibar and

to remember; choose from breathtaking

a rugged cliff and has floor-to-ceiling

Mexico Reservations: 800-225-5748

beverage dispensers, among many

settings on the beach, in a desert garden

QUINTA DEL SOL BY SOLMAR

U.S. Reservations: 888-748-4990

other amenities. And if you want to

or even on a cliff side to say “I do.” An

Quinta del Sol is our charming, hacienda-

Canada Reservations: 866-845-3765

enjoy the sunny climate and cool off

unforgettable all-inclusive getaway awaits

during your holiday, you have the hotel’s

you in the heart of Los Cabos!

style hotel conveniently located at the
entrance to downtown Cabo San Lucas.

RIU PALACE CABO SAN LUCAS

seven swimming pools at your disposal,

Local Phone: 624-145-6700

Within walking distance to bustling

Constructed on a white-sand beach and

some of them with swim-up bars and

UK Reservations: 203-984-9023

Médano Beach and just a short distance

newly renovated, the Riu Palace Cabo San

hydromassage, and Splash Water World,

Argentina Reservations: 800-333-1086

away from central downtown, plazas,

Lucas is an outstanding resort with 692

a water park where fun is guaranteed.

Brazil Reservations: 113-230-3131

shops, tourist sites, restaurants, nightlife,

rooms and 24-hour All-Inclusive by Riu

You’ll be impressed by the breakfast

Others Reservations: 554-164-2355

and entertainment, Quinta del Sol is

service. This stunning hotel is elegantly

buffets with show cooking, Steak house,

Canada Reservations: 647-696-0166

a great option for those traveling for

decorated and features RIU’s personal

Asian, Mexican and Italian restaurants,

Mexico Reservations: 554-164-2355

business or pleasure. You will feel right

exclusive service. It has six restaurants,

and the wide variety of dishes in the main

Spain & Europe Reservations:

at home in our spacious suites, which

including the fusion-cuisine restaurant

restaurants. And if that weren’t enough,

960-47-94-46

include a kitchenette, complimentary

Krystal and an Indian restaurant; seven

in the 10 bars located in different areas of

U.S. Reservations: 863-204-3331

Wi-Fi, and central air. We are a pet-

bars; 24-hour snacks; and a regularly

the hotel, you can savour the best drinks.

Web: sandos.com

friendly and wheelchair accessible hotel,

restocked minibar and liquor dispenser

Mexico Reservations: 800-225-5748

Email: callcenter.mx@sandos.com

and we offer fully-equipped meeting and

in each room. Room service is available

U.S. Reservations: 888-748 4990

event spaces for those looking to conduct

24 hours a day, and guests can indulge

Canada Reservations: 866-845-3765

SIRENA DEL MAR

business during their stay.

at the Renova Spa with beauty salon

Web: riu.com

WELK RESORT CABO

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

services, massages and treatments (for

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

an additional charge). Guests can also

SANDOS FINISTERRA

Mar in Cabo San Lucas is a seven-acre

Web: quintadelsol.solmar.com

enjoy two pools with whirlpool bath, two

This dazzling all-inclusive resort combines

resort perched on the cliffs of the Cabo

Email: reservations@solmar.com

small pools with swim-up bars and one

the desert, ocean and mountain

San Lucas peninsula, with a clear view of

children’s pool. It features tennis courts,

landscape of Los Cabos in the best

El Arco. Every villa has a direct oceanfront

RIU PALACE BAJA CALIFORNIA.

two gyms and a sauna. Riu Palace Cabo

possible location, with all the excitement

view. Enjoy sunbathing and swimming

The Riu Palace Baja California is located

San Lucas offers a full range of sports

of downtown Cabo San Lucas and the

at the private beach. Marvel while you

in front of the heavenly Médano Beach

and leisure alternatives. It also has a

marina just outside its doors. Guests are

watch the migrating whales from your

with breathtaking views of the ocean

conference room for meetings and free

blown away by an extensive golden-sand

own villa, the pool or the beach. Once

92
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you arrive, the view alone can transport

the Pacific Ocean meets awesome

incredible daily activities and nightlife

Web: tesoroloscabos.com/en/promotions

you to another world. The amenities will

granite cliffs, Solmar Resort offers direct

that Cabo San Lucas has to offer. You will

Email:

ensure you want to return to that world

access to several acres of private beach

love the atmosphere and amenities that

caboreservations@tesoroloscabos.com

again and again. Leave the hustle and

and is also within walking distance to

Tesoro will make you experience, there

bustle behind and reward yourself with

the lively downtown scene of Cabo San

are multiple dining options on site: Vista

THE CAPE, A THOMPSON HOTEL

the relaxing vacation of your dreams.

Lucas with shopping, activities, dining,

Roof Restaurant, Lighthouse Restaurant,

A Los Cabos boutique hotel like no

Las Palapas Restaurant is open daily for

and nightlife. For your convenience, we

Half Bar Pub & Coffee Bar, Agave Mexican

other. Situated along one of the most

breakfast, lunch and dinner, with poolside

offer an All-Inclusive Plan with a variety

Cuisine Restaurant and the Skypool,

desirable stretches of white sand in

dining available. You can lounge by either

of fantastic on-site dining options,

our fantastic outdoor pool area with

Los Cabos: the local surfers’ paradise

of the two infinity-edge pools, which,

or a European Plan, which includes

breathtaking views from the marina. This

known as Monuments Beach. Near the

like the spa, feature views of the ocean.

accommodations only. Whether you are

is the place to be and the ideal location

southernmost tip of the Baja California

A swim-up bar offers a wide assortment

in Los Cabos for adventure or relaxation,

to enjoy the sun and get the best drinks,

Sur Peninsula, this secluded shoreline

of beverages, as well as a negative-edge

you will find it at Solmar Resort.

snacks and best moments with your

and its picturesque environs inspired

“mega” spa and waterfall. Decks on three

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

friends and family. Get pampered at our

the resort’s name. “The Cape” is the

different levels ensure unobstructed

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

*Aura SPA, which offers massages and

English translation of el cabo. This

views of the Sea of Cortés. Get your heart

Web: solmarresort.solmar.com

fantastic relaxing treatments or workout

visually inspired name reflects the hotel’s

pumping at the fitness center, also with

Email: reservations@solmar.com

in the resort’s well-equipped fitness

distinct personality — a sophisticated and

facility. Hotel Tesoro has the perfect meal

stunning concept, set amidst the white

game room. Make time for the many

SUNROCK CONDO HOTEL

plan for your choice, a buffet breakfast

sands and ocean breaks synonymous

resort activities like snorkeling, water

Distributed in 10 towers; Sunrock Condo

plan and an a la carte all-inclusive meal

with the locale. The luxury resort features

aerobics, stretching, bingo, ping-pong

hotel has 80 two-bedroom oceanview

plan. Our All Inclusive Meal Plan includes

157 guestrooms, most of them with

tournaments, Spanish lessons and dance

suites facing el arco, ideal for family

breakfast buffet, lunch and dinner a la

unobstructed views of the Sea of Cortés

classes. Also available for guests are

or group stays. All of the suites are

carte, variety of drinks included, alcoholic

and the destination’s famed icon, El Arco.

outdoor billiards, air hockey and foosball.

fully-furnished and equipped with air

and non-alcoholic, which give you the

The Cape seamlessly blends Thompson’s

Activities nearby include horseback

conditioning, televisions, wi-fi, coffee

opportunity to select from our menu

signature upscale urban aesthetic with

riding, golf, mountain biking, parasailing,

makers, two private bathrooms with

your favorite Mexican or international

a distinct 1960s Baja-meets-Southern

personal watercraft, fishing, ATV riding

showers and amenities, living area, fully

meal, for sure you will enjoy our unique

California vibe. Guests will enjoy two

and off-road motorcycle touring. Plus, the

equipped kitchen, safe box and many

flavors from our cuisine. The resort has

pools, including an infinity pool with a

resort is just a 10-minute drive to Cabo

other amenities.

256 rooms, amongst Standard Rooms,

swim-up bar; and a saltwater pool built

San Lucas. In the lobby and lounge area,

Local Phone: 624-145-8623

Standard Marina View and Junior Suites;

within a natural rock formation. The

guests can find complimentary Internet

Web: sunrockhotel.com

all of them fully equipped and decorated

Rooftop, a sixth-story rooftop lounge and

in a warm southwest style with the

garden with unmatched views of the city

ocean views, and then wind down at the

stations and a mini-market.
Local Phone: 624-163-4600

TESORO LOS CABOS

traditional Mexican colors, where you

and sea — one of the best rooftop bars

U.S. Reservations: 800-932-9355

Hotel Tesoro Los Cabos is the ideal option

can enjoy the resplendent and unique

in Los Cabos; Currents, an intimate spa

Web: welkresorts.com

for guests who want to discover and

sunrises of the Sea of Cortés. Tesoro

with two private outdoor cabanas for

Email: villarentals@welkgroup.com

experience the vibrant life of Cabo San

Los Cabos, has everything you need to

treatments with an ocean view; a fitness

Lucas; located in the heart of the most

organize your events in this paradise

center and a wellness program that

SOLMAR RESORT

modern district of Cabo and where the

called Cabo. Our convention center with

includes different classes; and a diverse

Solmar Resort is a delight to the

fun never ends, just a few steps from

5 meeting spaces, 12,000 square feet,

array of of regionally inspired, chef-

traveler’s soul. Perfect for couples,

the marina and downtown. This unique

capacity up to 500 people and our two

driven food and beverage destinations,

families, or the single adventurer,

combination of contemporary amenities,

outdoor terraces, offers you a variety of

including Manta, a signature restaurant

Solmar Resort provides a laid-back

our prime location, and the best marina

options for your meetings, groups and

by famed chef Enrique Olvera. The Cape

vacation spot with great amenities and

views has made Tesoro Los Cabos the first

special events.

boasts a collection of premium suite

personalized service. Situated at the tip

choice for discerning travelers looking

Local Phone: 624-173-9300

options, including Panoramic Suites,

of the Baja California peninsula where

for a great place to stay and discover the

U.S. Reservations: 877-674-6706

Thompson Suite and Junior Suite;
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Penthouse Villas with private rooftops

Suites with fully-equipped kitchens,

and plunge pools; One-, Two-, and Three-

luxurious bathrooms with jacuzzi tubs

Bedroom Villas; and its signature multi-

and expansive balconies with incredible

story, multi-bedroom option, the Surfer

views facing either the azure Sea of

Villa —a two-story luxury suite ideal for a

Cortés or lush, exotic gardens. Deluxe

luxe vacation, private event, or intimate

Room adorned with the utmost in

wedding. The resort also offers several

comfort and style is also available.

distinct meeting spaces, for both large-

Captivating views of the world famous

scale and intimate events.

“El Arco” rock formation and stunning

Local Phone: 624-163-0000

vistas of Médano Beach at Cabo San

Reservations: 844-778-4322

Lucas are just the icing on the cake. If

Web: thompsonhotels.com/The-Cape

you’ve looking for a high-end, family-

Email: thecapereservations@

friendly resort, you’re found it. Villa

thompsonhotels.com

del Arco boasts a full-scale pirate ship,
exotic cuisine and the award-winning

THE RIDGE AT PLAYA GRANDE

Desert Spa, as well as numerous athletic

Perched atop majestic granite cliffs

and cultural activities. An ideal place to

with views of the Pacific Ocean and Sea

enjoy first-class facilities and amazing

of Cortés, you will find luxury resort

amenities, this exclusive boutique-style

The Ridge. Within walking distance

resort will take your breath away with

of the marina, marketplace, nightlife,

exquisite dining, impeccable service and

restaurants, and activities, this serene

the ultimate in intimate experiences.

Mexican getaway is ideal for exploring

As the general manager likes to say, the

the offerings of Cabo San Lucas. The

property “offers experiences that make

Ridge boasts private beaches and

you forget the time and simultaneously

breathtaking views with a collection of

remember every moment.”

spacious suites and infinity pools. Our

Local Phone: 624-145-7200

full-service spa features contemporary

U.S. Reservations: 877-897-1950

and ancient holistic treatments to inspire

Web: villadelarco.com

relaxation. Take advantage of exciting

Email: reservavda@villagroup.com.mx

theme nights and delicious on-site
cuisine with an optional All-Inclusive

VILLA DEL PALMAR

Plan. Enjoy the vacation experience you

BEACH RESORT & SPA

deserve with The Ridge at Playa Grande!

Stunning escape for family getaways and

Local Phone: 624-145-7528

romantic couple’s retreats. Located on

U.S. Reservations: 800-344-3349

Médano Beach with gorgeous views of

Web: theridgeluxuryvillas.solmar.com

the world-famous El Arco rock formation

Email: reservations@solmar.com

and just one mile from downtown
Cabo San Lucas. The family-sized

VILLA DEL ARCO

accommodations, including One and

BEACH RESORT & SPA

Two Bedroom Suites and Presidential

Villa del Arco in Cabo San Lucas is the

Three Bedroom Suite features fully

ultimate oasis for luxurious living and

equipped kitchens, luxury bathrooms

relaxing to the fullest. The five-star

with bathtubs and Presidential Suite with

resort boasts One and Two Bedroom

Jacuzzis. Junior suites are also available.
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The resort’s revamped entertainment

inspired bathrooms with Jacuzzi tubs

from a team of personal concierges

Local Phone: 624-104-9600

programming means that guests spend

and expansive terraces. Deluxe Superior

who are available around the clock to

U.S. Reservations: 844-207-9354

their days indulging in whatever activity

Rooms also available with a sophisticated

assist guests with their requests. The

Mexico Reservations: 800-953-0922

suits them best, whether that’s taking

decor. Adding to Villa la Estancia’s

property boasts 115 rooms, suites and

Web: chilenobay.aubergeresorts.com

the kids to slip and slide down the

extraordinary ambiance are a plethora

multi-bedroom residential style villas

Email: cbr.info@aubergeresorts.com

friendly whale waterslide, grabbing your

of fine-dining opportunities, including

including the Dos Mares suites, two

headphones and shorts for a hard-core

those of sister-resorts Villa del Palmar and

beachfront villas, Casa Bella Vista, and the

DREAMS LOS CABOS SUITES

workout in the state-of-the-art fitness

Villa del Arco, giving guests 10 delicious

presidential villa. The resort also features

GOLF RESORT & SPA

center or getting into the high-energy

dining options, and access to a full on-site

an award-winning signature spa, Waldorf

Dreams Los Cabos Suites Golf Resort

vibe at the techno-arcade. In addition

supermarket. In addition, a world-class

Astoria Spa, in addition to a distinctive

& Spa, a AAA Four Diamond Award

those seeking relaxation will achieve it in

fitness center and the indulgent Desert

dining program with culinary offerings

property, is a luxurious oasis located on

the utmost peace and tranquility. Case in

Spa await all guests with tantalizing

including the redesigned Don Manuel’s,

the sparkling Sea of Cortés; embraces the

point: the Desert Spa, which specializes

treatments and a wealth of rejuvenating

iconic El Farallon, our new open-air Agave

elegance of traditional colonial Mexican

in invigorating treatments crafted from

remedies designed to transform one’s

Study at Peacock Alley, NEUTRAL — a

design and reflects the beauty Los

herbs and fruit extracts native to the Baja

mind, body and soul. At Villa La Estancia,

reduced waste coffee experience, CRUDO

Cabos. The Preferred Club takes guests’

California region. An ideal place to enjoy

unrivaled hospitality and service combine

and the Beach Club.

accommodations to the next level via a

first-class facilities and amazing amenities,

with the majestic beauty of the resort

Local Phone: 624-163-4300

dedicated VIP area. There are gourmet,

this exclusive boutique-style resort will

grounds and surrounding areas to create

Toll Free: 844-733-7342

a la carte restaurants and lounges, three

take your breath away with exquisite

the ultimate vacation experience.

Web: waldorfastorialoscabospedregal.com

swimming pools, two swim-up bars. Also

dining, impeccable service and the

Local Phone: 624-145-6900

Email: sjdwa.hotel@waldorfastoria.com

offers a modern nightspot Desires Music

ultimate in intimate experiences.

U.S. Reservations: 877-897-1951

Facebook: facebook.com/WAPedregal

Lounge Bar. It also offers guests a full-

Local Phone: 624-145-7000

Web: cabo.villalaestancia.com

Twitter: @WAPedregal

service spa, tennis court and over 5,000

U.S. Reservations: 877-897-1931

Email: reservations@villagroup.com.mx

Instagram: @WAPedregal

square feet of meeting and banquet
facilities. Dreams Los Cabos offers couples

Web: cabo.villadelpalmar.com
WALDORF ASTORIA

THE CORRIDOR

and families an extra measure of luxury

LOS CABOS PEDREGAL

CHILENO BAY RESORT & RESIDENCES

in an unparalleled setting, featuring an

VILLA LA ESTANCIA

Waldorf Astoria Los Cabos Pedregal, a

Voted the number one resort in Los Cabos

Explorer’s Club for kids and a wedding

BEACH RESORT & SPA

AAA Five-Diamond, Forbes Five-Star resort

by the readers of Condé Nast Traveler,

gazebo for those wanting to celebrate

Villa La Estancia Los Cabos delightful

in Cabo San Lucas, was named the No.

the newest contemporary resort in Los

their love.

Three Diamonds resort nestled on the

1 Best Resort Hotel in Mexico in Travel

Cabos is a stunning luxury property,

Local Phone: 624-145-7600

scenic Médano Beach overlooking El

+ Leisure World’s Best Awards readers’

located on the most coveted year-round

U.S./Canada Reservations: 866-237-3267

Arco and Land’s End, just minutes from

survey in 2019 and it earned the No.

swimmable beach on the Sea of Cortés.

/ 624-145-7600

the heart of downtown Cabo San Lucas.

19 spot in the 100 Best Hotels in the

This resort, consisting of 92 guestrooms

Mexico Reservations: 624-145-7600

From the personalized check-in to the

World ranking. The majestic Waldorf

and villas, brings a fresh contemporary

Web: amrcollection.com

exclusive in-suite amenities, every detail

Astoria Los Cabos Pedregal lies on Cabo

experience to Los Cabos embracing an

Email:

exudes serene luxury. The resort, which

San Lucas’ most coveted parcel of land

active, social and engaging environment.

reservations.drelc@dreamsresorts.com

looks out over the turquoise waters

— an extraordinary, 24-acre site at the

The unique design of three zero-edge

info.drelc@dreamsresorts.com

of the Sea of Cortés, offers 300 suites

southernmost tip of Mexico’s Baja

pools, spanning 138 meters/150 yards,

decorated in a Spanish Colonial and

California peninsula. The exclusive haven,

serves as the centerpiece of the resort and

ESPERANZA, AUBERGE RESORT

Hacienda-style. Features luxurious family

accessible only by the private Dos Mares

creates a gathering place for interaction

COLLECTION

accommodations including One, Two and

tunnel, is just minutes from bustling

among the guests. Each of the experiences

Esperanza is located in the Baja California

Three-Bedroom Suites and Presidential

downtown Cabo San Lucas, yet seemingly

including the restaurants, spa, H2O cave

peninsula, four miles outside of Cabo San

Three Bedroom Suite with spacious

worlds apart. Waldorf Astoria Los Cabos

and activities center embraces a casual and

Lucas. The oceanfront hotel is perched

living areas and bedrooms with lavish

Pedregal offers unprecedented luxury,

energetic escape with exceptional service

on the bluffs of Punta Ballena (“Whale

amenities, fully equipped kitchens, spa-

sophistication and personalized service

for guests of all ages.

Point”) overlooking two private coves

Email: reserv@villagroup.com.mx
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on the majestic Sea of Cortés — a

its gourmet restaurants and enchanting

10-minute drive from Cabo San Lucas

pools overlooking the ocean blue

and a 30-minute drive from the Los

waters, all enhanced by highly attentive

Cabos International Airport — which

service and personal pampering. Enjoy

services many major U.S. cities.

gourmet restaurants, snack bars, Market

Esperanza is comprised of 59 casitas

and Deli, or indulge in a 24hrs Suite

and suites, and 100 privately owned

Service. Choose the Gourmet Culinary

villas and 54 private residences,

All-Inclusive Plan or hire Private Chef

providing residential accommodations

Service. Relax at eight pools including a

for families and villas, providing

Rooftop pool for adults only. Garza Blanca

residential accommodations for families

is family friendly, yet there is still plenty

and groups. All of the hotel’s spacious

of opportunity for romance, and fun with

rooms open to reveal sweeping ocean

friends. Take advantage of our extra wide

views. Accommodations range from

sandy beach, we ensure the ultimate

one to four bedrooms and from 925 to

getaway in paradise for you and your

4,000 square feet. Interiors showcase

nearest and dearest.

regional seaside décor with original art;

U.S./Canada Reservations: 877-208-0689

handcrafted furnishings, large private

Web: cabo.garzablancaresort.com

terraces with infinity-edge hot tubs,

Facebook: @GarzaBlancaCabo

and spacious bathrooms with deep

Instagram: @garzablancacabo

soaking tubs and showers built for two.

Twitter: @GarzaBlancaCabo

The resort also features the world-class
oceanfront restaurant Cocina del Mar,

GRAND FIESTA AMERICANA LOS

an award-winning full-service spa, five

CABOS ALL INCLUSIVE GOLF & SPA

swimming pools, a private beach, access

Start dreaming of an upscale experience

to championship golf and recreational

filled with unforgettable moments at

activities nearby.

Grand Fiesta Americana Los Cabos, an

Local Phone: 624-145-6400

all-inclusive beachfront resort located

U.S. Reservations: 866-311-2226

in the exclusive gated development of

Mexico Reservations: 800-953-0696

Cabo del Sol, home to one the world’s

Web: esperanza.aubergeresort.com

top golf courses and privileged with

Email: esp.reservations@

a secluded and serene beach, known

aubergeresorts.com

for its exceptional snorkeling. Luxury
accommodations with modern amenities

GARZA BLANCA RESORT &

and stunning views, inspired by the

SPA LOS CABOS

serene neutral tones of the desert and

Garza Blanca Resort & Spa Los Cabos

complemented by Mexican contemporary

is surrounded by stunning beaches,

design, our rooms and suites will wrap

expansive desert scenery and majestic

you in luxury and modern amenities.

mountains. Garza Blanca re-defines

Enjoy the best of Mexican hospitality with

the experience of luxury for even the

24-hour room service and a fully stocked

most discerning visitors. The resort

mini bar. Culinary creativity takes center

offers stunning chic spaces to relax and

stage with a variety of distinctive menus

unwind, including a world-class Spa,

featuring the freshest local ingredients.

plus remarkable culinary experiences at

Your palate will always be pleased and
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refreshed, from gourmet delights to

each commissioned from a different

wedding planning.

more. Our hotel is located in the heart

casual dining by the pool to 24-hour

architectural design firm. Indulge in

Web: haciendadelmar.com.mx

of Los Cabos on The Corridor between

room service. Six bars including a swim-

exciting activities that take you from the

Local Phone: 624-145-8000

Cabo San Lucas and San José Del Cabo,

up bar, a unique pampering experience

highest heights to the deepest depths

Toll-Free: 855-652 7362

allowing easy access to beaches, dining,

at Somma Wine Spa, an outstanding kids

of the ocean. Our limitless luxury is

Facebook: @haciendadelmarcabo

golf, fishing, shopping and more in the

club, six swimming pools with different

“Beyond All Inclusive, Beyond Compare.”

Instagram: @hacienda_delmar

Koral Center — a premier location where

ambiances. When the sun goes down,

Local Phone: 624-104-9800

the party goes up. Great music, delicious

U.S. Reservations: 322-226-7923

HACIENDA ENCANTADA

named “El Merkado.” Enjoy spectacular

drinks and the best company await you at

Web: loscabos.grandvelas.com

RESORT & RESIDENCES

views of the ocean or the mountains

Black Lemon Disco Lounge, our adult-only

Email: reservationslc@velasresorts.com

Experience the beat, colors and flavors

from a single room or from one of our

of traditional Mexico in a contemporary

spacious, luxurious two-room suites with

nightclub. This upbeat lounge is steps

is located the only Gastronomic Center

from our lobby but will surely make you

HACIENDA DEL MAR LOS CABOS

hacienda-style resort. Four-diamond

living areas and wet-bar. A total of 95

feel like you went out on the town.

RESORT, VILLAS & GOLF

award wining resort with a cliff top and

rooms/suites come fully equipped with

With more than 13,000 ft2 of highly

Hacienda del Mar Los Cabos Resort Villas

blessed with a breathtaking Los Cabos

the kind of upscale quality that Hilton

flexible function space and 23-foot

& Golf effortlessly blends old Mexico’s

location, Hacienda Encantada lies within

Worldwide represents. The hotel is a

ceilings, our convention center is the best

charm, modern style, and unmatched

the exclusive Tourist Corridor between

great place to have a meeting, wedding

location to host a unique experience in

service. From the moment you enter

San José del Cabo and Cabo San Lucas,

or special event with flexible meeting

Los Cabos.

our resort in the exclusive development

next to Cabo del Sol Golf course and

space for up to 100. For your relaxation,

Local Phone: 624-145-6200

of Cabo del Sol, you will know that you

just a short drive to downtown marina,

enjoy the rooftop pool with bar or

U.S. Reservations: 800-FIESTA-1

have arrived at a special place. Beautiful

offering majestic views of the Sea of

luscious a massage. Stay in shape at our

Web: grandfiestamericana.com

gardens with tropical vegetation and

Cortés and the Land’s End of the Baja

ocean view fitness center, located on

Email: resfalc1@posadas.com

sparkling pools provide a true desert

California peninsula. Enjoy spacious

the rooftop. The lobby has a full bar and

oasis. Our resort architecture is built in a

suites, gourmet dining, luxurious pools

access to 24-hour snacks and beverages.

GRAND VELAS LOS CABOS

distinctive hacienda style, with rustic red

and a choice of beautiful settings for

Business amenities place state-of-the-art

Strikingly located where golden sand

tile roofs — giving the impression of a

especial events. Take advantage of its

technology at your fingertips. Whether

beaches embrace turquoise seas, Grand

traditional Mexican village. Its decoration

unique dine out privilege all-inclusive

you’re visiting for business or pleasure,

Velas Los Cabos welcomes you to a

is designed to highlight the colors of the

option where you can enjoy a gourmet

you’ll always get a clean and fresh

world of uninhibited luxury and unique

desert and the Sea of Cortés, creating

experience at a variety of restaurants at

Hampton bed®; free high-speed Internet

style. We’ve elevated the concept of

elegant and comfortable environments;

the Marina Golden Zone in downtown

access; free hot breakfast served daily

all inclusive to deliver unforgettable

it has 542 guest rooms and suites, each

area. Hacienda Encantada shows off the

with fresh-baked waffles; friendly, helpful

vacations that amaze your senses and

featuring private terraces. The sprawling,

best that traditional Mexican architecture

service; and more — for one rate.

stir your soul. A stay at Grand Velas Los

Hacienda-inspired resort is home to five

and Mexican artwork have to offer with

Phone: 624-105 4000

Cabos is an experience unlike any other.

restaurants and seven bars, five pools,

hand-made Talavera-title murals. Spanish

Web:

From the fifth-floor lobby to suites, and

including one oceanfront infinity pool

colonial fountains, earth tones that are so

loscabossuites.hamptonbyhilton.com

pools you’ll experience breathtaking

and one for kids, the acclaimed Cactus

widely used in the region and more.

Email: sjdmx_hampton_suites@

ocean vistas, from a property graced

Spa and Fitness Center, a kids club and

Local Phone: 624-163-5555

hilton.com

with stunning architecture and Mexican

a broad selection of outdoor activities.

U.S. Reservations: 877-319-5080

art. Experience color and culture

Boasting a great meetings facility with

Web: haciendaencantada.com

HILTON LOS CABOS

of the country with amenities that

more than 18,000 square feet of function

Email: reservations@

BEACH & GOLF RESORT

celebrate our traditions. Renew your

space, Hacienda del Mar Los Cabos

haciendaencantada.com

Iconic yet innovative, classic and

spirit with a signature Water Journey

Resort, Villas & Golf welcomes meetings

and locally-inspired treatments at our

and special events of all sizes. A small

HAMPTON INN & SUITES

embodies the evolution of the

SE Spa. Explore epicurean delights

chapel and beachfront locations are also

BY HILTON LOS CABOS

sophisticated resort experience in Cabo

by our acclaimed international chefs

available for weddings and the staff has

Enjoy all of the amenities that are

San Lucas. Steps away from the Sea of

in our visually stunning restaurants,

extensive experience with multicultural

synonymous with our global brand and

Cortés in the exclusive Los Cabos Corridor,

98

contemporary, Hilton Los Cabos
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along one of the only swimmable beaches

U.S. Reservations: 877-354-1399

oasis of wellness, indulging guests with

by the TripAdvisor® community. The

in the region, Hilton Los Cabos offers

Web: hiltonloscabos.com

physical, mental and spiritual renewal.

adults-only resort located on Mexico’s

lush surroundings, anticipatory service,

Email: Enjoy.LosCabos@Hilton.com

The Restaurant’s fine Mexican cuisine was

Baja California peninsula is the second

inspired by the region’s natural resources,

property under the umbrella of Palace

and the perfect blend of relaxation and
rejuvenation. With expansive views from

LAS VENTANAS AL PARAÍSO, A

while The Sea Grill — on the sand’s edge —

Resorts, a hospitality company with over

oceanfront rooms and suites — some

ROSEWOOD RESORT

serves a variety of culinary options. Private

30 years of experience in the luxury all-

featuring private plunge pools — this is

As its name indicates, Las Ventanas al

beach cabanas and one-of-a-kind butler

inclusive market. This opulent beachfront

a place for guests to discover authentic

Paraíso, a Rosewood Resort, is a window

service are among the many amenities

property features both the traditional

Mexico, where elevated dining and

to paradise. Las Ventanas al Paraíso,

available. At Las Ventanas al Paraíso,

facilities and over the top amenities Le

wellness options are all flavored with a

has redefined luxury, reaching out with

refined elegance and natural grace coexist

Blanc Spa Resort is known for, including

local cultural essence and international

special touches that are the hallmark of

in an exquisite setting of private beauty.

369 well-appointed designer suites,

flair. Here, nothing is scripted. From family

refined hospitality. Its dramatic location

Web: lasventanas.com

an award-winning 29,000-square-foot

fun at the Enclave Beach Club, romantic

at the tip of Baja California Sur is

Email: lasventanas@rosewoodhotels.com

full-service spa with 25 treatment rooms,

respites in a seaside cabana and energetic

incomparable, resting on fine white sands

events in our gathering spaces to prime

along the sparkling blue Sea of Cortés.

LE BLANC SPA RESORT LOS CABOS

3,961-square-foot fitness and wellness

guestrooms and upgraded amenities at

The lavish suites are as spacious as they

Debuts in 2018 after the tremendous

center, four outdoor plunge pools, eight

AltaMar, you are free to craft your own

are luxurious, with exquisite furnishings

success of Le Blanc Spa Resort Cancun, the

restaurants with specialty cuisine, butler

signature story.

handcrafted by Mexican artisans. The Spa

brand’s flagship property and Cancun’s

service, over 14,000 square feet of

Local Phone: 624-145-6500

and Salon at Las Ventanas al Paraíso is an

No. 1 all-inclusive resort as designated

meeting space with eight breakout rooms

an incredible hydrotherapy facility, a

99
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and much more.

to complete your stay. We do not offer

catering to every gest need. The famed

cuisine, and Breeze, serving casual fare

Local Phone: 624-163-0100

timeshares at our resort.

beachfront resort with unobstructed

and cocktails, poolside, throughout the

Mexico Reservations: 800-672-5223

Mexico Reservations: 800-690-0102

views of the Sea of Cortés is a favorite for

day. An abundance of outdoor activities

U.S./Canada Reservations: 800-986-5632

U.S. Reservations: 877-238-9399

all guests thanks to intuitive service and

such as surf lessons, whale watching,

Web: leblancsparesorts.com/loscabos

Web: marquisloscabos.com

thoughtful attention to details, ranging

fishing excursions, and Jeep safari desert

from personalized minibars and wellness

tours inspire an active mindset; while

MARQUIS LOS CABOS

MONTAGE LOS CABOS

therapies to beaches complete with

multiple pools, private beach cabanas

ALL INCLUSIVE RESORT & SPA

Perched upon the premier beachfront

floating beds. All 174 rooms and suites

and floating daybeds — on one of the only

With just one visit to Marquis Los Cabos

in all of Los Cabos and set within the

including two villas offer butler service

swimmable beaches in Los Cabos — are

Resort & Spa, a AAA four Diamond Award,

renowned master planned community

24/7 and expansive views of the Sea

restful sanctuaries. Whether looking for

and a Leading Hotels of the World Resort,

of Twin Dolphin, Montage Los Cabos

of Cortés, both villas and select suites

a romantic getaway, a family paradise,

you will immediately understand the

features 122 expansive guestrooms,

also feature private pools and added

or a once-in-a-lifetime celebration,

intoxicating appeal of this beautiful

suites and casas along with 52 Montage

amenities. Villa Cortez is a beautiful

One&Only Palmilla offers ample space for

corner of the world. Our All-Inclusive,

Residences. Its location, including 39

four-bedroom beachfront estate with

exploration, relaxation, and indulgence.

adults-only resort is nestled near the

acres on the pristine and gentle waters

a dedicated service team, private spa,

Local Phone: 624-146-7000

southern tip of the Baja peninsula, where

of Santa María Bay, offers spectacular

fitness centre and its own cinema. Villa

U.S. Reservations: 888-691 8081

the desert meets the sea. This all-suite,

views and remarkable walk-in access to

One, perched at the highest point of

Web: oneandonlyresorts.com/palmilla

all ocean-view resort welcomes you with

the finest swimming, snorkeling and

the property, is a modern four-bedroom

dazzlingly elegant suite accommodations

diving in the region. The resort includes

retreat offering 360-degree views of

PARADISUS LOS CABOS

and world-class dining, as well as an

three pools and Montage’s signature,

the Sea of Cortés and serviced around

Situated on a private crescent cove

abundance of superb amenities and

immersive children’s program, Paintbox.

the clock by a team of butlers, chefs

swimming beach, Paradisus Los Cabos

activities. Make yourself at home in your

In addition, there are three unique

and hospitality specialists. Set amid a

is surrounded by lush gardens with

ocean-view stylish suite, which offers

dining venues where travelers can enjoy

lush tropical oasis, One&Only Spa is the

exquisite details offer the perfect

perks like a furnished balcony and a

the region’s best seafood and fresh,

ultimate sanctuary for body, mind and

environment for unforgettable vacations

hot tub, as well as views of the Sea of

local ingredients. The resort offers its

effervescent spirit, offering therapeutic

in Mexico. This luxury all-inclusive resort

Cortés and our two infinity pools. Your

guests highly-personalized, authentic

treatments, massages and beauty rituals.

and member of Leading Hotels of the

stay here includes unlimited a la carte

experiences, including wellness programs

Choose from a curated selection of

World, is located 15 miles from San

meals and beverages from all of our four

and treatments at the signature Spa

therapeutic treatments, from custom

José del Cabo International Airport and

resort restaurants and two bars, as well

Montage, as well as an array of fitness

tailored journeys to ancient Mexican

surrounded by the 18-hole world-class

as 24-hour room service. A full-service

offerings, carefully curated expeditions

healing traditions, couple’s experiences,

signature championship golf course Cabo

spa and six ocean view hot tubs for you

and excursions at the Compass Center,

and precision fitness, yoga and Pilates

Real, designed by Robert Trent Jones III.

to relax and leave your worries behind.

on-site PADI certification, and excusive

sessions. One&Only Spa offers a fully

Sophisticated, luxurious and elegant,

Those looking for new challenges can

access to Twin Dolphin Golf Course.

immersive experience, including hot

its 350 suites provide ultimate comfort

take advantage of our resort activities,

Local Phone: 624-163-2000

and cold rock pools, therapeutic steam

and a chic atmosphere with unbeatable

such as complimentary access to the

U.S. Reservations: 800-772-2226

rooms and saunas, and a full-service

views of the Sea of Cortés. Indulgent

tennis court, dance lessons, archery, and

Web: montagehotels.com/loscabos

beauty salon, plus our gentlemen’s

beds and warm tones are the perfect

grooming destination, Barber & Blade,

complement of balance and soothing

beach sports. The nightly entertainment
and weekly themed parties add to

ONE&ONLY PALMILLA

and nail treatments from the renowned

environment. THE RESERVE, the ultimate

the festive atmosphere. Weddings

Awarded as a Forbes Travel Guide

PEDI:MANI:CURE by Bastien Gonzalez.

luxury inclusive experience for families

and meetings truly shine here at the

Five-Star resort, One&Only Palmilla is a

The resort’s four distinctive dining

and adults, with exclusive VIP services

resort, thanks to our extensive outdoor

legendary retreat where the authentic

destinations include Seared, Michelin-

and amenities, creating the preeminent

venue spaces and expert planning

spirit of Mexico comes to life. Exclusive

starred chef Jean-George’s modern

vacation experience Paradisus has to

services. We offer additional services as

beachfront access, endless activities and

wood-fired grill, Suviche, a creative

offer. Personalized concierge service,

private transportation, car rental, tours,

one of the few swimmable beaches in

expression of sushi and ceviche, Agua,

private lounges, exclusive adults-only

concierge, and activities reservation desk

the region with heartfelt butler services

the pinnacle of elevated, seasonal Baja

areas, pool and beach with valet service,

100
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plush robes and slippers, upgraded mini

plan a vacation with luxury amenities and

bar, aromatherapy menu, customized

complete privacy should look no further.

turn down service. Experience a delicious

Local Phone: 624-163-5555

and nourishing array of culinary options

U.S. Reservations: 877-319-5080

for everyone from the foodie seeking the

Web: heresidences.com

latest epicurean delights to the comfort

Email: reservations@

food lover and the most health-conscious

haciendaencantada.com

between them. Thanks to our 24-hour Room
Service and our bevy of restaurants, guests

THE WESTIN LOS CABOS

have options for every hour of the day.

RESORT VILLAS & SPA

After a fantastic day at the beach, recharge

The Westin Los Cabos Resort Villas & Spa.

your batteries at YHI Spa. Kids Zone with

Where the rugged desert meets the pacific

supervised entertainment and activities;

Ocean and the sea of cortés, lies the Westin

Life Enriching Experiences for adults

Los Cabos Resort Villas & Spa, Los Cabos

only. Paradisus Los Cabos is one of the

is Designed to celebrate El Arco in Cabo

premiere convention and meeting hotels

San Lucas this multi-level resort graces the

in Los Cabos, with space for up to 1,100

natural hillside down to the intensely blue

people. The resort host weddings, business

Sea of Cortés. Stay Well: Awaiting you arrival

meetings, conventions and galas.

are 223 luxurious ocean view ocean view

Local Phone: 624-144-000

studios and two bedroom villas, featuring

U.S./Canada/Puerto Rico: 800-33-MELIA

kitchenettes, living/dining area, the Westin

Web: MELIA.COM

signature Heavenly Bed™ and furnished

Email: reservaciones.paradisus.loscabos@

balconies; this includes a presidential

melia.com

suite with private Jacuzzi. Work Well: Three

Facebook: @ParadisusLosCabos

meeting rooms and several outdoor areas

Instagram: @ParadisusLosCabos

along with free internet acces make doing

Twitter: @ParadisusCabos

business here a pleasure. Feel Well: Spa
Otomi, our full-service spa includes the

THE RESIDENCES AT

newly renovated WestinWORKOUT™ Gym,

HACIENDA ENCANTADA

a private sandy beach, three free-form

The Residences are the ultimate in luxurious

swimming pools and the Westin Kids

accommodations at Hacienda Encantada;

Club. Move Well: Fun is guaranteed with

they’re bringing both Mexican tradition

two tennis courts, six championship golf

and modern luxury together in these

courses nearby and outdoor activities such

high concept suites. Either you want to

as snorkeling, sunset cruises and more. Eat

stay in a 3-bedroom Private Residence

Well: Enjoy different and healthy meals at

or a 2-bedroom Luxury Villa, each one is

Cocina Casera and Coralline Restaurant.

decorated with locally produced textiles,

Stock up on food and beverage staples for

furnishings and Baja inspired decor to

your villa at the Mercadito or partake in a

reflect the essence of Mexico. All of the

delicious Mexican barbecue tradition at

attractions of Cabo, such as world-class

three distinct barbecue and picnic areas

golf courses, are incredibly close. Embrace

around the resort offering grills and plenty

breathtaking views of the Sea of Cortés

of space to prepare an unforgetable meal.

from every terrace and balcony. Create

Indulge at our fine dining restaurant El

unforgettable memories in our private

Ciruelo. Drink Well: Whether at La Cantina

Cabo San Lucas villas. Guests looking to

Sports Bar or our poolside Margaritas Bar,
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renewal awaits!

intimate oceanfront resort with lush

selection of international dishes as part

CABO SURF HOTEL & SPA

Local Phone: 624-142-9000

gardens, romantic arches and terraces,

of its All-Inclusive program. The complex

Cabo Surf Hotel & Spa is one of the

U.S. Reservations: 888-625-5144

peaceful courtyards and mesmerizing

features a full range of facilities, including

most beloved properties in Los Cabos, a

Email:

fountains. Offset by the stunning beauty

a convention center that can host all kinds

charming 37-room boutique hotel that

VOWLC-experiences@vacationclub.com

of colonial hacienda-style architecture

of events, a wonderful, fully equipped spa;

shares its iconic position along the coast

Facebook: facebook/westinloscabos

— with adobe walls, red tile roofs and

and activities and excursion programs.

with all who enjoy a stay at the gates

Instagram: @westinloscabos

sun-kissed colors — its extensive grounds

Local Phone: 624-142-9292

of the Sea of Cortés. Cabo Surf Hotel is

create an idyllic setting for the ultimate

U.S. Reservations: 800 227 2356

part of the Balderrama Hotel Collection,

VISTA ENCANTADA SPA RESORT

luxury experience for couples, treasured

Web: barcelo.com

a Mexican owned and operated hotel

AND RESIDENCES

moments with friends or caring for your

Email: granfaroloscabos@barcelo.com

company with properties in Barranca del

Vista Encantada Spa Resort and

own well-being. With Endless Privileges®,

Residences is a boutique resort, situated

Zoëtry Casa del Mar indulges guests

CABO AZUL RESORT

its boutique resorts and personal service.

on a cliff with a selection of all-suite

with limitless access to all services

Cabo Azul Resort, an all-villa

Each offers authentic architecture,

luxury lodging options to choose from.

and amenities including 60 luxury

masterpiece with a truly fresh look

attentive service and unique locations.

Located in the scenic Corridor region

accommodations (the majority being

and feel, offers elegant junior suite,

Mexico Reservations: 624-142-2676 /

just 10 minutes from downtown Cabo

suites), four swimming pools, expansive

one-, two- and three-bedroom villas.

624-142-2666

San Lucas, Vista Encantada is in one of

beach, two gourmet à la carte restaurants,

With stunning facilities and luxurious

U.S. Reservations: 858-964-5117

the most exclusive locations in all Los

two bars, fitness center and a remodeled,

amenities, guests can experience the

Web: cabosurf.com

Cabos. The resort includes a specialty

full-service luxury spa. With eight nearby

ultimate in relaxation. The magnificent

Email: reservations@cabosurfhotel.com

restaurant, stunning rooftop swimming

championship golf courses, the resort is

PAZ Body & Mind Spa boasts a tranquil

pool with breathtaking views of the

ideal for golf enthusiasts or those wanting

oasis, while the fitness center features

CASA NATALIA BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Sea of Cortés and a world-class spa. An

a relaxing vacation by the sea.

state-of-the-art technology. El Corazon

For the lover, the traveler, the local

elegant design and rich finishings are

Local Phone: 624-145 7700

Chapel, the resort’s open-air, five-story

and the regular person who discovers

notable throughout the resort and suites

U.S. Reservations: 888-496-3879

wedding chapel, features torch lit

home at Casa Natalia Boutique Hotel,

and residences, with a focus on creating

Web: zoetryresorts.com

waterfalls and provides a romantic

a Charming 18-room hotel in the heart

both relaxing and comfortable spaces

Email: reservations.zocdm@

locale for exchanging or renewing

of San José del Cabo’s Historic District.

throughout. Guests can experience the

zoetryresorts.com

vows. Guests can bask in the sunshine

Outside the hotel walls, Casa Natalia &

Cobre, Mexico. The group is known for

at the resort’s six different pools,

Mi Cocina Restaurant are surrounded

at Vista Encantada, from the mountain

SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO

including two serenity pools, three

by quaint cobblestone streets,

and ocean views, to the unparalleled

BARCELÓ GRAN FARO LOS CABOS

infinity pools, and the Niño’s Pool.

charming Spanish-inspired Colonial

service. Complimentary shuttle service

Barceló Gran Faro Los Cabos is a Premium-

The award-winning Javier’s and Flor

buildings,family-owned jewerly shops,

to the Marina Golden zone in the heart

level hotel located by the spectacular Sea

de Noche restaurants offer exquisite

inviting restaurants and, of course, the

of Cabo, to enjoy the restaurants and

of Cortes. It is a perfect place to enjoy the

dining options with a breathtaking

natural beauty of Baja California Sur.

world-famous Cabo San Lucas shopping

peacefulness of the exclusive San José

backdrop, while El Mercado, the

THE EXPERIENCE:

and nightlife.

del Cabo, a colonial town popular for its

resort’s mini-market, and El Café offer

Escape – our guests tell the time by the

Local Phone: 624-163-5555

cultural atmosphere and wide gastronomy

light snacks, coffee and beverages.

sunrise and the sunset.

U.S. Reservations: 877-319-5080

choices, is less than 2 miles away from the

The epitome of indulgence and

Relax – We invite each guest to leave their

Web: vistaencantadaresort.com

resort. Our property offers 350 rooms and

sophistication, Cabo Azul Resort

worries at the door, a true destination

Email: reservations@

suites, spread across 3 buildings: Luna,

delivers an unparalleled vacation

to rest.

vistaencantadaresort.com

Estrella and Sol Tower. All rooms feature a

experience in San José del Cabo.

Romance – Falling in love is part of the

private balcony or terrace, fully equipped

Local Phone: 624-163-5100

stay. Whether they are falling in love with

ZOËTRY CASA DEL MAR LOS CABOS

with features and benefits to make your

U.S. Reservations: 800-438-2929

the town, the food, the people or each

Perfectly located in the heart of Los Cabos’

stay an unforgettable experience. The

Web: caboazulresort.com

other, Casa Natalia Boutique Hotel is a

Tourist Corridor, the newly renovated

hotel is home to five restaurants and

Email: USHotelsWest@

place for romance.

Zoëtry Casa del Mar Los Cabos is an

three bars, offering an extraordinary

diamondresorts.com

Discover — Each guest has the opportunity

very best of Los Cabos while vacationing

1 02
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to discover foods from around the world

from the legendary nightlife, restaurants,

lively Spirit of ’68 sports bar that pays

or a new path down a small-town road.

bars and famous Arco of Cabo San

homage to the 1968 Olympic Games in

Local Phone: 624-146-7100

Lucas. This is a hotel with purpose, one

Mexico City, an internationally trained

Web: casanatalia.com

that will make you feel at home with

Mexican chef, and a staff tequilier,

Email: reservacion@casanatalia.com

round-the-clock food and bar service,

the resort’s culinary flavors span the

complimentary breakfast and Wi-Fi ,

globe. The resort’s 591 guest rooms,

HOTEL EL GANZO

outdoor pool and 24/7 fitness center.

including 34 swim-up suites, mix

Hotel el Ganzo is Los Cabos’ unique

Most importantly, the staff strives to get

modern furnishings with traditional

luxe boutique hotel, often described as

to know you and make your stay relaxing,

Mexican accents. Catering to our

a place of experiences with its very own

productive and enjoyable. Our spacious

youngest guests, the KidZ Club has its

Cultural Arts & Music program. The hotel

suites feature contemporary décor,

own mini water park with five water

offers 60 deluxe ocean view rooms and

king-size Hyatt Grand Beds™, state-of-

slides and other exciting, supervised

9 distinctive suites perfectly situated

the-art work stations with Hyatt plug

activities. With 35,000 square feet of

between the area’s natural beauty and

panels and 42" LED flat panel TVs that

flexible indoor/outdoor private event

modern delights. The property stands at

easily integrate with laptops and other

space, the hotel offers an extensive

the entrance of Marina Puerto Los Cabos

electronic devices. Each suite is blessed

space for meetings and weddings.

bordered by the fisherman’s wharf, and

with spectacular views of the mountains,

Nearby, guests enjoy easy access to

is only a 20-minute drive to the airport

the Sea of Cortés or the golf course.

championship golf, deep-sea fishing,

and just 5 minutes from the historic town

Local Phone: 624-123-1234

whale-watching, and shopping in artsy

of San José del Cabo and the famous Art

Web: loscabos.place.hyatt.com

San José del Cabo.

Walk. Multiple dining options on-site

Email: loscabos.place@hyatt.com

Local Phone: 624-163-7730

include the Upstairs Restaurant and Bar

Reservations: LATAM.Reservations@

Web: loscabos.ziva.hyatt.com

wrapped around the infinity pool and

hyatt.com

its signature glass Jacuzzi, the Ganzo’s

JW MARROTT LOS CABOS BEACH

Downstairs Restaurant overlooking the

HYATT ZIVA LOS CABOS

RESORT AND SPA

marina, and the private Beach Club

Located on the Sea of Cortés, our

Designed by award-winning architect

Restaurant on a swimmable beach. With

magnificent 11-acre oceanfront resort

Jim Olson, the spectacular JW Marriott

an onsite Holistic spa, gym, and a golf

captures the essence of Baja bliss.

Los Cabos Beach Resort & Spa reveals

course 5 minutes away, Hotel El Ganzo is

Highlights include authentic Mexican

the deep blue of the Sea of Cortés at

the perfect place to stay in Los Cabos.

cuisine, first-class fitness, and luxurious

every turn, while its elegant horizontal

Local Phone: 624-104-9000

accommodations. From a mini-water

structures magnify the beauty and

U.S. Reservations: 844-234-4859

park for kids to an infinity pool with

colors of the desert. Located within the

Web: elganzo.com

swim-up bar, this idyllic resort offers

exclusive gated community of Puerto

Email: reservations@elganzo.com

fun for guests of every age. True to

Los Cabos only 25 minutes away from

its name, the shell-shaped Zen Spa

the Los Cabos International Airport and

HYATT PLACE LOS CABOS

is an oasis of tranquility. Highlights

15 minutes from historic and charming

Right in the heart of San José del Cabo’s

of this two-story, citrus-scented

San José del Cabo’s downtown district.

hotel zone and Paseo Malecon, the Hyatt

sanctuary include VIP spa suites,

The hotel features 299 deluxe rooms

Place San José del Cabo is in a privileged

spa pools with water beds, outdoor

and superb suites — all with stunning

location only 20 minutes from Los Cabos

massage huts, and a hydrotherapy

ocean views — Jasha Spa one of the

International Airport and to next to many

circuit. From beachfront yoga to water

best-equipped spas in Los Cabos.

attractions — including the historic district,

aerobics, daily activities are designed

You will experience the total comfort,

art district, estuary, theater, missions, golf

to showcase the resort’s breathtaking

luxury and exclusivity offered by The

courses and the new Marina at Puerto Los

pools and lagoon. With 15 restaurants,

Griffin Club, a cutting-edge boutique

Cabos. It is also only 30 minutes away

bars, and lounges including our

hotel within the hotel; guests will
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enjoy a variety of 10 astonishing

was built in 1953, on the forefront of

Puerto Los Cabos Marina, which opens

vintage palapa and friendly service.

swimming pools. The resort’s signature

the fishing village of La Playita. The

the door to sport fishing, scuba diving,

Even if you’re not a fan of seafood,

Café des Artistes restaurant is among

hotel is now under new ownership

surfing, swimming with dolphins, or

you’ll still find something to suit your

five other culinary surprises; with The

and management and has been

just relaxing at the beach.

tastes. From traditional Mexican cuisine

Mila Ballroom and The Amet Patio

recently renovated, including furniture,

La Marina Inn, brimming with authentic

to pizza, grilled steaks, burgers and

guests have various in-and-out venues

providing a vintage Cabo experience

Mexican charm, features 24 recently

divine desserts, George’s truly has

for weddings and corporate events.

with a modern twist. Our rooms have

renovated guestrooms and suites, local-

something for everyone. You are even

Local Phone: 624-105-3000

ocean and poolside views and a

favorite George’s Restaurant, cocktail

welcome to bring your own freshly-

Toll-Free: 844-259-6103

spectacular restaurant on the grounds

cantina, swimming pool, and massage

caught fish to the restaurant and our

U.S./Canada Reservations: 888-236-2427

for your convenience. For those special

treatment room. Located in the heart

chef will prepare a unique dish, just

Web: jwmarriottloscabos.com

occasions or a Friends and Family

of historic La Playita, steps from Puerto

for you! George’s is open seven days

marriott.com/sjdjw

retreat, we also offer 3 suites that

Los Cabos Marina, and only minutes

a week from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. serving

Email: jwloscabos.info@grupodiestra.com

may accommodate 2, 4 or 6 people.

from both downtown San José del

breakfast, lunch and dinner, and there

All rooms are of ample size, with two

Cabo and adventure on the East Cape.

is a handy take-out window, too.

LA MARINA INN

queen sized beds and amenities. La

We look forward to welcoming you at

Local Phone: 624-142-4166

Welcome to La Marina Inn, on the

Marina Inn delivers a vintage Cabo

La Marina Inn. George’s Restaurant

U.S. Reservations: 626-548-2681

shores of the Puerto Los Cabos Marina,

experience while providing easy access

is a local-favorite for more than 20

Web: lamarinainn.com

San José del Cabo. This exciting hotel

to historic San José del Cabo and

years. Famed for its sea-to-table menu,

Email: manager@lamarinainn.com
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POSADA REAL LOS CABOS

room comes with extra perks including

our all-inclusive program. Our guests can

Mexico Reservations: 800-557-7684

This attractive and enchanting three-

oceanfront rooms, upgraded amenities,

enjoy our Buffet Restaurant El Mercado

U.S. Reservations: 877-270-0440

story hotel caters to value-conscious

bathrobes and slippers, private check-

for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner, and our

Web: hotelessolaris.com /

travelers desiring a beachfront location.

in and checkout, and so much more.

Restaurant Luna with snack service during

weddingsbysolaris.com

With its low-rise structure, charming

More Than All Inclusive, a Complete

the day and a la carte service specialized

Email: cabos@hotelessolaris.com

contemporary Mexican style and great

Experiences® program at Krystal Grand

in Mediterranean cuisine for dinner

cactus gardens, the hotel blends perfectly

Los Cabos includes everything a guest

(Reservation needed). Be sure to enjoy

SANTA MARIA HOTEL & SUITES

with the rugged beauty of the Baja

could need. Our dining Experience offers

the nightly shows and live entertainment,

Located in the neuralgic point of San

California peninsula. Located in the

seven enticing dining options including

the family pools and the adults-only pool,

José del Cabo, our 46 room hotel poses

Hotel Zone, a few yards from several

Asian, Mexican, and Italian cuisine.

our 6 bars, the day time activities with our

a concept more friendly in the field of

golf courses, close by the Marina Puerto

Five bars and lounges pour limitless

animation team and more!

hospitality, ideal for a bussines trip or

Los Cabos and close to Downtown, this

cocktails and spirits in a variety of settings

visit decameron.com

relaxing with the family. We are well

property boasts 152 rooms with rattan

including a rooftop bar for Altitude Club

Local Phone: 624-142-9300

known for being a small business,

furniture, cable TV and tiled baths.

guests and a swim-up bar. Activities for

U.S. Reservations: 855-308 0375

the key to achieve the flexibility that

All rooms have private balconies. The

every age abound including karaoke and

Web: decameron.com.

provides our guests a good service.

facilities include two restaurants and

movie nights. Three sparkling swimming

Email: ventasweb.mexico@

Our beautifully furnished bedrooms

two bars, a heated swimming pool with

pools, including one with a swim-up bar,

decameron.com

suits our visitors needs for comfort and

swim-up bar, a wading pool, a beachside

offer a refreshing oasis. Kids can enjoy

Jacuzzi, a nine-hole putting green and a

a water playground with three water

ROYAL SOLARIS LOS CABOS ALL-

t.v., full bathroom and amenities, this

small shopping arcade. Posada Real Los

slides and a shallow pool. Plus, they

INCLUSIVE RESORT & SPA

is a great place to stay when visiting

Cabos is also suited for events, offering

have their own space at Kamp Krystal

Fun for all ages, Royal Solaris Los Cabos

San José del Cabo. Inside the hotel,

meeting space for up to 80 guests., as

Kid’s Club which offers kid-friendly fun

is an all-inclusive beachfront resort with

you can enjoy sunbathing areas,

well as free Wi-Fi and parking.

in a supervised setting. Teens will find

a beautiful Mexican hacienda-style

umbrellas and a pool. A business

Local Phone: 624-142-0155

their own space at the Adventure Friends

architecture. It is ideal for families,

corner with computer and wireless

Fax: 624-142-0460

Teen’s Club where they can spend the

couples and people of all ages. The resort

connection to internet, several green

Web: hotelinloscabos.com

time playing ping pong, board games,

features 390 rooms, five restaurants,

areas, self-service laundry and a library.

Email: loscabos@posadareal.com.mx

air hockey, videogames and more! The

daily activities, nightly theme shows,

Also, we may suggest different options

grandeur vacation experience awaits at

a spa, gym, room service and much

of activities to practice in a natural

KRYSTAL GRAND LOS CABOS

Krystal Grand Los Cabos.

more. Younger guests will enjoy a kids’

environment. Come and explore the

Located on a stunning beachfront on

Local Phone: 624-163-4750

club featuring a kids’ pool, a mini water

beautiful Historic Centers of San José

the sublime Sea of Cortés and a short

U.S. Reservations: 877-597-8815

park with a 260 ft. slide, a playground,

Del Cabo and Cabos San Lucas.

five-minute drive from the San José del

Web: krystalgrand-loscabos.com

and a variety of activities and games.

Local Phone: 624-142 04 44

Cabo’s cultural and arts district, Krystal

Email: reservaciones1.kglc@

Complimentary wireless internet access is

U.S./Canada Reservations: 624-142-4646

Grand Los Cabos offers More Than All

krystal-hotels.com

offered throughout the resort. Guests will

Web: hotelsantamariadelcabo.com

also enjoy the hotel’s close proximity (just

Email: info@hotelsantamariadelcabo.com
Facebook: @hotelsantamariadelcabo

Inclusive, a Complete Experiences®

tranquility. With a kitchenette, satelite

where the desert meets the sea. Only

ROYAL DECAMERON LOS CABOS

15-minute walk) from the charming town

15 minutes from San José del Cabo

Royal Decameron Los Cabos is located

of San José del Cabo and the art district.

International Airport, friends, families,

15 minutes from Los Cabos international

The resort is also near the airport (20

SECRETS PUERTO LOS CABOS

and couples can escape the everyday in

Airport (SJD) and five minutes from San

minutes by car), to the convention center,

Secluded, stunning, splendor. Set

the destination of Los Cabos. 429 guest

José del Cabo downtown. The resort offers

dolphinariums, golf courses, zip lining

along the Sea of Cortés coast within

rooms and suites feature comfortable

153 comfortable rooms with garden and

and rock climbing adventures, ATVs,

the exclusive community of Puerto Los

amenities with classic and contemporary

ocean view. The hotel provide rooms with

from Palmilla and Chileno Beaches. For

Cabos, the all-suites Secrets Puerto Los

décor. Oceanfront swim out suites are

king size bed or two double beds, all of

surf lovers, Costa Azul and Acapulquito

Cabos Golf &amp; Spa Resort provides

available for guests looking for the

the rooms have air-conditioning, minibar,

Beaches are at only five minutes by car

the ultimate adults-only, Unlimited-

opportunity to step into a pool right

coffee maker (under request), satellite

from the hotel.

Luxury® escape. Offering 500 luxurious

from their terrace. The Altitude Club

TV, safety box and Wi-Fi access as part of

Local Phone: 624-145-6800

guest suites with Jacuzzi tub, private
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and furnished terrace or balcony,

recharge and enjoy an invigorating

dreamscape promises anything but the

full meal or small bites, highlighting

complimentary mini-bar, Unlimited

resort vacation in the lush surroundings

predictable. Through visionary design,

local fish and the art of cooking on an

Connectivity and much more. Indulge

impressively designed to showcase

this one-of-a-kind architectural wonder

open grill. The Viceroy Los Cabos is the

in an expansive array of local and

and integrate flawlessly with the

in San José del Cabo offers a complete

ultimate lifestyle hotel for the modern,

international cuisine. Choose from five

area’s natural beauty. Golden sands,

sensorial experience. Designed by

adventurous and discerning traveler.

á la carte gourmet restaurants, a buffet

brilliant azure waters and lush green

Miguel Angel Aragon as a medina — an

Local Phone: 624-104-9999

venue, a grill and a café — reservations

fairways set the stage for your exotic

opening out to sea — the harmonious

Email: Loscabos.reservations@

are never required. Or sneak away for

stay, welcoming you with endless hours

balance among elements of music, art,

viceroyhotelsandresorts.com

a romantic meal in your suite or on the

of things to do and see. Featuring

architecture and nature, blend precisely

beach. Your Unlimited-Luxury® privileges

the world-class Brio spa and fitness

to excite and delight the senses.

ZADÚN, A RITZ-CARLTON RESERVE

include all meals as well as top-shelf

complex, a par-35 golf course, an

Viceroy Los Cabos features 193

Zadún, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve is one of

spirits. Spanning nearly 12,000 sq. ft., the

expansive reflecting pool that leads

exceptional five-star guest rooms,

just five properties in the exceptional

magnificent Secrets Spa by Pevonia treats

to a breathtaking pristine beach and

suites, and villas. Luxe, provocative, and

Ritz-Carlton Reserve Portfolio — a

you with dozens of pampering choices.

a vast array of sun and fun activities,

modern in design, our spacious guest

collection of resorts located in rare and

Experience pure indulgence through a

The Grand Mayan Los Cabos offers

rooms, with polyform design features,

exotic destinations, untouched stretches

combination of the latest hydrotherapy

travelers the ideal seaside escape. All

are all exclusively designed with natural

of paradise tucked away in the most

and indigenous treatments.

154 suites overlook the ocean and the

materials. Health and Wellness is at the

exquisite corners of the world for the

There are more than 20,000 sq. ft. of

impressive landscape. For your dining

very core of who we are and proudly

most discerning travelers seeking a

state-of-the-art meeting facilities that offer

pleasure, El Mezquite Restaurant is an

present our high-tech fitness center,

personalized, meaningful escape. The

flexibility and breakouts. Our dedicated

a la carte menu for dinner which offers

specifically curated by celebrity fitness

striking design is a modern expression

group event planners are here to help

a wide variety of prime cuts grilled on

guru and New York Times best-selling

of Mexico’s artistry. Luxurious

you find the perfect balance between

wooden grill. Samba Restaurant has

author, Harley Pasternak. The property

guestrooms and suites, most which

work and play. Say “I do” in a magnificent

a daily buffet and as well as a Sunday

also includes two oceanfront pools with

have their own plunge pool and terrace,

wedding gazebo or on our private beach

brunch. Casa Calavera is a Día de los

a serene beach lounge area, a main

are nestled within two-story villas placed

or gardens overlooking the sea. Then

Muertos themed beachside cantina that

pool with separate children’s area, a

along the rolling slopes of the land

adjourn with your guests to an elegant

creatively combines authentic Mexican

spa, beauty center, cinema, kid’s club,

and beckon travelers with panoramic

ballroom, terrace or beach for a reception

cooking techniques and ingredients

yoga and Pilates section. Weddings

views of the Sea of Cortés. Standalone

to remember always. Our professional

with a contemporary twist. Shore Bar

and corporate events are magically

residential-style villas are a true home-

wedding coordinator will handle every

is a place to delight in our best drinks

transformed to create the most beautiful

away-from-home with pools, kitchens,

detail, so you can focus on each other.

and spend an enjoyable evening made

intimate ceremony or uniquely

fire pits and more. All guests enjoy the

Local Phone: 624-144-2600

possible by our wonderful staff; the

personalized event. Our boardroom and

care of a “Tosoani,” or dream watcher,

Mexico Reservations: 624-144-2600

Pool Bar is where you can enjoy the sun

conference spaces provide the necessary

who help customize their stay. Zadún

U.S./Canada Reservations: 866-GOSECRETS

while cooling off in the swimming pool

elements in furniture and hi-tech

showcases authentic cuisine and distinct

Web: secretsresorts.com/en_us/resorts/

with your favorite cocktail; Gourmet

equipment for seamless meetings.

dining experiences across four food

mexico/puerto-los-cabos.html

Market offers a variety of bakery options

Our signature restaurant, Nido, is a

and beverage destinations on property.

Email:

for our guests and visitors.

captivating space serving ceviche and

Humo celebrates Latin American

reservations.seplc@secretsresorts.com

Local Phone: 624-163-4000

fresh chilled bites from around the

grilling. El Barrio delivers a Mexican-

info.seplc@secretsresorts.com

U.S. Reservations: 800-366-6600

world. Our main restaurant Casero

street-food inspired experience. X is a

Web: vidanta.com

serves reimagined traditional Mexican

casual ceviche and raw bar, and Candil

THE GRAND MAYAN LOS CABOS

Email: customerservice@

dishes which are entirely handcrafted.

presents handcrafted cocktails, taking

Along the Sea of Cortés at the southern

grupomayan.com

Next to Casero, Otro Bar, invites you to

visitors on a journey of the different

have another one for a complete dining

elixirs of agave. Each stunning venue

tip of the Baja peninsula, in a glorious
destination called San José del Cabo,

VICEROY LOS CABOS

experience. Last, our rooftop sensation,

offers sensational views out across

you will find a luxurious retreat: The

On the Sea of Cortés, at the edge of

CieloMar, bold, hip and playful with

the mesmerizing property, pristine

Grand Mayan. You are invited to relax,

the horizon, a modern picturesque

sweeping views of the ocean, provides

beach and tropical waters. An oasis of
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relaxation and wellbeing, the 30,000

TODOS SANTOS

and individually decorated with

SAN CRISTOBAL

square-foot Spa Alkemia is dedicated

GUAYCURA BOUTIQUE HOTEL

furniture and art from around the

Named in honor of Saint Christopher,

to transformative wellness experiences

BEACH CLUB & SPA

world creating a truly incomparable

patron of travelers, surfers, sailors

blending ancestral and modern

Situated in the historic downtown area

personal experience. We offer

and protector during long journeys,

techniques to encourage physical and

in Todos Santos, we have a unique

standard rooms; two-bedroom,

Hotel San Cristóbal sits on the beach

emotional rejuvenation. Standout

location and walking distance to artist’s

standard and junior suites; and a

on the southwestern edge of the Baja

features include the “Savasana Sound

studios, shops and restaurants. Housed

penthouse suite as well. All feature

peninsula in Todos Santos, Mexico.

Room,” a unique space for rest and

in a gorgeous 18th Century red-brick

luxurious 500-thread-count Egyptian

Positioned along the Tropic of Cancer

recovery, where sound therapy and a

building, our 14 Mexican Colonial style

cotton sheets and down comforter,

and framed by the Sierra de la Laguna

vibrational floor help to create a state

rooms are fully equipped with modern

complimentary high-speed wireless

mountains, Punta Lobos, and the Pacific

of deep meditation. The Sea of Cortés

amenities. Stay with us and retreat to the

Internet, air conditioning and ceiling

Ocean, there is something about the

is a classroom for guests of all ages.

only sky pool in town with views of the

fan, complimentary toiletries, bottled

quality of light here in this convergence

At Zadún, visitors can explore above

verdant palm trees in the colorful oasis.

water and a private or shared patio.

of nature. It is a stop on the open road

and below the water’s surface with

Admire stunning sunsets with a crisp

Come join us for breakfast, lunch or

of Gray and Humpback whale migration

naturalists and guides through the

glass of wine or try our delicious dishes

dinner at the La Coronela Restaurant

and home to the stoic giant, the cardon

award-winning Jean-Michel Cousteau’s

at El Jardin. At Bar Don Guillermo, relax

or our new Gourmet Bistro Santo

cactus, as well as over 150 species of

Ambassadors of the Environment

and enjoy a classy cocktail and wine

Vino, a chef creation that will impress

birds. Local fishermen launch their small

Program (AOTE). Sustainability is a key

selection. While sunning, swimming and

even the most discriminating palates.

panga boats daily from the beach next

pillar of the Zadún experience, and

relaxing, sit back and enjoy our facilities

Local Phone: 612-145-0525

to the hotel to harvest the sea’s bounty,

AOTE focuses on making an impact on

at El Faro Beach Club and Spa Aena. If

Web: hotelcaliforniabaja.com

and surprisingly abundant agriculture

both guests and the natural habitats in

you prefer a warm and cozy atmosphere,

Email: info@hotelcaliforniabaja.com

grows nearby. The cycles of the days and

Baja California. Experiences highlight

visit El Mirador Restaurant, with the best

regional wonders such as whale sharks,

views of the Pacific and contemporary

PARADERO TODOS SANTOS

and the majesty of the night sky are the

manta rays, turtle nesting and more.

Mexican cuisine that features the

We’re less of a hotel than we are

greatest amenities the hotel has to offer.

Local Phone: 624-172-9000

authentic flavors of Todos Santos.

a high-design landscaping project

Hotel San Cristóbal consists of 32

U.S. Reservations: 833-ZADUNRC

Local Phone: 612-175-0800

with luxurious suites. Our walls

rooms and suites situated around a

Web: zadunreserve.com

Web: guaycura.com

were designed to disappear into the

central pool and lounge that were

Email: reservations.zadun@ritzcarlton.com

Blog: guaycura.com/blog

background, blurring the line between

beautifully designed by architects Lake

Email: reservation@guaycura.com

indoor and outdoor living, while our

| Flato to complement the beauty of

CABO DEL ESTE

Facebook: facebook.com/hotelguaycura

botanical garden — a natural paradise

the surrounding nature. The intimate

FOUR SEASONS RESORT LOS CABOS

Pinterest: pinterest.com/guaycurahotel

teeming with hundreds of indigenous

property is home to Benno Restaurant

Discover Baja California Sur’s cape

Twitter: @guaycurahotel

plants and botanicals — was conceived

and Bar as well as the Oceanfront Pool

less traveled at Four Seasons Resort &

Instagram: @guaycurahotel

as Paradero’s beating, breathing

Bar, a library, a seaside mirador, and a

heart. We’ve broken from convention

small retail shop. Hotel San Cristobal

Residences Los Cabos at Costa Palmas.

seasons, the sunrises, sunsets and tides,

Set along two miles of swimmable beach

HOTEL CALIFORNIA

to imagine spaces that inspire and

welcomes guests ages 12 and over. The

at the foothills of the Sierra de la Laguna

The legendary Hotel California… We

astonish, paving the way for sensory

hotel has several spaces for celebrations

Mountains, the luxury property boasts

invite you to experience the mystique

experiences like no other. Our suites

and weddings from La Capilla, the

contemporary design, expansive indoor/

of this world-renowned hotel located

are places to reflect and revitalize,

hotel’s beautiful chapel and event hall,

outdoor living space, unrivalled service,

in the charming colonial town of Todos

with sanctuary-like interiors that flow

to the ruins of an antique abalone

amenities and limitless adventure

Santos. Just a 45-minute drive from

into contemplative outdoor seating

cannery at the east end of the property.

opportunities, including a private marina.

Cabo San Lucas along coastal Highway

areas and cactus-studded desert and

Local Phone: 612-175-1530

Local Phone: 624-105-2145

19, the hotel is easily accessible.

farmland.

Mexico Reservations: 800-990-0272

U.S. Reservations: 800-917-9115

Choose among 11 sumptuously

Local Phone: 612-204-6957

U.S. Reservations: 855-227-1535

Web: costapalmas.com

appointed, wildly imaginative rooms

Web: paraderohotels.com

Web: sancristobalbaja.com

Email: info@costapalmas.com

and suites. Each has been vividly

Email: reservations@paraderohotels.com

Email: info@sancristobalbaja.com.
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Greens

LIST
Los Cabos boasts the kind of extraordinary landscape and climate that have inspired
golf’s leading designers to create some of the world’s premier courses. Golf Digest
has listed three within its “World’s 100 Greatest Golf Courses” list and seven in
its “Top 10 Golf Courses in Mexico” list. With new facilities adding to the already
diverse options, Los Cabos will continue to reign as the golf capital of Latin America.
CABO DEL SOL – THE DESERT COURSE
This Tom Weiskopf par-72 course stretches to 7,049 yards and features undulating
greens, demanding elevation changes and dramatic bunkering, as well as mesmerizing
ocean views from all 18 holes. The target-style golf experience with sloping fairways
offers plenty of challenges for all skill levels. A unique combination of desert and ocean
scenery, along with canyon-like arroyos and variation in foliage create a breathtaking
backdrop for this formidable course. cabodelsol.com.
CABO REAL GOLF CLUB
The par-71 club is the centerpiece of a 2,800-acre resort and residential community with
3.2 miles of beachfront. Designed by Robert Trent Jones II, Cabo Real Golf Club features a

CHILENO BAY GOLF & BEACH CLUB

multi-themed, target-style course that measures 6,848 yards at the tips. questrogolf.com.

Designed by Tom Fazio, the 18-hole, par-72 Chileno Bay Club course provides 7,260

CABO SAN LUCAS COUNTRY CLUB

and every hole provides magnificent views of the Sea of Cortés. The exquisite course is

One of the first courses in the region, Cabo San Lucas Country Club was significantly

part of the 1,200-acre master-planned Chileno Bay community. chilenobayclub.com

remodeled in 2018 by Mexican designer Agustin Piza. The picturesque par-72, Roy
Dye-designed, 18-hole course now measures 6,852 yards and boasts several new

CLUB CAMPESTRE SAN JOSÉ

holes. The club’s back nine was shortened and its corridors were widened to expand

Part of the prestigious Questro Golf portfolio, this tony, par-71 course is the

the layout’s spectacular views of El Arco at Land’s End. cabocountry.com

centerpiece of the 550-acre Club Campestre San José community. Measuring 6,966

108

Courtesy of Questro Golf

yards of play. The tees, fairways and greens blend seamlessly with the desert terrain,
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yards from the championship tees, the 18-hole course was designed by Jack

layout includes greens with unguarded entrances, groves of mesquite trees and

Nicklaus amid the gently rolling foothills of the Sierra de la Laguna mountains and

strategically-placed bunkers, as well as views of the coves, harbors and channels

features spectacular views from every single hole. questrogolf.com

that line the Costa Palmas community. costapalmas.com/golf

COSTA PALMAS EAST CAPE

COVE CLUB

The links-style course at Costa Palmas is framed by the Sierra de la Laguna

Originally the legendary Cabo del Sol Ocean Course, Cove Club reopened in 2019 with

Mountains and features broad fairways and a windswept layout that rises more

several new holes, restyled bunkers, upgraded playing surfaces and new landscaping.

than 130 feet above sea level. Described by designer Robert Trent Jones, Jr.

Measuring 6,807 yards, Cove Club stretches more than a mile along a coastline of

as “a golf symphony composed of three movements and two transitions,” the

craggy rock outcroppings and sun-washed shores inspiring course designer Jack
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Nicklaus to describe it as “the best golf property I’ve ever seen.” With the waves crashing

QUERENCIA GOLF CLUB

against the rocks, verdant fairways, and gentle sea breezes, the Cove Club experience is

One of Mexico’s premier private clubs, this Tom Fazio-designed course is renowned

akin to a romantic walk on the beach. cabodelsol.com/coveclub-course

for its slick, multi-tiered greens and challenging play across steep hills and bluffs —
with several holes skirting the edges of deep canyons and rocky arroyos. Its 18 holes

DIAMANTE CABO SAN LUCAS DUNES COURSE

span more than 300 beautifully manicured acres. Recognized by Golf Digest and

The par-72, 7,022-yard Dunes Course at Diamante Cabo San Lucas is marked by

Golfweek magazines in 2021, the par-72 course measures a total of 7,050 yards.

fairways, tees and greens carved right into sand dunes high above the Pacific Ocean.

loscabosquerencia.com.

The windswept layout skirts huge blowout bunkers on its journey to and from the
sea. Breaching whales are a common sight from many of the holes in the winter.

QUIVIRA GOLF CLUB

This beachfront course was designed by 21-time PGA Tour winner Davis Love III.

In a spectacular setting at the tip of the Baja California peninsula marked by

diamantecabosanlucas.com

windswept dunes, sheer cliffs and desert foothills, Quivira’s Jack Nicklaus-designed
course scales the heights at Land’s End. This stunning par-72, 18-hole course

EL CARDONAL

stretches to 7,085 yards and is set along massive sand dunes, rugged cliffs and white-

The the 18-hole, championship El Cardonal marked Tiger Woods’ architectural debut.

sand beaches. With views of the Pacific Ocean from all 18 holes, Quivira offers more

With dramatic views of the Pacific Ocean and natural arroyos, mature vegetation and

oceanfront exposure than any other course in Los Cabos. quiviragolfclub.com.

native dunes, the par-72 course measures 7,363 yards and visually complements
Diamante’s famed Dunes Course. diamantecabosanlucas.com

RANCHO SAN LUCAS GOLF CLUB
The centerpiece of an 834-acre community set on the Pacific Ocean, the Greg

EL DORADO GOLF & BEACH CLUB

Norman Signature Rancho San Lucas Golf Club opened in 2020. Known for his “least-

Stretching to 7,322 yards, this par-72 Jack Nicklaus–designed course is widely considered

disturbance” design approach, the 18-hole course features a low-profile layout that

a desert-meets-the-sea masterpiece and is regularly ranked one of the top courses in

left the site’s existing contours intact and offers sweeping ocean views from every

the world. Located on The Corridor, it offers spectacular play opportunities as it winds

hole. The result is a 7,210-yard, par-72 course that spans three separate ecosystems:

through desert landscapes featuring colorful canyons and arroyos. The course at El

across windswept dunes, up through a cactus forest and back toward the sea on the

Dorado offers an unforgettable experience for anyone fortunate enough to play it.

back nine. Norman also integrated indigenous grass varietals that require the least

eldoradogolfandbeachclub.com.

amount of water, building an eco-friendly experience that flows naturally with the
landscape. ranchosanlucas.com/golf

PALMILLA GOLF CLUB
Palmilla is the landmark facility that set the stage for top-tier golf in Los Cabos when

THE OASIS SHORT COURSE

it opened in 1992 and is recognized as the ”Grand Dame of Los Cabos.“ Famous for

The the second course designed by Tiger Woods for Diamante Golf and the first par-3

offering 27 holes of amazing golf and spectacular views, it was Jack Nicklaus’ first

course in Los Cabos, the Oasis Short Course is designed to appeal to members and

signature venture into Latin America. With three distinctive nines — Arroyo, Mountain

guests at all ability levels, from novices to experts. diamantecabosanlucas.com

and Ocean — the course gently guides golfers through 800 vertical feet of Baja
California Sur terrain. palmillagc.com.

TWIN DOLPHIN GOLF CLUB
Built on a sloping plateau bisected by three major arroyos, Twin Dolphin Golf Club

PUERTO LOS CABOS GOLF CLUB

rises more than 590 feet above sea level and boasts a naturalistic layout that features

Puerto Los Cabos Golf Club features a unique 27-hole composite design finished

sweeping views of the Sea of Cortés from every hole. Course architect Fred Couples

in 2018 when Jack Nicklaus returned to build his long-awaited second nine. The

worked on the course’s routing and strategic design with Todd Eckenrode of Origins Golf

Marina Course was originally designed by Nicklaus, and the Mission Course was

Design to make it “a course that all players can enjoy.” twindolphinloscabos.com/golf

designed by Greg Norman. Bunkers and dramatic elevation changes mark the recent
additions made by Nicklaus. Stretching to 7,194 yards, the par-73 layout is etched

VIDANTA GOLF

into the rolling desert foothills, backed by the Sierra de la Laguna Mountains. Making

One of the most enjoyable golf outings in Los Cabos, the nine-hole, par-35 Vidanta

use of its flash-faced bunkers to signpost the fairways and defend the greens, the

Golf in San José del Cabo measures 3,153 yards and is semi-flat. But don’t be fooled

layout reveals Norman’s fondness for Australia’s classic Sandbelt courses. The club’s

by the modest measurements, as it presents quite a few challenging holes that

Marina Course features rippling fairways, undulating greens and sculpted bunkers.

include both water and bunkers. Though it’s the oldest course in Los Cabos, Vidanta is

Eventually, Puerto Los Cabos will offer two separate 18-hole courses. questrogolf.com

widely considered one of its best values. vidantagolf.com
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Los Cabos Highlights

Plan Your

Escape

Imagine diving right into the seasons, events and celebrations that
make Los Cabos an unparalleled destination, and then make those
fantasies reality. This is no ordinary bucket list stop. This is the stuff
of dreams and enviable social media accounts. Make your way to
a place where documentaries are filmed, a location where movies
are recorded, a sanctuary for celebrities to find refuge, an ethereal
space between cactus blooms and crashing waves. Find yourself
where the desert meets the sea.

ART & CULTURE

SCUBA DIVING

FIESTAS TRADICIONALES

CONDITIONS ARE IDEAL

SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO –

IN THE SEA OF CORTÉS –

MARCH

SEPTEMBER–NOVEMBER

INDEPENDENCE DAY –

WIND-RELATED ACTIVITIES –

SEPTEMBER 16

NOVEMBER–MARCH

FIESTAS TRADICIONALES

SURFING SEASON IN

CABO SAN LUCAS –

THE PACIFIC OCEAN –

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER–APRIL

SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO

NATURAL WONDER

RESTAURANT WEEK

SEA TURTLE
NESTING SEASON –

SAN JOSÉ DEL CABO ART

JULY–DECEMBER

WALKS – NOVEMBER–JUNE

Courtesy of Los Cabos CVB

BIRD NESTING SEASON
NEW YEARS EVE FIREWORKS

IN THE SAN JOSÉ

ON MÉDANO BEACH –

DEL CABO ESTUARY –

ORGANIC MARKET –

DECEMBER 31

AUGUST–FEBRUARY

NOVEMBER–MAY

THRILLS

WHALE SHARK

WHALE MIGRATIONS

SURFING SEASON IN THE

MIGRATIONS CAN BE

CAN BE SEEN FROM

SEA OF CORTÉS –

SEEN IN LA PAZ –

LOS CABOS –

MAY–OCTOBER

NOVEMBER–FEBRUARY

DECEMBER–MID APRIL

GOOD TO KNOW

Los Cabos hosts countless
festivals, concerts and
sporting events. Go to
visitloscabos.travel/events
to find out exactly what is
happening during your trip!
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Useful Information

Tips &

INFO
LOCATION: Los Cabos refers to two towns

ATMs can dispense both Mexican pesos

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS: Mexico celebrates a

— Cabo San Lucas and San José del Cabo —

and U.S. dollars. While you can exchange

number of public holidays annually. Except for

found at the end of Baja California Sur, about

dollars for pesos at the airport, any bank

banks and government offices being closed,

1,000 miles south of San Diego, California.

and many hotels, the banks will usually have

your vacation plans should not be disrupted

the best rates. Credit cards are welcome at

by the festivities.

most major restaurants and hotels. When

people live in Los Cabos.

using your credit card, the statement total will

CLIMATE: Located just south of the Tropic of

Jan. 1

New Year’s Day

appear in pesos at the exchange rate posted

Feb. 5

Constitution Day

on that day.

Feb. 24 Flag Day
Mar. 21

Benito Juárez Day

the summer, highs can reach 90° F and there

EXCHANGE RATE: At press time, one

May 1

Labor Day

are sporadic showers. Winter evenings see

Mexican peso is equal to $0.05 USD. This

May 5

Battle of Puebla (Cinco de Mayo)

the thermometer drop to 60° F, with daytime

rate fluctuates, so check it closer to your

Sept. 16 Independence Day

highs near 80° F.

travel date and when you arrive.

Oct. 12

Día de la Raza (Columbus Day)

Nov. 2

Día de los Muertos

TIME ZONE: Los Cabos is on Mountain Time

COMMUNICATION: Most major wireless

Nov. 21

Revolution Day (Observed)

(MT) — one hour ahead of Pacific Time.

carriers offer packages that provide

Dec. 12

Day of the Virgin of Guadalupe

messaging, calling and data services at

Dec. 25 Christmas Day

Cancer, Los Cabos is a subtropical desert. In

LANGUAGE: In Mexico, Spanish is the official

reasonable rates. Check with your provider

language, but English is widely spoken

and ask about roaming rates in Mexico,

LOS CABOS TOURISM BOARD

throughout Los Cabos, especially by those

international package options and other

Managing Director: Rodrigo Esponda

within the hospitality industry.

travel-related services prior to your trip.

Local Phone: 624-143-4342

The internet works quite well throughout

Email: info@visitloscabos.org

ELECTRICITY: 120 volts/60 hertz. Electrical

Los Cabos, and Wi-Fi is a standard amenity

Web: VisitLosCabos.travel

outlets are the same as those used in the U.S.

at many businesses and most hotels and

Toll-Free: 800-746-2226

resorts, so Skype, FaceTime, Whatsapp and

Twitter: @LosCabosTourism

BANKS AND CURRENCY: The official unit

other Wi-Fi–enabled apps are a cost-effective

Facebook: Los Cabos Tourism

of currency is the Mexican peso (MXN), but

means of communication

Instagram: @LosCabosTourism

Photomexico

the U.S. dollar (USD) is widely accepted.

To call the U.S. from your U.S.-based cell

YouTube: youtube.com/loscabostourism

All major Mexican national banks are

phone, dial 00 + 1 + area code + phone

Share your memories and experiences on

represented in the destination and are usually

number. To call local landlines, just dial the

social media by tagging @LosCabosTourism

open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Many

seven-digit phone number. To call local cell

and using the hashtag #LosCabos. And

branches have ATMs that accept U.S. bank

phones (within the same area code), dial 044

download the official Los Cabos app on

cards just as they do in the U.S. Keep in mind,

+ phone number. To call Mexico outside Los

your mobile device from the App Store or

transaction fees may be higher, and some

Cabos, dial 01 + area code + phone number.

Google Play.

112
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POPULATION: Approximately 203,000
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BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR

good option. They are less expensive than

Southwest Airlines / 800-435-9792

For information about Baja California Sur,

taxis, but they won’t depart unless full, so you

Spirit Airlines / 855-882-0464

call 612-124-0100 or go to VisitBajaSur.travel.

may find yourself waiting a few minutes.

Sun Country Airlines / 800-359-6786

CAR RENTAL AT OR NEAR THE AIRPORT

transportation providers have a designated

United Airlines / 800-864-8331

Alamo		

624-146-1900

waiting area just outside.

VivaAerobús / 888-935-9848

Avis		

624-146-0046

Budget		

800-002-8343

the Los Cabos International Airport (SJD),

Dollar		

624-146-5012

services more than 400 domestic, international

E-Z Car Rental

800-216-7700

and private flights weekly. At press time, the

CONSULATES

Fox Rent A Car

800-225-4369

following airlines offered flights to Los Cabos:

U.S. Consular Agency

Hertz

800-405-7000

Aeroméxico, Aero Pacífico, Air Canada,

The Shoppes at Palmilla

National

877-222-9058

Alaska Airlines, American Airlines, Calafia

Carr. Transpeninsular, Km. 27.5,

Payless

624-105-8411

Airlines, Delta, Frontier, Interjet, Magnicharters,

Local B221. San José del Cabo

TEN Car Rental

624-172-2402

Southwest Airlines, Spirit Airlines, Sun Country

Local Phone: 624-143-3566

Thrifty

624-146-5030

Airlines, Sunwing, United Airlines, VivaAerobús,

Email: ConAgencyLosCabos@state.gov

Volaris and WestJet.

Consular Agency of Canada

Cab drivers and other pre-arranged

GETTING AROUND

Just 20 minutes north of San José del Cabo,

Nonstop flights and connections to Los

Sunwing / 800-668-4224

Volaris / 55-1102-8000
WestJet / 888-937-8538

Carr. Transpeninsular, Km. 0.5

Red and yellow taxi vans operate in San

Cabos are available from numerous cities

Plaza San Lucas, Local 82

José del Cabo; blue and green vans cruise

across the U.S., including Atlanta; Charlotte;

Col. El Tezal, Cabo San Lucas

Cabo San Lucas. They are available 24

Chicago; Dallas/Fort Worth; Denver; Detroit;

Local Phone: 624-142-4333 • 800-706-2900

hours a day and are never far. You can

Houston; Kansas City, Mo.; Minneapolis;

Email: lcabo@international.gc.ca

expect to pay $50–60 USD to get from

Newark; Phoenix; Salt Lake City and Seattle.

one town to the other. Buses run regularly

From California, there are flights and

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS:

and cost $2–3 USD, depending on the

connections available from Los Angeles,

Emergency – 911

exchange rate. Accounting for stops at

Orange County, San Diego, San Francisco

major hotels along The Corridor, the ride

and San Jose. From Canada, there are flights

Federal Highway Patrol

between the towns can take about an hour.

available from Calgary, Edmonton, Kelowna,

624-122-5735

Uber is also available.

Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg.

624-125-3584

The smaller, less frequented Cabo San
AIRPORT & TRAVEL DETAILS

Lucas International Airport (CSL) is located just

Cabo San Lucas Fire Department

To enter Mexico, you need a valid passport.

10 minutes from downtown Cabo San Lucas

624-143-3577

All foreign travelers must pass through

and primarily services private aircraft.
San José del Cabo Fire Department

immigration and customs. Once you have

624-142-2466

been cleared by immigration officials, collect

AIRLINE PHONE NUMBERS

your luggage and proceed to customs

Aeroméxico / 624-146-5098

where you push a button on something that

Air Canada / 800-296-3408

Military Hospital – 624-122-3488

looks a lot like a traffic light; if the light turns

Alaska Airlines / 800-252-7522

Red Cross – 624-143-3300

red, your luggage has been selected for

American Airlines / 800-433-7300

Airport – 624-122-1486

inspection. After getting through customs and

Calafia Airlines / 800-560-3949

immigration, you may walk past time-share

Delta Airlines / 800-221-1212

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

sales people eager for your attention.

Frontier / 800-432-1359

AmeriMed – 624-105-8500

Interjet / 866-285-9525

Blue Net – 624-104-3911

Magnicharters / 55-51-41-13-51

Hospital H+ – 624-104-9300

Unless you’ve arranged pickup with your
hotel, yellow and white mini shuttles are a

1 14
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1 Boat Launch

CABO SAN LUCAS
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Cruise Ship
Launch Landing
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Los Cabos

Health and
Safety Protocols
Now more
than ever, the
destination’s
top priority is
the health and
wellbeing of
travelers, their
loved ones and
the community.

Los Cabos has developed its health and safety protocol system, Los Cabos with Care – A
Safer Way to Get Away, centered on strict standards that facilitate a safer travel environment.
Los Cabos continues to work closely with hospitals, care units, airports, ports, hotels, resorts
and travel partners to align on the implementation of health and safety guidelines across the
destination.
INFORMATION ABOUT COVID-19 TESTS IN LOS CABOS
Los Cabos is prepared to accomodate all travelers’ needs regarding COVID-19 testing to support
visitors' seamless navigation to comply with testing requirements for their return destination, such

C

as the United States and Canada. Travelers will find several testing facilities options available

M

from hospitals, labs, and lodging facilities like hotels, timeshares, and vacation rentals.

Y

CM

Health and Safety Measures
•

•

Created the Los Cabos with Care – A Safer Way to Get

•

MY

CY

CMY

As Los Cabos continues to maintain a priority on health and safety

Away health and safety protocol system consistent with

standards as a part of its reopening plan and its "A Safer Way to

health authorities and implemented across the destination

Get Away" effort, the destination announced its partnership with

in partnership with Intertek Cristal, the highest standard

Intertek Cristal, a market-leading global health, safety, quality and

of health and safety protocols in the industry

security risk management business focused on the travel, tourism

Developed a layered approach that reinforces hygiene,

and hospitality sectors.

cleaning, traveler physical distancing, and the use of
•

LOS CABOS WITH CARE
A SAFER WAY TO GET AWAY!

K

These efforts comprise of destination-wide guidelines and

personal protective equipment (PPE)

certifications to ensure the wellbeing of visitors on vacation and

Implemented standardized health screening protocols

the local community at all touchpoints. This includes strict and

at the airport and port

consistent health and safety protocols that have been implemented

Partnered with travel providers to obtain a “Clean Point”

across the destination from the airport to hotels, restaurants,

certification (Punto Limpio) offered by the Mexico federal

transportation companies, and other service providers. The

government to strictly adhere to hygiene protocols and

destination also obtained “Clean Point” (Punto Limpio) certification,

obtained a “Safe Travels” stamp of approval certified by

offered by the Mexico federal government to strictly adhere to

he World Tourism & Travel Council (WTTC) for

hygiene protocols. Additionally, Los Cabos earned the World

recognition of safe travel protocols

Travel & Tourism Council’s (WTTC) stamp of approval for its newly

•

Enforced a flexible reservation policy for travelers

designed “Safe Travels” badge, qualified by adopting WTTC’s

•

Streamlined the communication protocols between

standardized health and hygiene protocols across the destination.

hotels, suppliers, and local authorities

Los Cabos is the first destination in Mexico to begin working
with Intertek Cristal in implementing Protek Destination Assurance.

1 20
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At the Forefront of Biocellular Regenerative Medicine
and a recognized leader in the application of
Exosome and Stem Cell Therapies in Mexico.
PRMEDICA has developed advanced protocols using stem cells in combination with exosomes
and achieved excellent results in the treatment of the following conditions:
• Degenerative joint diseases: Knees, shoulders, hips, neck, back, feet, and hands
• Sports injuries: Musculoskeletal disorders affecting the muscles, ligaments, and tendons
• Neurological diseases: Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, Autism, Multiple Sclerosis, and more
• Covid-19 Complications: Respiratory System complications
• Aesthetics: Facial rejuvenation, hair restoration, and many other aesthetic treatments
• Wellness and Longevity programs: Our signature treatment. Extending one's Life span
and Healthspan by 15 years and beyond
PRMEDICA uses adult mesenchymal stem cells derived from Wharton's Jelly of the umbilical cord.
Strict screening of the donor and medical history is evaluated before accepting the stem cells.
We also use optimal-purity, isolated mesenchymal stem cell exosomes from FDA-registered labs in the USA.
Using adult mesenchymal stem cells with MSC-derived exosomes assures that we can treat
many diseases faster and more effectively with a higher level of success.
Contact us for a free doctor's consultation.
(We provide at no charge transportation from your Hotel or Villa | *subject to restrictions)
Tel: 52 624 688 8497 | info@prmedica-inc.com | www.prmedica-inc.com
Located on the Tourist Corridor Km 25, Highway 1, Next to Fresko Palmilla, Cerro Colorado, San Jose del Cabo, Los Cabos.
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Snorkeling
Tour
Camel Ride
Encounter
Turtle
Release
Whale Watching
Expeditions
Crystal Clear
Boat Ride

CALL FROM US & CANADA

+1 (844) 471 2345
CALL FROM MEXICO

+52 (624) 142 9214

calypsotrip.com
reservations@calypsotrip.com
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